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THE COURT:  Valuation analysis.  Mr. Cimasi, as I1

was reviewing it over the weekend, I thought that at some2

point you'll explain to me when the -- I was looking at3

paragraph 5.11, and you went through all these analyses of4

various databases generated by Merger Stat Review and Control5

Premium Study, and you considered the average control premiums6

paid in several health care transactions over the past eight7

years, and you came out with a weighted mean control premium8

of 34.3 percent on Merger Stat, and a slightly lower weighted9

mean on the Control Premium Study of 31.1 percent, and then I10

was reading along on page 10 of page 28, and all of a sudden11

the bottom dropped out and there was a 25 or 21 percent12

reduction based upon all the databases when you got to13

determining that the control premium for Addus was only 1014

percent, and I must say I read it over about six times, and I15

wasn't convinced on the face of this analysis that you16

justified the reduction from the industry norms of 31 to 3417

percent to 10 percent, and I'm sure that Mr. Strub, when he18

goes back over some of his examination, may help you walk19

through it, but when I look at all these databases because20

we're trying to determine some kind of market study, and then21

all of a sudden I see a gross disparity when it comes to the22

so-called subject interest.23

I really need to know why over 20 percent -- I mean,24

that's a -- it's a two-thirds reduction in the control premium25
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gets washed out when you get to Addus.1

THE WITNESS:  I would be happy to explain, your2

Honor, if you'd like.3

THE COURT:  Well, I'm just letting you know one of4

my concerns, and I mean, every time I turn around there are5

major discounts with respect to this subject entity.  So I6

look at all the databases, which are presumably informative7

and help me set some standards, even though they're publicly-8

traded companies and I continue to raise questions about the9

applicability of data from publicly-traded companies to10

privately-held corporations, but on every variable you impose11

a major reduction when it comes to Addus.12

I mean, it just causes a shadow of a doubt to cross13

my mind that you're driving to a conclusion to kick the value14

right out of this potential merger as far as Addus is15

concerned.  So when there's such a gross disparity between16

your comparable data and your applications to facts in this17

case, I need to be satisfied by a preponderance of the18

evidence that those adjustments are independently justified19

based upon the facts in this case, and that I understand the20

linkage between your premise and your conclusion because it's21

the minor premise that's the one that's so disturbing.  I know22

the major premise.  The major premise here is the public data.23

 The minor premise as it applies to Addus, boom.24

So Mr. Strub, just keep that in mind.  All I said is25
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that that's what struck me reading this over the weekend1

without the opportunity to have you present your proofs and2

without Ms. Wheeler's having an opportunity to cross examine.3

I did not read the deposition transcript of Mr.4

Cimasi, so if you want to pick up where you were because I5

know we were doing sections 5 and 6, and other than general6

background, the first four sections I treated as introduction,7

but where we really start to get into the meat of this8

analysis begins at section 5.9

So I understood, Mr. Strub, why you started at 5 and10

6 because that's the meat of the analysis, and I was able to11

re-review sections 1 through 4, and that could have been12

plucked out of any health care consultant's study dating back13

to January of 2001, and when I look at the -- I was also14

struck by  the fact that when we look at the acquisitions by15

public companies in 2001, I think there are only four, and we16

know one of them.  I assume that was TLC. 17

So I'm trying to determine what bias or skew the TLC18

might have had on some of this data, but it is a more19

longitudinal study than 2001, but I know in 2001 there were20

perturbations in that market caused by Mr. Magliochetti's21

acquisition strategy.22

All right.  Mr. Strub, your witness.23

MR. STRUB:  Your Honor, before I begin with that,24

per the Court's suggestion we prepared a brief to discuss the25
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reliance issue.1

THE COURT:  Good.2

MR. STRUB:  We've given a copy to the other side. 3

I'd like to present it to the Court.4

THE COURT:  Okay.5

MR. STRUB:  Mr. Sullivan's going to attend to formal6

filing today.7

THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you.8

Did you find any cases that held misrepresentation9

of financial statements to be a strict liability?10

MR. STRUB:  Well, as your Honor will see when you11

read the brief, you know, there are two issues.  One is the12

contract issue, one is the fraud issue.13

THE COURT:  I understand that.14

MR. STRUB:  On the fraud issue --15

THE COURT:  Yes.16

MR. STRUB:  -- there is, as your Honor is absolutely17

correct, on fraud there is no strict liability.  We were18

unable to find a case in Delaware that addresses this19

particular point on fraud, which is the buyer sees information20

and contacts the seller, and the seller gives reassurances of21

that information.  So we were forced to resort our home state,22

California Supreme Court, which was -- we did find some case23

law on that.24

We did research Delaware law and were unable to find25
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anything directly on point.1

THE COURT:  Well, sometimes rather than to go back2

to your home state, you might give some consideration to what3

the holdings are in New York State, particularly at the Court4

of Appeals level.5

MR. STRUB:  We did look at that, your Honor.  We6

were unable to find, and we're still looking, but this was the7

only case that we were able to locate in over the weekend that8

dealt directly with the issue that we believe is before the9

Court, and we were not -- there was no bias in the selection10

process.11

We did review the Courts of Appeal Federal and other12

state courts, and we are continuing to look.  It just so13

happened that that was the one that we were able to find.14

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, after we've had an15

opportunity to review, we'll file a response with the Court.16

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  And just keep it17

brief because there isn't that much discussion in cases here,18

but I do appreciate the effort to look to see what the19

Delaware law is.  Thank you.20

I thought Ms. Wheeler would have been doing this21

anyway.22

MR. STRUB:  And your Honor, one more housekeeping23

matter.  Mr. Cimasi has managed to rearrange his schedule, but24

he does need to take one conference call today at noon, and25
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he'll take it right in that antechamber, and so long as --1

with the Court's indulgence, if we could break slightly before2

noon so he can take that conference call.3

THE COURT:  Okay.4

MR. STRUB:  All right.  And your Honor, I want to --5

before getting to the points that the Court raised I would6

like to pick up on one thing that we were discussing on7

Friday.8

DIRECT EXAMINATION9

BY MR. STRUB: 10

Q. Now Mr. Cimasi, we were talking about the difference11

between price and value, and one of the things that you've12

done in both section 2 and section 7 of your report is to13

calculate the price for this acquisition.  Is that correct? 14

A. Yes.15

Q. What was the price that you calculated for this16

acquisition as reflected in the stock purchase agreement?17

A. Approximately 115 million, not including an area that we18

had some question about, which would have been what may have19

been some insider debt from the company to Andrew Wright, and20

so as to that we were uncertain because of the information we21

had in front of us, but other than that we came up with about22

$115 million.23

Q. Mr. Cimasi, can you explain to us, please, how you24

calculated that the purchase price for Addus as reflected in25
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the stock purchase agreement was $115 million?1

A. Well, in the stock purchase agreement that called for $372

1/2 million in stock and promissory notes, and then it also3

called for a target of 20 million shares of Med common stock4

with certain call-back rights that indicated that the -- what5

we would refer to as the call-back trigger threshold.  In6

other words, the -- the threshold that would trigger the7

provisions of the call-back rights where a market value of $508

million as stated in sub C of the stock purchase agreement,9

and in essence, if on each of the subsequent January 8ths to10

the date of the transaction, that would have been January 8th,11

2003, January 8th, 2004, and January 8th, 2005, the product of12

multiplying 20 million shares times the market closing price13

of Med at that time did not equal $50 million, then the14

mechanism would kick in and the call-back thresholds would15

have to be met, and in the event that they did not exceed $4216

million -- if they were less than $42 million, but in excess17

of 36 million, then in essence 3 million shares -- additional18

shares of Med stock would be part of the acquisition19

consideration, and if in fact that product was less than 3620

million, then 6 million shares, and so if it was less than 3021

million, it would be 9 million shares. 22

So there was like three different categories of call-back23

rights, and so with the closing price of Addus stock that24

would have been on the 7th of January, the --25
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THE COURT:  Are you valuing this at $50 million?1

THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.  We're calculating how2

the formula would have worked.3

THE COURT:  No, but if the -- if the consideration4

includes 20 million in shares, and you're computing price,5

what's the price component attributable to 20 million shares?6

THE WITNESS:  Well, that's what I'm going through7

right now, that in the event that -- because if you multiply8

the 20 million shares times the $1.87 closing price on January9

the 7th, then what you're going to end up with is $37.410

million, and in that event, that puts that in the category --11

you know, the call-back threshold category where an additional12

3 million shares would have been issued on January 8th, 2003,13

2004, and 2005, and so with the underlying assumption that the14

best information they had is the share price at that time was15

$1.87, if you discount that back on each of those events, you16

know, for those three years, $1.87 times the 3 million shares,17

you end up with present value using our discount rate for18

equity, of 4.65 million for -- on January 8th of 2003, 3.8619

million on January 8th of 2004, and 3.2 million on January 8th20

of 2005, and the aggregate additional call-back amount of 11.721

million.22

If you add that 11.7 million to the initial 37.423

million, which is the 20 million shares times $1.87, you come24

up with right at $49.1 million.  So it approximates the $5025
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million that was envisioned in the language that says that --1

it sets the trigger that says in the event the product is less2

than $50 million.3

THE COURT:  I'm trying to understand why you're4

discounting it.5

THE WITNESS:  Well, your Honor, in the event that6

you obtain money at some point in the future under the7

standard of fair market --8

THE COURT:  I understand the concept of discounting9

the present value.  What I'm trying to understand is you're10

discounting what to 4.65 as of 1/03?11

THE WITNESS:  1/8/03 would be the 3 million shares12

as stated here at $1.87.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  I didn't -- that's14

what I was having problems understanding.  Okay.  So you're15

discounting the 3 million, and then on 1/04?16

THE WITNESS:  1/8/04 the 3 million shares at $1.8717

discounted back is 3.86 million.18

THE COURT:  Okay.19

THE WITNESS:  And then the same way on, you know,20

1/8/05, that 3 million shares at $1.87 discounted back to the21

as-of date --22

THE COURT:  Okay.23

THE WITNESS:  -- as 3.2 million.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  Now I follow you.  All right. 25
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And where's the 11.7 coming from?1

THE WITNESS:  That's the aggregate of the three --2

of the present value of the three call-back payment dates.  33

-- 4.65 plus 3.86 plus 3.2 equals 11.7, and then if you add4

that to the initial payment of 20 million shares at $1.87 of5

37.4 million, 37.4 million plus 11.7 million is right at $49.16

million, which again, approximates the envisioned $50 million.7

Now, that's utilizing, your Honor, the equity8

discount rate that we developed, and that you and I talked9

about on Friday in my testimony.10

BY MR. STRUB: 11

Q. All right.  Let me -- let me stop you for a second.12

THE COURT:  Okay, before you go there, this is --13

when this deal was contemplated, this was going to give Mr.14

Wright and the other shareholders what percentage of the15

shares of Med?16

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, I don't know the total17

percentage of --18

THE COURT:  Well, I mean, was he going to end up19

with 10 percent of Med, 20 percent of Med, 30 percent of Med,20

or you know, .006 percent of Med?21

THE WITNESS:  It wasn't .006, but the answer is22

without going back and looking at the paperwork I don't know23

the exact amount, but it would not have been a majority24

interest in Med.25
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THE COURT:  No.  I understand it wouldn't be a1

majority interest, and this analysis doesn't take into2

consideration -- well, I assume by your first date TLC has3

already been acquired?4

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Yes, your Honor.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  So this is after TLC, and I think6

Mr. Steinberg said that was in November of 2001, then you're7

applying this.  Okay.  So that's the second component,8

correct?9

THE WITNESS:  Right.  The first was a promissory10

notes and cash.  The second were the payment of stock with the11

call-back rights, and the third was the assumption of --12

Q. Before --13

A. I'm sorry.14

Q. Before you get to the third component, Mr. Cimasi, let me15

ask you one question about this second component.  Of your16

$115 million that you put as the price, how much of that is17

represented by this 20 million shares of stock?  Is that 5018

million?19

A. Approximately.  Yes.  49.1 if you discount it back to20

present value for each of those call-back rights at $1.87, but21

it's clear on the face of the document that the intent was22

that they wanted those shares to be worth $50 million.23

Q. Okay.  So now, and you've explained how you looked at24

each of the separate call-back periods and then discounted25
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that in order to obtain the present value of the consideration1

that was reflected by the stock, right?2

A. Yes.3

Q. Okay.  Now, when you -- and let's look at the table --4

table 5-7 on page 16 of 28 of your report.5

All right.  Now, on table 5-7, which is in your report,6

you have a -- when we put it up on the screen you have a total7

discount rate that you calculated in connection with doing8

your valuation, correct?9

A. Yes.10

Q. What is that discount rate?11

A. 20.63 percent was the discount rate to the cost of12

equity.13

Q. Okay.  Now, which did you do first, did you put together14

this discount rate for the cost of equity or did you calculate15

the price?16

A. Well, we -- we developed our discount rate, as I17

testified to on Friday.18

Q. Okay.  So you developed this discount rate, and then19

later you went back to the stock purchase agreement and you20

calculated the price, and you calculated a -- this -- you21

applied a discount rate in order to value the stock at $49.122

million, correct?23

A. Yes.24

Q. What was the discount rate that's used in the stock25
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purchase agreement in order to get to a value of $49.11

million?2

A. The same 26.3 percent.3

Q. So the -- in that stock, the -- in the stock purchase4

agreement the same rate that gets you to $49.1 million is the5

same rate that you had previously chosen as your total6

discount rate for cost of equity.  Is that true?7

A. Yes.8

Q. Okay.  All right.  So now we have 30 --9

A. Approximately, counselor.  Again, it's 49.1 million, and10

the face of the document says 50 million, but it's11

approximately that, yes.12

Q. All right.  Now, so we -- we -- you had told us about13

37.5 million in stock and promissory notes.  You told us about14

49.1 million -- I'm sorry.  39 -- 37.5 million in cash and15

promissory notes and 49.1 million in Med stock.16

What are the other components that you assigned to the17

price of Addus as reflected in the stock purchase agreement?18

A. There was a -- I think it was maybe paragraphs 2.2A.19

THE COURT:  Wait, wait.  Let's just roll this back.20

You talk about his calculating this discount rate21

first before he applies it to the price, but he already puts22

another 10 percent in here, almost half the value of his23

discount rate for subject risk premium.  So this isn't24

independent of the company.  He builds his -- even assuming25
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you were talking about a company of the same size as Addus,1

and let's assume Addus was a profitable company and it had2

some value. 3

He's already factored in an Addus variable here,4

subject entity specific risk premium.  So but for the specific5

risk premium for Addus because of its attributes, and because6

I'm concerned there's a lot of circular reasoning here, it7

would be a discount rate of 10.63 percent.  You would then8

apply that to valuing the Med D shares.9

So I'm trying to understand why do we keep going10

back to subject entity when we're calculating the discount11

rate of equity because it's now company specific?  We're not12

talking about some discounted value using other criteria.  So13

we're -- I'm concerned we're double counting, and then we14

compound it by now taking the much higher discount rate and15

then applying it to the shares of Med D, and I can understand16

on the subject entity you're talking about Addus maybe, but17

why do you apply that discount rate to Med?  Med isn't the18

subject entity.  There's no specific risk premium of 1019

percent additional discount for Med.  The 10 percent refers to20

Addus.21

So that's where I get a little confused.22

Q. Mr. Cimasi, do you -- excuse me -- do you want to address23

that?24

A. Yes.  I'd be happy to be -- first of all, your Honor, I25
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don't know of any health care economist that would have used1

the build-up rate without a subject entity risk premium added2

to it that resulted in a 20.63 percent.  That's not the way3

the methodology works again.4

THE COURT:  But I'm concerned -- look, I can5

understand all this other stuff that there's some -- you know,6

there's some objective data to it, but when it comes down to7

this 10 percent, that's your subjective determination based8

upon your consideration of multiple factors.9

THE WITNESS:  Well. your Honor, admittedly there is10

some subjectivity based on --11

THE COURT:  No, no.  I'm always concerned about when12

you become subjective, not -- you know, I look at all of this13

report.  I study it carefully.  I look at the various14

appendices.  I understand all the databases you use.  You15

testified extensively about the databases that are unique to16

this industry that have been developed over time by three or17

four different sources.  So that gives -- so that gives us18

some comparable data, but then we switch over to your19

appraisal determinations as to this company, and I'm having20

trouble understanding why I should accept your subjective21

determinations of what the applicable discounts are when it22

comes to Addus because I'm walking down the road with you,23

we're going arm in arm, and all of a sudden the cliff stops24

and I'm over the edge, and I need to know why I should be25
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jumping over the cliff with you with these kinds of discount1

rates to keep compounding.2

THE WITNESS:  I'm confident with provided the3

opportunity I can explain that to you, your Honor.4

THE COURT:  I'm sure you have that confidence.  You5

need to convince me that it's -- it's a --6

THE WITNESS:  All right. 7

THE COURT:  -- good faith determination on your8

part.9

THE WITNESS:  It's beyond a good faith10

determination.  It's my certified opinion as a nationally11

recognized expert in this field, and I will again address --12

THE COURT:  Look, okay, Mr. Cimasi, you're not going13

to help me telling me about how objective you are based upon14

your certifications.  I'm dealing with this specific analysis15

under these set of facts.  No one is challenging your16

credentials.17

THE WITNESS:  I wasn't suggesting that, your Honor.18

THE COURT:  But even a well-qualified appraiser in a19

particular analysis can move away from objectivity because20

that person ends up in a forensic advocacy point.21

Since there isn't any independent way of replicating22

this data I have to rely upon your seasoned practical23

judgment.24

THE WITNESS:  I would recommend, your Honor, that we25
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go back to the benchmarking table because it all --1

THE COURT:  I went back to the benchmarking table. 2

I studied that as well.3

THE WITNESS:  Well, the only way I can answer your4

question, your Honor, is if I'm permitted to refer to a couple5

of factual points here based on empirical data, and so I'll6

try to put these out as quickly as I can in light of the time,7

but I do want to address the questions you've raised, but I8

have to be permitted to do that.9

THE COURT:  Okay.10

THE WITNESS:  Number one, this is not entirely my11

subjective opinion or I wouldn't have written the report, and12

the basis of that and the proof of that and the evidence of13

that is provided to the Court is the fact that we've done14

substantial and significant comparison of the subject entity15

to its peer companies within the specific industry sector that16

this company operates, and we did significant amount of17

benchmarking and financial ratio analysis, and provided to the18

extent possible our support, and this -- if you'll turn to19

page 18 -- excuse me -- page 17 and page 18 of 28 that we20

provided an explanation in each of these things as to what we21

referred to back on our benchmarking analysis in trying to22

come up with this admittedly somewhat more subjective analysis23

of subject entity risk premium, but your Honor should be aware24

that this particular method of coming upon an estimate of a25
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equity discount rate of the required cost of equity capital,1

you know, relies upon some adjustment for subject entity risk2

premium over and above what you're going to gain from looking3

at the publicly-traded stock market.4

So the best evidence that we can do is to benchmark5

this against these companies, as well as against industry6

surveys that are considered, you know, accepted and7

authoritative in the field, and derive some indication, you8

know, as to what additional risk adjustment that a typical9

group of investors would expect before investing in property10

similar to the subject entity, and so we provided all of this11

as well as significant background as to what was going on in12

the health care, and specifically the home care sector of the13

health industry at that time, and take -- in support of our14

informed judgment as to where this would come in.15

The attempt at going back and taking a look now at16

the call-back rights would have been only for the purpose of17

doing a number of smell tests to say in the marketplace at18

that time what might have been a typical expected discount19

rate for distressed companies, and both Med and Addus were --20

would certainly have been classified as distress companies --21

were classified as distress companies in the industry at that22

time, and --23

THE COURT:  All right.  What industry data was there24

independent of this transaction to rate Addus?  There's no25
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public data as of this date saying that -- that Addus was a1

distressed company, is there?2

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Yes, there was, your Honor, and3

if you'll go to schedule 3 again, and if you take a look at4

comparison of Addus, as some of the things that we talked5

about on Friday. 6

In particular I can direct your Honor's attention to7

-- this would be row 26 of schedule 3, and if you'll --8

THE COURT:  This is where we went to the O's and the9

P's and the Q's and the R's?10

MR. STRUB:  It's the spreadsheet -- the fold-out11

spreadsheets --12

THE COURT:  All right.13

MR. STRUB:  -- in schedule 3.14

THE WITNESS:  Row 27, your Honor, and you can see15

there that Addus is the subject entity has a total cost of16

sales and operating expense of 101.9 percent, and then we17

talked earlier about, you know, their ratios in terms of their18

leverage ratios. 19

This is a company that by any rational, reasonable,20

and objective definition was a distressed company at the time21

of this transaction.  You know, I don't think there's any22

question that Med Diversified, you know, was a distressed23

company at this time.24

So the intent of -- of doing this smell test in25
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terms of looking at the call-back rights was to say, you know,1

on the face of the document it's clear that the intent was2

that they wanted to have $50 million be the target of3

consideration for the stock, and your Honor, a way to just to4

test that is to say if they're going to get that over a period5

of time and just doing the mechanism, the plain arithmetic of6

the mechanism that's in the SPA agreement -- the stock7

purchase agreement, you know, you can back into what the8

parties would have had in mind approximately as to what a cost9

of equity would have been for these types of distressed10

companies in the home care industry at that time. 11

That was the only intent of it, your Honor.  We12

weren't claiming any other intent at all.  It was simply just13

another smell test to see to it that how we had developed our14

discount rate was in fact, you know, in an appropriate range15

as to what was in investor's minds at that time.  The16

arithmetic works out almost exactly.17

THE COURT:  Based upon publicly-traded companies or18

privately-held companies?19

THE WITNESS:  Well, your Honor, if you'll refer to20

schedule 3 on columns P and O -- columns O and columns P, you21

know, as I testified on Friday, columns O are based on22

government reports of privately-held companies.  These are23

from Department of Labor and Small Business Administration and24

others that Integra integrates that information and aggregates25
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it for sale and then the column P is -- what's now called Risk1

Management Associates, the old Robert Morris Associates2

banking stuff, which is from the statements that are provided3

to bankers from -- from in essence closely-held companies in4

loan covenants that they aggregate by Standard Industrial5

Classification Code.6

Now, the columns before that are clearly, you know,7

publicly-traded companies, and the same -- in the same8

industry sub-sector, but we did take into consideration, to9

the extent possible, closely-held companies, and keep in mind10

that Addus was a company that was large enough that could have11

been public, your Honor.  They could have done an IPO and they12

could have been a public company. 13

So in terms of homogenous units of comparability,14

you know, can we compare Addus to this other data?  I think15

that any -- I think it's reasonable to conclude, you know,16

that for purposes of comparison it is not invalid or17

inappropriate to be able to compare it to that data.18

THE COURT:  You're assuming that I should rely upon19

this body of data published by Integra and published by Risk20

Management Associates, that you didn't look behind that data.21

 You simply accepted their statistical analysis of this data,22

and started that -- started with that as givens?23

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  We cited those sources of data,24

as well as citing the data that we received from the --25
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THE COURT:  I understand about the --1

THE WITNESS:  -- 10-K's and 10-Q's of the publicly-2

traded --3

THE WITNESS:  I understand about the publicly-held4

companies, and you're saying when you're benchmarking, you're5

including within that database other reports generated by6

other companies, and it may be used in the industry, but7

basically from my standpoint that's hearsay. 8

You haven't looked within that database of health9

care companies.  I don't know how many health care companies10

comparable to Addus are in the RMA database.  I don't know how11

many companies are in the Integra database.  All you're doing12

is accepting these conclusions, and I don't know whether13

courts in determining valuation analyses in the health care14

industry have accepted as probative the analysis prepared by15

Integra or by RMA.16

THE WITNESS:  We did investigate, your Honor, in17

terms of the underlying efficacy and validity of the data18

sample in the -- in the survey techniques of both of those19

surveys, and aside from the fact that they are generally20

accepted surveys and that are widely, almost universally used21

in the valuation profession and in testimony --22

THE COURT:  That's just accepted -- that's just23

internal to your profession.  You seem to misunderstand me. 24

I'm trying to get out of your closed universe.  I'm trying to25
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get out of the situation in which everything is self-1

fulfilling.  I'm trying to get to how we test empirically the2

validity of these assumptions, and you can tell me that3

appraisers use this stuff in connection with preparing4

valuations for their own clients.5

I'm trying to determine what kind of validity they6

should be given in an evidentiary setting in Court, and I know7

about RMA.  I said that was for bankers.  I understood what8

you decided -- described as Integra, but what I'm looking for9

is any court that has concluded that a proper basis for10

valuation may include these studies.11

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, I have testified in front12

of the Chancery Court of Delaware twice and used data from13

these sources.  I've prepared reports for federal courts,14

state courts, Tax Court, and I will tell you that we have done15

internally our own assessment, as we're required to do, as to16

the validity and efficacy of both the data sample and the17

statistical analysis methodology that are utilized by both of18

these sources, and --19

THE COURT:  But that's not spread out in your20

report.21

THE WITNESS:  I beg your pardon?22

THE COURT:  You're simply saying, "Accept my23

professionalism, that I would not have simply taken their data24

as published.  We went through in effect a reanalysis," but25
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the reanalysis isn't presented in your report.  That's just1

kind of the background, right?2

THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.  We haven't included,3

you know, many things in our report or the report would have4

been 40 volumes, but again, we have cited the work.  It is5

generally accepted.  We have independently --6

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.7

THE WITNESS:  -- assured ourselves under standards8

and through my certification that it's work that we can rely9

on and we believe it to hold significant validity in terms of10

doing the comparability testing that we're doing to be able to11

arrive at a discount rate.12

THE COURT:  Okay.13

MR. STRUB:  And your Honor, this is -- I did bring14

with me now the Bankruptcy Evidence Manual, and so let me --15

BY MR. STRUB: 16

Q. I'm just going to ask you, Mr. Cimasi, a question which17

is directly from this section 703.1 of the Evidence Manual18

talking about when an expert witness may rely on hearsay in19

formulating an opinion. 20

Are the facts and data that you relied in your21

benchmarking analysis the type that are relied upon by experts22

in your field?23

A. Yes.24

Q. And in performing valuations, is this the type of data25
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that you rely on and have relied on in your profession?1

A. Yes.2

Q. Okay.3

THE COURT:  Mr. Strub, I don't take issue with that.4

MR. STRUB:  I just needed to make the record, your5

Honor, on that.6

THE COURT:  I understand, but though he may rely7

upon hearsay for purposes of admitting his testimony in these8

points, it's still hearsay.  It doesn't mean that the evidence9

has to be excluded, but when I look to the databases and I'm10

saying, okay, this is the first time I've had someone testify11

about value in the health care, and he's very articulate and12

sophisticated in his analysis, and he's laying out all of his13

premises, and he's referencing the extensive literature on all14

of these points to the extent they're available, and when I15

look at a lot of his footnotes, they come out of e-mail sites,16

and that doesn't exactly satisfy me about how I rely upon17

things because a lot of this is simply, you know, surveys, but18

if -- or stuff that's unpublished.19

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, I might explain, the e-20

mail sites, so your Honor will understand, over the last five21

or six years now most of the data that we purchase is22

purchased online either through Lexis Nexis or through a23

number of other sources.  In this case, we subscribe to the24

Center for Economic and Investment Research, through Shannon25
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Pratt's BD resources, and through other sources that are1

online, including Ibbotson.  All the sources for years we've2

had hundreds of books that we've had to use a physical copy3

of.  We now either get by CD or are able to access online, and4

this is again, something that the entire profession has moved5

to over the last decade --6

THE COURT:  I understand, Mr. Cimasi, and thank you7

for the explanation about the -- the increased frequency of8

reliance upon electronic databases that are communicated9

through electronic means, but -- and maybe this is the bias of10

my training.11

I mean, I was trained as a legal historian.  I was12

trained to go back and look at the original sources, and a13

reference in an e-mail site to unpublished database which I14

can't independently review, I can't pull the volume off the15

shelf and look to see whether that compilation of data16

satisfies the rigorous tests for validity.17

If I can do all of that I'm just building inference18

upon inference upon inference upon inference without being19

able to go back and read the original documents, and I assume20

that your adversary's counsel is faced with the same concerns.21

 How do they go back and unpack your analysis?  how do they22

test the validity of your assumptions?23

THE WITNESS:  All the sites are accessible by the24

Internet, your Honor, and probably in most cases more25
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accessible --1

THE COURT:  Well, I think some --2

THE WITNESS:  -- than the hard copy.3

THE COURT:  -- of them are only accessible to4

subscribers.5

MR. STRUB:  And in those cases, your Honor, we did6

respond to a specific request for information that was7

accessible only to subscribers, and we provided that8

information in hard copy form.9

THE WITNESS:  All of them are in workpapers, your10

Honor.  We would never cite anything that we haven't printed a11

hard copy and put in our workpapers.  We're required under12

Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal and other13

standards of my certifying organizations to maintain that for14

a period of years after the final conclusion of the trial, and15

so --16

THE COURT:  Okay.17

THE WITNESS:  -- it's just a different way of18

accessing, but they are published databases.  They're just19

published in a different manner.20

THE COURT:  Fine.  But I'm just telling you I'm the21

fact finder and I'm trying to make a determination about the22

weight to give to your evidence, and I'm not a subscriber. 23

I'm not asking you to turn over all your databases, but when I24

have to make the independent determination based upon the25
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materials you present to me through a report and with your1

explanations of your methodology, and you're quite articulate2

about it -- a little defensive, but quite articulate about it,3

I'm sitting here in my chambers writing an opinion, and the4

question is how do I go back behind your report, behind your5

schedules and determine that you properly applied the data6

that's available, taking into consideration obviously that as7

an expert you're going to have to use your professional8

judgment, and there's an irreducible degree of subjectivity9

about it, but there are some people who exercise much better10

judgment than others, and presumably as part of your11

background you're able to demonstrate to your client and to12

the courts consistently over time, although you don't testify13

that frequently, that your judgment is very sound.14

I'm simply trying to corroborate the soundness of15

your judgments based upon the very data that you cite, which16

is inaccessible to me.17

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, clearly I --18

THE COURT:  And maybe in your experience no one has19

put you through this drill.20

THE WITNESS:  They have, your Honor, and clearly, I21

don't mean to be defensive.  I will offer that if anything of22

this information -- I'd be happy to provide it to the Court in23

hard copy, and again, the only reason we access this stuff24

through Web-based access now is simply for a matter of25
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efficiency and not having to store any more books than are1

necessary.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Go ahead.3

BY MR. STRUB: 4

Q. Let me ask one point of clarification because we've been5

talking about it as e-mail, but you know, for example, if we6

look at the end of section 3, and I don't think actually any7

of these Web sites -- any Web sites appear in section 5. 8

These are all treatises that are footnoted, and some of which9

we actually have here with us in Court today, but let me just,10

if you look at section 3, page 5 of 5, Mr. Cimasi.11

THE COURT:  Page what?12

MR. STRUB:  Page 5 of 5.  I just pulled this out.13

THE COURT:  Which section is this?14

MR. STRUB:  Section 3.  The last page of section 3.15

 I just randomly opened the --16

THE COURT:  I'm looking at section 3.  Page what of17

what?18

MR. STRUB:  Page 5 of 5.19

THE COURT:  Yes.  Okay.  There's the statistical20

abstract. yes.21

Q. And so if you look at footnote number 2, Mr. Cimasi, is22

that a -- are you with me?23

A. Yes.24

Q. Is -- that's not an e-mail, is it?25
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A. No.  That's a Web site for the U.S. government source,1

the Census Bureau that allows you to go into the statistical2

abstract of the United States, and it's available to anyone3

that wishes to visit that.4

THE COURT:  That I understand, and I've used that5

site, and that's a database that I can independently examine.6

 I think it's somewhat remote from this, just simply talking7

about if you're dealing with home health care services, the8

incidence of those services are going to be provided to a more9

elderly population than the mean, and you're going to have a10

universe or potential patients for whom these services can be11

extended, and that population continues to grow every year, as12

our population continues to age, and as a substantial part of13

our population, although excluding some segments, particularly14

some of the immigrant communities from Hispanic countries,15

heads towards zero population growth, if not below.16

So I understand the growing gerentocracy we have in17

the United States, though I wish it were more powerful than it18

actually is.19

MR. STRUB:  Your Honor, I think all of those sites20

that you're referring to are in sections 3 and 4.21

THE COURT:  No, he's also -- but he also cites to --22

look, I'm not going to go down through each one of them. He23

also cites to unpublished industry studies where there's no24

publication data available. 25
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I just don't want to -- look, I'm not going to beat1

this horse anymore.2

MR. STRUB:  Right.  I --3

THE COURT:  I just raised these questions.  Let's4

move on.5

MR. STRUB:  Okay.6

THE COURT:  Mr. Cimasi wants to be through before7

Friday.8

MR. STRUB:  And I think just to close that point9

out, I think if your Honor looks through all of the tables in10

section 5, I think you'll see that those are all cited to11

published data, and Mr. Cimasi can correct me if I'm wrong on12

that point.13

THE COURT:  Okay.14

MS. WHEELER:  Your Honor, I don't mean to quibble on15

this, but I know that table 5-2 on page 9 of 28 I asked for16

the underlying information on that table and it was --17

THE COURT:  Page -- Ms. Wheeler --18

MS. WHEELER:  -- only electronically downloadable.19

THE COURT:  Ms. Wheeler, what page you're talking --20

MS. WHEELER:  Page 9 of 28, your Honor, for section21

5.22

THE COURT:  Page 9.  Which footnote?23

MS. WHEELER:  Specifically, your Honor, I'm looking24

at table 5-2.25
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THE COURT:  Yes. 1

MS. WHEELER:  And that data seems to have come from2

something called a Control Premium Study, and that is3

information that I requested, and I think the first couple of4

years were available in hard copy format, and the remainder of5

the years were electronically downloaded.6

MR. STRUB:  And so we provided the hard copies of7

the data.8

THE COURT:  All right.  I mean, if it's9

electronically -- look, you can publish electronically now.  I10

mean --11

MS. WHEELER:  Right.  I'm just --12

THE COURT:  -- more and more books, as it were, are13

being published electronically, and various efforts have been14

made by commercial publishers, including mine, to put books on15

electronic files, and continue to update them electronically16

so that instead of having to buy the 40 volumes of "Collier on17

Bankruptcy" or so, you can now buy the CD-roms.  Then of18

course, you can download and print off some of those.19

So I understand, and some of them don't -- there are20

increasing people who are publishing novels online and reports21

online, and there is no hard cover.22

THE WITNESS:  There's a further consideration in23

that when it's a list of a statistical data or a database,24

what we do as analysts is have to analyze that data and be25
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able to put it into a model to be able to review it and1

perform statistical analysis, and so it's actually more2

accurate if we are able to obtain that data electronically3

because then you're not relying on the error prone possibility4

of having to keep re-keying in all that data from a hard copy5

source into a spreadsheet to be able to do the statistical6

analysis.7

So as a matter of efficiency and also a matter of8

trying to make your work less error prone, you know, obtaining9

the data electronically has been a real benefit we believe to10

not only our work, but to the courts.  It allows us to be more11

accurate and more expeditious in getting that data, rather12

than having 40 or 50 pages printed out in hard copy and have13

to re-key all that in, we're able to just get that in an14

electronic format to be able to do our analysis, and15

especially when you're talking about transactions that would16

have to do with like premiums and the rest of that, it makes17

it extremely efficient to -- and less error prone to be able18

to get the data in that format.19

THE COURT:  Thank you for your endorsement of the20

most modern innovations and information technology.21

THE WITNESS:  I'm a dinosaur myself.22

THE COURT:  I don't think so.  I don't think so. 23

You're one of the most enthusiastic zealots of the new age24

I've come across, but that's okay, Mr. Cimasi.  I don't hold25
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that as a bias or a prejudice.1

THE WITNESS:  Actually they call me "Analog Bob,"2

but --3

THE COURT:  All right.  Let's not get -- Mr. Strub,4

going ahead.5

MR. STRUB:  Okay.6

BY MR. STRUB: 7

Q. And we got a little bit off track here, Mr. Cimasi.  We8

were talking about the price and we were -- we had 37.59

million in cash and promissory notes, and we had 49.1 million10

in stock. 11

What else would you add to the component of price in12

connection with the stock purchase agreement between Addus and13

Med?14

A. There was a stated repayment of certain debt obligations15

of the subject entity in the amount of approximately $2816

million.17

THE COURT:  How much?18

THE WITNESS:  28 million.19

THE COURT:  And does that mean at the closing Med D20

was going to write checks?21

THE WITNESS:  They had to assume or they had to22

satisfy that debt -- Med Diversified had to satisfy that debt.23

Q. Okay.  So let's put up section 6.6.24

THE COURT:  And was there then some indemnification25
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to Addus or what?1

THE WITNESS:  I believe that it was just -- as a2

requirement of the transaction, your Honor, they had to have3

that debt paid.  It was in the stock purchase agreement under4

section 6.6 where it says, "Bank and Wright debt" is what it's5

entitled, and it says that --6

Q. Before you start that, Mr. Cimasi, let's put it up so we7

can take a look at it.8

THE COURT:  I'm trying to understand what's the9

point of this.  Addus has certain debt.  Unless Mr. Wright is10

personally liable for it, that debt's presumably factored into11

the value of his shares.  He only gets -- the shareholder only12

gets residual economic interest in that company.  So if it had13

debt, it had debt.14

MR. STRUB:  Your Honor, we're looking --15

THE COURT:  I don't know why would Mr. -- why would16

Mr. Wright care that certain debts were repaid unless he17

personally guaranteed them?18

THE WITNESS:  Well, I believe he did, your Honor,19

and we factored that in our report.  In another place in the20

report we talked about how that had to be accounted for, but21

the language of this is plan and clear in section 6.6.22

MR. STRUB:  Which we put up on the screen, your23

Honor.24

THE WITNESS:  "At or prior to the closing date,25
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buyer," that would have been Med Diversified, "shall secure1

the release of any seller guarantees and replacement of all2

letters of credit related to indebtedness of the acquired3

companies to LaSalle Bank National Association and Heller4

Financial -- Heller Health Care Finance, Inc.  Buyer5

acknowledges and agrees that any related payment of such6

indebtedness will not result in a reduction of the purchase7

price.8

It goes on to say that, "Buyer is obligated to not9

only obtain the release of bank obligations of seller, but10

buyer is obligated to fully repay all legally valid and11

outstanding indebtedness of the company to LaSalle Bank12

National Association and Heller Health Care Finance, including13

without limitation all principal accrued interest and any14

prepaid --15

THE COURT:  So this is -- so this is so that no one16

can challenge this as a fraudulent transfer on the part of17

Addus's creditors?  They're all going to be satisfied?18

THE WITNESS:  I think it's more likely based on my19

experience in doing these types of transactions that they, in20

buying the stock of Addus, Med Diversified was required to21

release all the debt that the owners of Addus would have been22

personally liable for or had any personal exposure or23

liability thereto, and so in buying the equity, again,24

addressing the difference between price and value, because25
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Addus -- Med Diversified was buying the stock or the equity of1

Addus.2

In buying that they had to in fact pay $115 million3

because they had to pay to pay off all the debt.4

THE COURT:  Okay.5

Q. Can you -- now, there's some dispute in this case as to6

whether the cost of repaying the debt would be included in the7

price.  Can you explain to us why you would include the cost8

of repaying the debt, which is required under 6.6 as part of9

the price?10

A. It's a fundamental concept of the difference between the11

terms "price" and "value," and I can best illustrate that by12

suggesting that if the seller has, just for easier arithmetic13

here, has $1,000 in assets, and has $500 in liabilities or14

debt, then the seller has on the books $500 in equity.  1,00015

minus 500 equals 500.16

The buyer is required to pay off, you know, the17

liabilities.  To buy the equity the buyer has to pay $1,000. 18

He has to pay off all that debt.  So the buyer has paid $1,00019

for the equity, but now when the -- that's the price that the20

buyer paid was $1,000.21

Now, in terms of value, what happens now is that that22

debt gets put on the buyer's balance sheet.  It's no longer on23

Addus or the seller's balance sheet, and so the buyer now has24

$1,000 in equity because the $1,000 in assets minus zero in25
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liabilities, because they've all been paid off, results in1

$1,000 in equity.2

So now $1,000 of equity gets put on the buyer's balance3

sheet, as well as $500 in debt, because it's had to either4

assume or pay off that debt, for a net of $500 in equity.5

The question before us was not a matter of what the6

price, the price is very clear.  It's not a matter in our view7

of discussion or debate.  The face of the contract says that8

the price was the 115 million, including the payment by the9

buyer of all that debt or the assumption -- the payment or10

assumption or satisfaction.11

The question arises, and what we thought the intent of12

our work before the Court was that now that that has happened,13

what actually is the value of what Med Diversified would have14

been purchasing, and -- and you know, the value of -- has no15

relationship whatsoever to the price, as is borne out in many16

transactions, you know, including transactions by Med17

Diversified or the price that they paid for many of their18

acquisitions was later written off, you know, with impairment19

write-offs because the value of those --20

THE COURT:  Let's not go to that.  We're not there21

yet. 22

If the assets have $50 million -- if the assets of23

Addus are subject to security interest, and let's say $2824

million worth of liens, then if Med -- if Med D satisfies25
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these liens then it has that much more in unencumbered assets.1

 If this is unsecured indebtedness or trade debt, that may be2

a different story, but if all I'm doing is is trading lien3

dollars, look, I can pay $100 million for a company subject to4

$50 million of its secured indebtedness.  I've only paid $1005

million, but what I'm getting I still have to deal with the6

liens that if they're not satisfied can result in foreclosure7

proceedings.8

So if I can't work out some kind of restructuring9

agreement with the secured creditors, I need to pay off that10

indebtedness on the eve of a transfer.  It's probably required11

under the loan covenants as well.  If there's a change in12

ownership, you got to pay off the debt.  It's an event of13

default, an event of acceleration.  So I understand that14

mechanism. 15

So part of the problem is determining, since I want16

to -- since we're dealing with Heller, and Heller is an asset-17

based lender, how much of the 28 point million dollars is to18

pay off trade debt or to pay off insider debt?19

Now, did you look into the composition of the $2820

million and find out how much money Med D was going to have to21

issue in checks --22

MR. STRUB:  Your Honor, there's a stip --23

THE COURT:  -- to satisfy the liens?24

MR. STRUB:  The parties have stipulated --25
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THE COURT:  Yes.1

MR. STRUB:  -- to this.  It's in the joint2

stipulation.  If you -- if your Honor gives me a second, I can3

point you to the specific stipulation.4

THE COURT:  Just tell me what the number is.  I'll5

accept the fact that you have a joint stipulation for this. 6

This is just for my purposes.7

MR. STRUB:  The parties -- I need to pull it up to -8

- it's joint stipulation number 26, "Excluding fees and9

interest, the total amount of Addus's obligations to its10

lenders as of January 8, 2002 was $27,484,012.71 and the11

amount required to cancel the letters of credit was12

$8,897,223."13

THE COURT:  That's on top of the 27?14

MR. STRUB:  Yes, your Honor, although Mr. Cimasi, in15

his $115 million calculation, he can explain this, didn't have16

the letters of credit, so his -- his price stops at 115, but -17

- but --18

THE COURT:  Okay.  So the short answer is that if19

Med D paid $28 million, it was going to free up $28 million of20

assets, assuming they had a fair market value of $28 million.21

MR. STRUB:  Well, the banks had a lien on all the22

stock, and so without repaying the banks, the transaction23

wouldn't close.  That's why the debt had to be repaid because24

the banks had not only personal guarantees --25
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MS. WHEELER:  You're Honor, I'm going to object to1

counsel testifying.2

THE COURT:  All right.  I agree.  He's just trying3

to explain the point to me.4

MR. STRUB:  Yes.  I'm just -- that's all I was5

trying to do was to explain.6

THE COURT:  And if you've already stipulated to it,7

there's no reason why he can't explain the stipulation.  If8

you want to correct him you can, Ms. Wheeler.  We're not9

having what Mr. Cimasi is testifying to.  I'm simply trying to10

determine if there's in effect an equivalency here between the11

dollars you paid to the lenders and the collateral value that12

you realize.13

All you're doing is changing lien dollars if the14

collateral is worth it, but the Heller and the other entities15

didn't have liens on the assets?  They just had a pledge of16

the stock?17

MR. STRUB:  They had liens on everything.18

THE COURT:  Yes, of course.  That's Heller, right?19

MR. STRUB:  They had liens on the stock.  They had20

personal guarantees.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.22

MR. STRUB:  And they had liens on the assets.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Go ahead.24

So we have 37, 49, and 28.  Any other numbers?25
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THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.  We come up to around1

115 million, not including those -- the last items that Mr.2

Strub brought up that we didn't have.3

THE COURT:  I guess I don't know how to count, so --4

BY MR. STRUB: 5

Q. Can you give us the exact numbers, Mr. Cimasi, because --6

A. 37 1/2 million --7

THE COURT:  I got 1 -- 114.6.  37.5, 49.1, 288

million.  That comes to 114.6.  You round it up to 115?9

THE WITNESS:  We had --10

THE COURT:  The more precise numbers will take you11

closer to --12

THE WITNESS:  37 1/2 million in cash and promissory13

notes, and around -- if we took the --14

THE COURT:  I see the numbers.  How much of the 37.515

was cash, not notes, because Mr. Early kept saying Mr. Wright16

was getting very little cash out of this deal.  Every time17

he'd turn around the deal went south ion cash.  So he got 18

paper instated of cash.19

So of the 28 -- of the 37.5 how much is allocable to20

cash?21

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, as I sit here, I don't22

recall.23

THE COURT:  Have the parties been able to stipulate24

as to the cash component?25
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MR. STRUB:  He can look at 2.2.  It's in 2.2A.  It's1

$15 million, your Honor, but it's on the face of the stock2

purchase agreement in section 2.2A.3

THE COURT:  Okay.  So it's 22.5 million in notes,4

correct?5

MR. STRUB:  Correct, your Honor.6

THE COURT:  All right.  And he's calculating the7

stock purchase agreement?8

MR. STRUB:  The price in the stock purchase9

agreement on the face of --10

THE COURT:  And does he make --11

MR. STRUB:  -- the stock purchase -- 12

THE COURT:  -- any further adjustments for price,13

assuming the validity and performance of the first amendment?14

 Is that part of his analysis?15

MR. STRUB:  That's not part of his analysis, your16

Honor, and not just the first -- the first amendment, but also17

the modification also altered --18

THE COURT:  So he's not calculating that?19

MR. STRUB:  He hasn't calculated the price when you20

add in the modification and you add in the alleged first21

amendment.  He's just stopping at the January 8 stock purchase22

agreement.23

THE COURT:  But as the deal materially changes when24

you get to the closing, don't I want to know what the price25
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versus the value is as of the date of the anticipated closing?1

 Don't I want to know what the price is as of August 31, 2002?2

 Don't I want to know what the value of the company is as of3

August 31, 2002, or you're telling me I only look from your4

purposes for fraudulent transfer analysis as of the date of5

the stock purchase agreement, and for purposes of determining6

the value to be paid for this company, i.e., the stock, I go7

back to the stock purchase agreement and I ignore all the8

subsequent modifications and extensions?9

MR. STRUB:  No, your Honor.  The -- again, in terms10

of value --11

THE COURT:  Yes.12

MR. STRUB:  -- Mr. Cimasi's opinion goes up through13

--14

THE COURT:  I know.  As of January 8 --15

MR. STRUB:  No.16

THE COURT:  -- 2002.17

MR. STRUB:  Yes, your Honor, but he also has his18

opinion, and he can testify to this himself, that it didn't19

change between January 8 and February 14.  In other words, his20

value opinion -- his opinion as to the $21 million number is21

true on January 8 and February 14.22

THE COURT:  Okay.23

MR. STRUB:  That's value.  Now in terms of price --24

THE COURT:  Mm hmm.25
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MR. STRUB:  -- which is what did Med agree to pay --1

THE COURT:  Yes.2

MR. STRUB:  -- his -- the price that he has, the3

114.6, is as of January 8th.4

THE COURT:  Right.5

MR. STRUB:  I think that the parties can stipulate,6

Mr. Early can correct me if I'm wrong, that the -- how ever7

you term it, the price was not reduced in either the8

modification January 24th or the first amendment.  In fact,9

the amount of the promissory note component went up, and I10

think that's also Mr. Peltz, if he does testify, one of the11

things that he testified to in his deposition, that the price12

went up even under his calculation between January and13

February 14.14

So we don't need to, you know, work --15

THE COURT:  Okay.  So he's still saying value, but16

doesn't do any valuation analysis based upon all of this17

comparable industry data as of projected August 31, 2002,18

which was the end of this extension period?19

MR. STRUB:  That is correct, your Honor.20

THE COURT:  Okay.21

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, the only -- the only comment22

I'd make at this point is is that we can argue over these23

points at a later date --24

THE COURT:  I understand that.25
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MR. EARLY:  -- but I just would like the Court to1

keep open the fact that as this deal evolved after September -2

- I'm sorry -- after August into this SPA execution date in3

January and then into the first amendment, what happened was4

is that the amount of cash kept decreasing.  The amount of5

notes and stock increasing, which presents extraordinary6

additional risk to the seller for the validity of the ongoing7

entity, which of course, we did not know at that time was8

insolvent.9

THE COURT:  I -- thank you.  I understood that10

point, but whether or not Med D could have closed or could11

walked away, wouldn't effect the value of the assets.  I mean,12

the -- Addus was worth something whether Med D bought it or13

not, although I understand that the overhang of Med D's rights14

to buy Addus may have had an adverse effect on its lending15

relationships, and that might have restricted its ability to16

get access to working capital, limited its opportunities to17

expand its business by doing further acquisitions.18

I understand that you've been making that argument,19

and I'm not -- I'm not ignorant of that argument.20

THE COURT:  All right.  Go ahead, Mr. Cimasi.21

MR. STRUB:  All right.22

THE COURT:  You told us the difference between price23

and value.  You've told us how you've calculated the price. 24

You've told us what the assumptions were that went into these25
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various components, and then you said, "But value was a whole1

other thing and there's no necessary correlation between price2

and value," correct?3

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.4

THE COURT:  You have to --5

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Go ahead, Mr. Strub.7

BY MR. STRUB: 8

Q. Let me ask one final question before we leave this area9

of price.  Mr. Cimasi, can you put the stock purchase10

agreement in front of you, which I believe -- it's Exhibit 37.11

 I don't know if you have a copy of it. 12

A. I have just several pages.13

Q. Okay.  And well, let's -- I think we can just put it up14

on the screen.15

MR. STRUB:  John, can you give me page 616 of16

Exhibit 37?  And look right above closing, there's a sub-17

paragraph.  Just the one sub-paragraph.18

Q. Mr. Cimasi, can you see that on the screen?19

A. Yes.20

Q. Okay.  And it says that, The promissory notes summarized21

shall be collateralized and secured by a collateral security22

agreement."23

A. Yes.24

Q. Do you see that?  Did you know that the promissory notes25
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were collateralized by the shares of Addus that were1

transferred under the stock purchase agreement?2

A. That was my understanding.3

Q. Okay.4

THE COURT:  Well, what does that mean?  How does5

that effect your valuation analysis?6

THE WITNESS:  Well, in essence, it relegated those7

notes to what's referred to as purchase money promissory8

notes, so if -- if in fact there was a default in the notes,9

the item being purchased would have reverted in terms of its10

ownership, your Honor.11

THE COURT:  The --12

THE WITNESS:  I mean, subject -- I don't practice13

law, but from a merger and acquisition and from what I do for14

a living, that's my understanding of how that would work.15

THE COURT:  That Mr. Wright could in effect16

foreclose the security interest, and he could reacquire the17

stock free of Med D's interest?18

THE WITNESS:  If he was the beneficiary of those19

notes, whether it was Addus, the corporation, I'm not sure20

exactly who those that collateral agreements would have been21

made in favor of, but whoever held the collateralization.22

THE COURT:  Okay.  But in this situation, then the23

stock would have been highly leveraged, correct?24

THE WITNESS:  The stock of Med Diversified?25
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THE COURT:  No.  The Addus stock.1

THE WITNESS:  Addus stock, yes.2

THE COURT:  You're buying Addus stock.  In context3

of buying Addus stock, you're now subjecting it to all kinds4

of liens, so now the acquisition of your stock is leveraged,5

right?6

THE WITNESS:  Yes, but if the terms of the7

transaction would have been followed, the -- all the debt of8

Addus would then have been wiped out, and so at that point, as9

I testified earlier, your Honor, that if this transaction just10

on the face of it had gone through, you know, now there would11

have been no debt to Addus, and so the equity of Addus would12

have been without the impact of debt or the effect of debt. 13

It would have been -- the equity wouldn't have been equal to14

the assets, so at that point that stock would in fact have15

taken on the same magnitude of value as the assets.16

THE COURT:  I understood that, but then you turn17

around and collateralize that stock to secure the notes that18

you're issuing.19

THE WITNESS:  Well, Med Diversified would have --20

would have said, you know, "The purchase money promissory21

notes, you know, we're giving you a collateral interest, and22

if we don't pay that, that you get the stock back," but at23

that point presumably the stock would have been worth a lot24

more in Addus because all the debt would have been paid.25
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THE COURT:  All right.  But now the stock -- now the1

stock is standing for additional value.2

THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry, your Honor?3

THE COURT:  Now is the stock is securing additional4

value.  I mean, it just seems to me a bootstraps acquisition5

with respect to the shares.6

BY MR. STRUB: 7

Q. Well, Mr. Cimasi, is your point that the promissory notes8

--9

THE COURT:  What Mr. Wright gets or the10

beneficiaries get is an opportunity to recover the shares.  It11

doesn't put any money in their pocket.  They then have to go12

ahead and sell the shares a second time in order to gain any13

liquidity for the sale of the shares. 14

Med says, "I'm going to pay you $50 million in15

promissory notes, and those notes will be secured by granting16

you a pledge of the very same shares that you were supposed to17

be selling me, and if I default on the notes then I lose the18

shares and you get them back for whatever they're worth," and19

they may be worth a lot more.  They may be worth a lot less. 20

Presumably, the only reason you're going to get them back is21

because they're worth less than the purchase money obligations22

Med D incurred.  So the instances in which you're going to be23

able to get the shares back is when they're worth less than24

the purchase money obligations.25
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MR. STRUB:  I don't think that's the case, your1

Honor.2

THE COURT:  Why wouldn't that be the case?3

MR. STRUB:  Because --4

MR. EARLY:  Excuse me, your Honor.  I do want to5

draw a line between argument of counsel on this and the6

testimony of the witness.7

THE COURT:  I'm not listening to Mr. Cimasi on this.8

 I'm just trying to understand when you deal with components9

here, you know, what I'm trying to determine is as to the10

creditors.  This is the standard, how did all of this11

adversely effect the creditors?  If all that's going to happen12

is that Med D is going to issue notes secured by the shares,13

and the notes can be satisfied by the cancellation of the14

shares and the creditors aren't out anything of Med D, and15

presumably in the most optimal situation Addus isn't going to16

suffer any prejudice because Med D simply decided to walk away17

from the transaction.18

I'm suggesting in the real world the occasion on19

which Med D walks away is when it make its determination that20

the stock isn't worth the purchase money obligations that are21

secured by it.  So since the question is what is the prejudice22

of this transaction to creditors as to the non-cash portions23

that take the form of notes when I'm trying to determine the24

damages suffered by the creditors, it's a wash.25
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MR. STRUB:  No, your Honor, it's not.1

THE COURT:  Or pretty close to it.2

Why not, Mr. Strub?3

MR. STRUB:  Because -- because as a condition to4

closing --5

THE COURT:  Yes.6

MR. STRUB:  -- under section 6.6, Med had to pay --7

THE COURT:  I understand that.8

MR. STRUB:  Okay.  So what happens is --9

THE COURT:  No.  I'm talking about only the notes --10

MR. STRUB:  Right.11

THE COURT:  -- that Med issued.12

MR. STRUB:  But that's -- that's --13

THE COURT:  Those are obligations on the balance14

sheet, but if they're going to be offset by the shares and15

that transaction's going to be canceled, the notes are16

canceled, the shares are returned, it doesn't adversely effect17

the creditors as to that component of value.18

MR. STRUB:  Yes, it does, your Honor.19

THE COURT:  How can it?20

MR. STRUB:  Because $36 million has gone out the21

door, so what happens is let's say that Med defaults --22

THE COURT:  No.  I'm not saying that there aren't23

negative consequences --24

MR. STRUB:  No, but that money --25
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THE COURT:  -- on the fate of this transaction.  I'm1

simply saying as to the purchase money obligations --2

MR. STRUB:  Right.3

THE COURT:  -- if those are simply canceled and Mr.4

Wright doesn't have any claims back against Med D for a5

deficiency, then it doesn't adversely effect the creditors of6

Med D.7

MR. STRUB:  Yes, it does, your Honor, because before8

this transaction --9

THE COURT:  Right.10

MR. STRUB:  -- Mr. Wright has a company that's11

burdened with $28 million in debt plus $9 million in a line of12

credit.13

THE COURT:  I didn't say the transaction is neutral14

so the credit --15

MR. STRUB:  But --16

THE COURT:  No.  Look, you're confusing a part for17

the whole here.  All I'm concerned about is that component of18

the price that is nothing more than a promise to pay by Med D,19

which should be reflected on its books as a liability, offset20

by the value of the shares, and if the shares are worth at21

least what the purchase money obligations are, then that part22

of the transaction simply cancels itself out.23

It doesn't mean that the other dollars, either paid24

in debt or paid in cash isn't a loss on the balance sheet to25
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the creditors.  I understand that point.  That's not the point1

I'm making.  I'm simply talking about a material part of this2

deal that is in the form of notes secured by shares, and I3

don't know if that's in effect a non-recourse part of this4

obligation.5

If Mr. Wright has no -- if in connection with these6

notes there's no ability of the beneficiary of those note7

holders to assert any claims against Med D under the terms of8

the instrument, then it's a wash.  It may be negative to Mr.9

Wright if he's the -- controls the beneficial interest when he10

goes to turn around recovers the share, gets his company back11

because he now is the only shareholder going to vote out the12

directors, and now he's got the company back, and if he still13

wants to retire and get this money, he has to turn around and14

sell it to somebody else, and he hopes that the company still15

has the same value it had as the date because he's worried16

that the most profitable side of his business effected through17

a well-trained personnel, those people have left, and they've18

been replaced by people, from his perspective, that aren't as19

effective. 20

So he ends up with the shares, certain assets, but21

much of the quote, "value" of the company is lost because22

there's no one to run it.  The key people have either gone to23

other companies or they've been absorbed by Med D. 24

So you know, when you're talking about an operating25
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business that is a service business and has some equipment,1

the real value of the company is in its internalized2

expertise, its knowledge, its inheritance, its job skills, its3

training personnel, but that is a side point from what the4

deal is, but I'm just trying to keep focus on how many dollars5

-- that's why I said cash -- how many dollars went out of the6

Med D treasury to Mr. Wright and to third parties, and I'm7

less concerned about the vapor ware, the notes, the8

indemnifications, whatever they were because from a9

liquidating standpoint the creditors are going to suffer10

losses of dollars that should have been in the company and11

that have gone and can't be recovered or can't be recovered12

without substantial transaction costs.13

So that's why I think finding out just how much cash14

went out the door or was supposed to go out the door is the15

most material consideration to me.  I didn't say it's the only16

consideration, but it's the most material, and so you're17

telling me that $28 million was going to go to Heller and18

other creditors, and $15 million was going to Mr. Wright and19

other beneficiaries.  That's dollars out the door.20

MR. STRUB:  Plus the 8 million of the letters of21

credit is dollars out there.22

THE COURT:  Okay.23

MR. STRUB:  And your Honor, just two -- two minor24

points.  One, these were recourse notes.  These were not non-25
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recourse notes.  These were recourse notes. 1

THE COURT:  Okay.2

MR. STRUB:  Point number one.3

Number two, and as we'll see when we get to Mr.4

Cimasi's calculations, he assumes or he calculates a debt free5

value and then subtracts the debt, and so when Mr. Wright gets6

this company back, at least if you accept Mr. Cimasi's7

valuation, the company is worth more than twice as much8

because all of the debt has been paid, and so the value of the9

stock, and that's what Mr. Cimasi was saying, if you assume --10

say if you were to assume, and just for the hypothetical, 21 -11

-12

THE COURT:  And there are negative covenants here13

that Mr. Magliochetti through Med D can't collateralize any of14

these Addus assets?15

MR. STRUB:  In terms of the -- in terms -- they're16

already -- anything would be junior to this security interest.17

 Mr. Wright's at the top --18

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.19

MR. STRUB:  -- of the food chain in terms of liens20

on the stock, so you could probably get a second or third --21

THE COURT:  Yes, but if I --22

MR. STRUB:  -- but they wiped out by the first.23

THE COURT:  -- can turn around as Med D and take the24

now unencumbered assets and re=encumber them to PIBL, then Mr.25
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Wright's going to get back shares now reflecting the residual1

economic value in a company that may now be fully encumbered.2

 It's not Heller anymore.  It's PIBL or it's NCFE or it's --3

MR. STRUB:  Well, by foreclosing --4

THE COURT:  -- Citibank.5

MR. STRUB:  By foreclosing his lien on the shares,6

he wipes out junior interest holders.7

THE COURT:  Liens aren't junior, they're senior.8

MR. STRUB:  Well --9

THE COURT:  If I take the assets of Addus, having10

released all the liens by paying off Heller, and now I turn11

around and get another asset based lender to advance monies to12

Med D, and that company takes a direct security interest in13

the assets of Addus, if I then default as Med D on my notes to14

the beneficiaries of Addus, they're going to get the shares15

back, but they may have no value at all because all the assets16

have been encumbered.17

So I was trying to simply ask the naive question18

were there some covenants in there that precluded these assets19

from being encumbered or was Mr. Wright running the risk that20

this pledge could evaporate in terms of economic value because21

if nothing precluded Med D from encumbering all of its assets,22

then recourse against Med D was worthless, and if the Addus23

assets could be directly encumbered, then the shares in the24

Addus operation won't have very much value.25
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So when I try to understand these various call-back1

rights and things of that sort, I keep asking myself whose ox2

is being gored here?  Who's going to be in a potential to3

dilute the value of these shares?  I mean, he gets $20 million4

in shares.  He gets $26 million in shares.  He gets $305

million in shares under call-backs, and then Mr. Magliochetti6

keeps issuing more and more and more shares.  There are no7

restrictions.  He dilutes the shares.  So now the value in Med8

D drops from $49 million to $4 million because Mr.9

Magliochetti's been giving everybody and his brother more and10

more shares to do more and more acquisitions.11

So that may well be beyond the scope of Mr. Cimasi's12

analysis, and it may well be beyond the scope of your13

analysis.  If your question is, "Where were we as of January14

8, 2002, and that's the date matters and what happens15

afterward is not relevant," well, maybe that's -- maybe these16

concerns are illegitimate.17

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, I needed to determine the18

"price," quote, unquote because the strike price was an19

element of what we were asked to do as regards looking at20

what, if any, value might be ascribed to the option interest,21

and that calculation requires a strike price, and so22

essentially the reason that we looked at price was to be able23

to meet the requirements of our analysis for that.24

I would mention that I recollect that there was a --25
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there was a Exhibit 2 or appendix 2 or something to the stock1

purchase agreement that was this collateral document, and --2

and again, without having it in front of me, your Honor, but3

my recollection was there may have been some language, if that4

would be helpful to you, in there that addressed that issue,5

but again, that's just my recollection as I sit here.  I'd6

have to have the document.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  Mr. Strub, you said your8

examination of Mr. Cimasi was going to take about two hours. 9

That assumed that you had the untrammelled right to ask10

questions subject only to Ms. Wheeler's objections, so I would11

assume that since we started about 8:40, and it's now 10:0012

o'clock and time for a break, that about 10 minutes has run on13

your meter.  Is that about right?14

MR. STRUB:  No, your Honor.15

THE COURT:  Five?16

MR. STRUB:  It's still going to be a while.  We17

haven't talked about his --18

THE COURT:  I understand that.19

MR. STRUB:  -- approaches yet.20

THE COURT:  All right.  I'm going to go back, pray21

to the gods that they will seal my lips, but I am learning22

more as I go along.23

Now, Ms. Wheeler, don't get too excited because when24

you start asking questions then the pendulum will shift the25
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other way, but I'm really trying to understand, Mr. Cimasi,1

your analysis, and I'm still choking over the notion that you2

put a value of $20 million on this.3

Mr. Nielson put a value -- a negative value on the4

EBITDA, so at some point you're going to explain the5

difference between your valuation and the EBITDA calculations,6

and it's true that on repeated occasions Mr. Nielson says he7

wasn't valuing the company.  He was just simply trying to8

determine the magnitude of misrepresentations, but if you9

accept his numbers as valid on the EBITDA, and I thought that10

investors make determinations as a multiple of the cash flows11

as one of the major considerations.  If there's no cash flow,12

I could shift gears and say okay, why didn't you put the value13

of this at zero, why $20 million?  Why buy a company with a14

negative cash flow?  Why give any value to that if you're not15

taking into consideration synergy, you're not taking into16

consideration any material part, the control premium.17

If all I'm buying is cash flows by some industry18

norm, even for companies of this magnitude, why isn't the19

value zero?20

I know you're at a price of 115, and you're going21

down to a value of 20 to 21 million.  At some point you're22

going to explain to me why it shouldn't be zero.23

MR. STRUB:  Mr. Cimasi will explain that, your24

Honor.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  And then after he1

finishes describing that, then why is it only at 20 rather2

than a lot closer to 115?3

All right.  We'll break.  We'll be back here at4

10:15, and you'll have the untrammelled right to continue your5

inquiry.6

MR. STRUB:  Thank you, your Honor.7

THE COURT:  Mr. Cimasi, when is your plane home?8

THE WITNESS:  I beg your pardon?9

THE COURT:  When is your return flight?10

THE WITNESS:  6:45.11

THE COURT:  No problem.12

MR. STRUB:  He didn't say which day.13

THE COURT:  Well, you can tell I'm well rested, in14

good cheer, good spirits, and I'm --15

(Off the record/On the record)16

THE COURT:  Mr. Strub.17

MR. STRUB:  Thank you, your Honor.18

BY MR. STRUB: 19

Q. Mr. Cimasi, I'd like you to take a look at table 5-11,20

which is on page 27 of 28 in your report, and I put up on the21

screen.22

In general terms, what does table 5-11 show?23

A. That's a summary of the indicated value results from the24

three valuation methods that we employed in determining the25
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fair market value of Addus at the valuation date, and it then1

provides a reconciliation, correlation, and synthesis of those2

methods to arrive at a final conclusion and opinion of value.3

(Pause in proceedings)4

Q. Okay.  Mr. Cimasi, I want to talk about the approaches5

and methods and procedures that you used to reach this6

ultimate valuation conclusion.7

What -- now we're talking about two different things,8

approaches and the methods underneath those approaches, right?9

A. Yes.10

Q. Okay.  What three or what approaches did you consider in11

the process of forming your valuation?12

A. I considered all three of the generally acknowledged13

approaches to financial valuation, those being the income14

approach, the market approach, and asset cost approach.15

Q. And you considered all three valuation methods?16

A. As we're to do, yes.17

Q. I'm sorry.  All three valuation approaches.  Okay.18

Now let's talk about the income approach first.  What is19

the income approach?20

A. Income approach is an effort to quantify the value of a21

property, a subject -- a company, a subject entity by22

measuring the present value of the anticipated future economic23

benefits of ownership, and so you can measure that by, you24

know, trying to aggregate the present value of things that are25
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based on, for instance, cash flow or net income, even dividend1

pay-outs, and -- but some measure of the economic ownership of2

benefit that you measure to determine an indication of the3

value of the subject entity.4

Q. Okay.  Now, so we're still sticking with the income5

approach.  What methods did you consider under the income6

approach?7

A. Generally, two; the discounted cash flow method, which we8

ended up utilizing, we considered, and then we also considered9

using a single period capitalization method where we did not10

use that one.11

Q. Okay.  Let me stop you there.  So the discounted net cash12

flow method under the income approach you did use, correct?13

A. Yes.14

Q. Okay.  And you did not use the single period15

capitalization method under the income approach, correct?16

A. That's correct.17

Q. Why did you -- well, what is the single period18

capitalization method, and why didn't you use it?19

A. That's when you take a single number and multiply it with20

a single multiple, and you take a number that purportedly best21

represents the -- you know, the earnings potential or earnings22

capacity of the subject entity in perpetuity, and hit it with23

multiple, and stress on the words, "in perpetuity" because24

inherent in using a single capitalization -- single period25
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capitalization method of the income approach is that you're1

telling the reader the report or the analyst that the result2

of that is expected that that benefit is going -- is going to3

continue in perpetuity, and as differentiated from or in4

contrast to a discounted net cash flow method where in essence5

you're looking at a number of factors over a discreet period6

of projection, you know, as to how they might impact on the7

value of the business.8

Q. Well, but why was the single period capitalization9

approach inapplicable to your mind to the valuation of Addus?10

A. In light of the dramatic changes in Addus financial11

position over the last period or two of its operation prior to12

the valuation date, and in keeping with the market13

environment, reimbursement, regulatory, and competitive and14

technological environment, it was felt inappropriate that15

there wasn't a -- this was not a static or completely stable16

market, and in those circumstances it would be inappropriate17

to rely on a single period capitalization method in contrast18

to a discounted cash flow method.19

Q. Okay.  So looking at our -- back to table 5-11, which is20

on the screen, the discounted cash flow method is the one21

method that you chose under the income approach, correct?22

A. The discounted net cash flow method, yes.23

Q. Okay.  So now let's talk about the market approach, which24

is the second of the two approaches.25
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THE COURT:  I -- is he going to explain where he got1

the number, 18 million, from?2

MR. STRUB:  Yes, your Honor.  We're going to walk3

through each of these methods individually.  I just want to4

cover all of the approaches first and then go specifically --5

THE COURT:  Okay.6

MR. STRUB:  -- through them again.7

Q. All right.  So Mr. Cimasi, what is the market approach?8

A. That's a approach to estimating value that's premised on9

the foundation that actual transactions in the market place10

provide useful and efficacious guidance to indications of11

value, and so in looking to use that approach -- the market12

approach, you know, we considered both a direct market 13

comparable transaction method, as well as a guideline company14

valuation method, which relies on freely traded shares in the15

public stock markets.16

Q. Okay.  So if we look again at your table on 5-11, the17

guideline company valuation method and the direct market18

comparable transactions method, those are both methods under19

the market approach, correct?20

A. Yes.21

Q. Okay.  Now, what is the asset cost approach, which is the22

third approach you identified?23

A. That's an approach to valuation that seeks an indication24

of value by determining the cost of either reproducing or25
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replacing an asset or an assemblage of assets.  You would1

commonly or typically see that utilized when the entity that2

you're appraising has very little value, you know, beyond its3

tangible assets, or in the event that the premise of value,4

and we talked about premise of value back in section 1 of our5

report, is different than our premise of value. 6

There's only two premises of value, that being value in7

use as a going concern, and the second being value in exchange8

with either an orderly disposition of the assets or through9

forced liquidation, for instance, bankruptcy.10

THE COURT:  I don't understand something here. 11

We're dealing with a health care company that provides12

services directly to patients in their home or in other13

settings, putting aside the correctional facilities.  We're14

not talking about tangible assets here as the most significant15

component.16

THE WITNESS:  That's why we didn't utilize that17

method, your Honor, or that approach.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  I mean, and the reason you use it19

not because -- and the reason you didn't use it is because the20

value really isn't from the tangible assets, it's in the21

intangibles.  Is that its?22

THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.  We didn't use it for23

a couple of reasons.  The primary one, as I was explaining,24

was because the premise of value for this valuation was to25
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look at Addus's value in use as a going concern, not value in1

exchange as a orderly disposition or forced liquidation of the2

assets.3

Second to that was that -- is that in utilizing an4

asset cost base approach typically you've made a5

predetermination that there's probably little value beyond the6

tangible assets, and in this case as your Honor may have7

alluded to, you know, we made a determination that -- that any8

value that would accrue to or adhere to Addus would most9

likely be in intangible assets rather than in tangible assets.10

THE COURT:  Okay.11

THE WITNESS:  So in that set of circumstances and12

our informed view, it was inappropriate to utilize methods13

within the asset cost based approach.14

THE COURT:  Okay.  I mean, I assume some of those15

mean a very large patient complement, and much more important,16

the fact that there's already been clearance for certificates17

of need and all other kinds of regulatory approvals for18

particular sites, particular teams. 19

So if you're going to take over the company in situ,20

in place, even though you might have to apply for transfers or21

provider reimbursement numbers and for certificates of need,22

the fact that this company's already been processed should,23

except in the state of New York, suggest that you're going to24

be able to replace those, or when you buy shares and there's a25
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control of ownership, does that relieve you of having to get1

certificates of need in most jurisdictions or do they have to2

go through the process all over again, but at least there's a3

track record with respect to these facilities?4

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.  The holding the5

certificate of need and Medicare certification and other6

certifications within that entity, to the extent that they're7

maintained there, are typically items of significant8

intangible asset value.9

THE COURT:  But if there's a control -- if there's a10

change in control, the ultimate owner is different, does that11

mean you have to go through re-licensure and recertification?12

THE WITNESS:  There are transfer requirements, and13

all 36 states that still have certificate of need, for14

instance, only a subset of those require certificate of need15

for home health activities, but as a general view, your Honor,16

in response to your question, you certainly have a leg up if17

the entity that you're acquiring already has gone through the18

process of obtaining those, and there's methods by which those19

things can be, if I might use the word in a non-legal sense,20

transferred with --21

THE COURT:  But --22

THE WITNESS:  -- less than a hassle than if you had23

to --24

THE COURT:  But an investor -- an investor knows25
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that what he's buying in part is this built-in value through1

the regulatory approvals.2

THE WITNESS:  That was -- the ability to be able to3

continue maintaining a revenue stream legally is an important4

aspect of intangible value, yes.5

THE COURT:  And if there's a hiccup on that, that6

has a significant influence on what you might pay?7

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.8

THE COURT:  If you're -- if you're buying a company9

that has substantial operations in New York, and the industry10

comes to realize that because of peculiarities of New York it11

takes you six months to nine months to get transfer approval,12

and the outcome of that transfer approval is uncertain, isn't13

that going to effect how much you're going to pay for those14

assets if you knew that ahead of time?15

THE WITNESS:  Yes.16

THE COURT:  And did you make such determinations17

here about lag time or risk in connection with obtaining18

transfer approvals for the Addus operations, and if you did,19

which jurisdictions did you focus on?20

THE WITNESS:  Our underlying assumption here is that21

as part of the conditions precedent to closing of this22

transaction and typically with any transaction, that adequate23

assurances would have been in place that the -- the business24

would have been able to continue in producing the revenue25
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stream that was being acquired, and those would --1

THE COURT:  Oh, so you really assumed the2

transferability?3

THE WITNESS:  I think we assumed that any rational4

investor, and there's some language in the documents that we5

looked at, that would call for that, and typically that would6

be part of any transaction.7

So we assumed as an underlying assumption, as we8

stated in our report, that this would not be subject to any9

adverse regulatory prohibition that would prevent them from10

being able to continue operating the business in essentially11

the same form as it had in the past going forward.12

Obviously, your Honor, we also put some adjustment13

for regulatory type of risk as was noted in my conversation14

with you on Friday.15

THE COURT:  Go ahead, Mr. Strub.16

So we're tossing out number three, direct market?17

MR. STRUB:  We're -- well, the --18

THE COURT:  I mean, why do we give it 10 percent? 19

Why don't we  give it zero?20

MR. STRUB:  That's -- well, the asset cost approach21

and --22

THE COURT:  Yes.23

MR. STRUB:  The asset cost approach is what he was24

just talking about, isn't reflected at all on this chart.25
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BY MR. STRUB: 1

Q. Is it, Mr. Cimasi?2

A. No.  The only reflected on table 5-11, your Honor, is the3

discounted cash flow method of the income approach and the two4

market approach methods that I testified to, the guideline5

company valuation method and the direct market comparable6

transactions method.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  So guideline company and direct8

market --9

THE WITNESS:  Are both market based approaches.10

THE COURT:  Okay.11

THE WITNESS:  Excuse me.  Are both marked approach12

based methods, your Honor.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  I know about guideline companies,14

and direct market?15

THE WITNESS:  Direct market, where companies where16

the entirety of the company would be acquired or substantially17

the entirety, and in most cases the target company was a18

closely-held in contrast to a freely traded or publicly-traded19

firm.20

THE COURT:  The guideline company is the publicly21

traded?22

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Guideline company valuation23

method refers to the transactions of equities, minority24

equities.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  So if -- if we're not dealing1

with public securities, why do we have the guideline company2

valuation method here at all?3

THE WITNESS:  Well, your Honor, it's a widely used4

and typically used --5

THE COURT:  But if it doesn't apply, it doesn't6

apply and why give it a number or a weight?7

THE WITNESS:  Well, it most certainly does apply,8

your Honor.  As I testified on Friday, it is a significant9

indicator of -- of what a typical investor would expect in10

terms of a return for an investment in a company like Addus.11

THE COURT:  So this is guidelines for privately-held12

companies?13

THE WITNESS:  No.  The guideline company valuation14

method is for publicly-traded --15

THE COURT:  Okay.  But if it's only applicable to16

publicly-traded companies, why apply it to a privately-held17

company?18

THE WITNESS:  Because it most certainly is not, your19

Honor, applicable only to the valuation of publicly-traded20

companies.  The guideline company valuation method is one of21

the most widely used and prevalent market approached based22

valuation methods.  It's been held in most jurisdiction and23

courts that I know of --24

THE COURT:  Okay.  But you got to get it held here,25
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and if you're telling me it's based upon publicly-traded1

entities, and we're dealing with Addus, I don't care how many2

times you've repeated this in other courts, I need to find out3

whether this method applies to this proposed or this4

hypothetical investment --5

MR. STRUB:  Your --6

THE COURT:  -- and you said before that you did look7

at RMA and other data that talked about values for companies8

that were privately held based upon bank covenants and other9

information that was publicly accessible, but again, if you're10

looking to guidelines that have large weights to publicly-11

traded companies, I'm trying to understand how much weight, if12

any, I ought to give to a privately-traded company.13

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor --14

MR. STRUB:  Mr. Cimasi, before you -- your Honor, if15

you would like me to address that method first, I will.  I was16

going to address the discounted cash flow method first, which17

is the one --18

THE COURT:  I'll wait on it, but you know, I mean,19

I'm listening to him.  I'm really trying to follow this, and20

suddenly the switch flips, and I'm watching when the flip21

switches -- when the switch flips.  It may be perfectly22

legitimate, but I don't get anywhere by hearing, "Well, this23

is what appraisers do." 24

I don't care what appraisers do.  I need to know25
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whether or not there's validity to the method, and even though1

I have agreed on Daubert (ph.) standards that you're2

qualified, it comes back in terms of weight and credibility. 3

So we never really escape the Daubert.  I mean, I'm going to4

let you through the gate, but that doesn't mean that I've5

bought this all lock, stock, and barrel as to your methodology6

or what other persons similarly situated report to their7

privately-held clients.8

So let's go to -- let's go to the thing that9

everyone understands, cash.  Okay?  I'm not looking on secret10

databases or quasi-public databases.  Cash is cash, and so the11

question is how did you come up with discounted cash flow for12

Addus.13

MR. STRUB:  All right.  We'll talk about that first,14

but there is -- we'll talk about the guideline company cash15

flow method and answer I hope your Honor's questions.16

BY MR. STRUB: 17

Q. But let's talk about -- now, going to this table, as I18

read it, you assigned 60 percent of the weight of your19

valuation to the discounted cash flow method.  Is that20

correct? 21

A. 60 percent of the weight of our consideration of the22

final valuation number was given to the discounted cash flow23

method of the income approach.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  So the number we really have to25
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figure out is how you derived the 18,772,961 before you start1

assigning a weight to a composite.2

MR. STRUB:  And that's what we're going to talk3

about now, your Honor.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  I'm all ears.5

MR. STRUB:  Okay.6

Q. All right.  Let's -- just to start out, how does the7

discounted cash flow method establish fair market value?8

THE COURT:  He's already asked and answered that.  I9

need to -- I need him to explain to me where did he get his10

18,772,000 number.11

MR. STRUB:  Okay.12

THE COURT:  It didn't come out of the air.13

MR. STRUB:  All right.  We'll --14

THE COURT:  Let's focus on that.15

Q. Mr. Cimasi, let's look at schedule 7 to your report.16

THE COURT:  Schedule what?17

MR. STRUB:  Schedule 7.18

THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you.19

MR. STRUB:  And that's going to be page 1,832, John.20

(Pause in proceedings)21

Q. Okay.  Mr. Cimasi, can you explain to me what we're22

looking at on schedule 7?23

A. Schedule 7 is the calculation of projected economic net24

cash flow for Addus, and that's preliminary to the schedule 8,25
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which is the discounted net cash flow method that's set forth.1

We start out with the net revenues of Addus and as stated2

--3

Q. Let me stop you for a second.  These are the net revenues4

of Addus as of what date, as of what period?5

A. Well, there's several periods.  We start out with the6

period 12/31/01 -- 2001, which is in column A, and that's for7

an historical look.8

Q. Okay.  And then, so now what's the next thing that you9

did in terms of calculating the projected economic net cash10

flow after starting with the 2001 actual revenues?11

A. We deducted from that a cost of sales and operating12

expenses that was developed back on schedule 6, and in13

schedule 6 we -- and this will be important throughout the14

rest of the report --15

THE COURT:  But are you just taking this off the16

audited financials prepared by BDO Seidman for the year ended17

12/31, 2001?  So I can just go back to their audit and I'll18

pick these numbers directly off the pages, or have you19

modified any of those numbers?20

THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.  We took the number21

for revenue from that item, and you'll see footnote there,22

footnote number 1.  That comes directly from the financial23

statements.24

THE COURT:  All right.25
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THE WITNESS:  And then as to the expenses, your1

Honor, you'll see that we have taken that number, if you look2

at footnote 3, refers you back to schedule 6 where we have3

given one-third of the weight to consideration to what Addus's4

expenses had been over that three-year period, 1999 through5

2001, and then we gave two-thirds of the weight --6

THE COURT:  Where is all this being found?7

THE WITNESS:  Schedule 6, your Honor.8

THE COURT:  No, no, but where are the weights being9

reflected, at which number?  The cost of sales and operating10

expenses, right?11

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.  That --12

THE COURT:  You didn't look directly at the cost --13

you didn't take BDO Seidman's calculation of the cost of sales14

and operating expenses for 2001 and use that.  You used a15

different number?16

THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.  We did take BDO17

Seidman's.  As reflected on schedule 6 --18

THE COURT:  Yes.19

THE WITNESS:  -- you know, we took BDO Seidman's20

number and gave that one-third of the weight as the subject21

entity's cost structure.22

THE COURT:  Why didn't you give it a hundred percent23

weight?24

THE WITNESS:  Well, your Honor, as we explained in25
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the report, and by the way, in schedule 5 you'll see that we1

show our workpaper for having done that.  It's -- the entire2

gravamen of our analysis here, the central core is that this3

was a hundred percent undivided interest or a control4

position, and so it's likely that in our view that in a5

control position that it would have been somewhat more likely6

to have tended towards the industry average of operating7

expenses from a fair market value perspective that a typical8

investor, buyer, seller, owner exerting control would have9

been more likely to operate Addus, you know, at a number that10

would have been more reflective of industry average than what11

Addus had historically over that period of time, and --12

THE COURT:  You look at audited statements and then13

you adjustment, not based upon what the actual operating14

expenses and cost of sales were, but on an imputed schedule of15

costs and operating expenses taken from different businesses,16

so-called industry averages?17

THE WITNESS:  Well, for two-thirds we did -- we gave18

industry weight.  One-third was not imputed.  It was the19

actual number from Addus.20

THE COURT:  Yes.  I'm trying to understand why21

you're monkeying with the number.22

THE WITNESS:  Well, we aren't monkeying, your Honor.23

 We're doing what's required of financial analysts that are24

doing economic valuation, is that what the book number was is25
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-- is not essentially what we are looking to do.  That's an1

accounting function.2

What we're looking to do is to say what is the most3

likely forecast that -- in a control position would be the4

most likely number that would be the operating expenses of5

Addus. 6

As you -- as your Honor correctly pointed out, if we7

would have just gone with what BDO Seidman showed for expenses8

in that final year, you know, there would have been a net -- a9

significant net loss because the expenses were over a hundred10

percent, and so it's unlikely that a hypothetical transaction11

could have occurred at that point.  It is likely that two12

things would have happened, is that first of all, there would13

have been recognition that not all of that significant loss in14

that final year period, 2000 --15

THE COURT:  So you're saying a different investor --16

the typical investor would bring in certain kinds of cost17

controls so that the -- this experienced typical investor18

would be able to reduce the cost of sales and operating19

expenses, and therefore, enhance the operating income?20

THE WITNESS:  Right.  The pool of --21

THE COURT:  You're giving in effect Addus the22

benefit of this industry expertise?23

THE WITNESS:  I wouldn't characterize it that way,24

but I guess the result of that might be that it would be a25
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benefit to Addus, but the fact is, your Honor, that as1

discussed in our report, the investment market is made up of2

both horizontal consolidators who are less concerned about3

what the subject company's cost structure, and also vertical4

integrators who are more concerned about it.5

Horizontal consolidators are buying market share or6

revenue stream or access to a market, market entrance factors.7

 Vertical integrators are looking to add additional products8

where they want a bottom line, and so again, because I have to9

-- I'm obliged to act as a proxy for a universe of typical10

buyers, sellers, owners, and investors, I have to forecast the11

most likely, the most probable income and cost approach.  So12

we did two --13

THE COURT:  Who's going to be acquiring this company14

under your model, the horizontal investor, the vertical15

investor, what?16

THE WITNESS:  A universe of investors is reflective17

of both of those investment attitudes.18

THE COURT:  And how are they weighted?19

THE WITNESS:  Well, in this case, your Honor, we20

weighted two-thirds of our consideration towards the industry21

cost structure, which is reflective, you know, that who would22

be buying this company would be  most likely to be someone23

that --24

THE COURT:  No, no.  You said there were vertical25
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integrators and there are horizontal integrators.  Vertical1

integrators are simply spreading the number of operating units2

into other jurisdictions or something of that sort, or within3

jurisdictions to other locations.  The -- that's the -- I'm4

sorry.  That's the horizontal integrator, right?5

THE WITNESS:  Horizontal.6

THE COURT:  And the vertical integrator has an7

existing health care provider system, but he now wants to add8

home health care or operations that are captured in Addus's9

operations, right?10

THE WITNESS:  Horizontal consolidator, your Honor,11

and vertical integrator.12

THE COURT:  Okay.13

THE WITNESS:  And so --14

THE COURT:  But given this, you're assuming that15

you're not going to draw a differentiation.  You're just16

taking the universe of investors.  Some might use it for one17

purpose, others might use it for another, some for18

consolidation, others for vertical integration, but you didn't19

make any decision -- you didn't weight this as of greater20

value to horizontal consolidators versus vertical integrators?21

THE WITNESS:  No.  There's no way to determine that.22

 That would just be pure speculation.  What we did do was to23

try to reflect that there's a mix of those investors, and24

understanding what the market was like at that time, you know,25
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what we said is the most likely that two-thirds of the weight1

of consideration of someone forecasting what the typical cost2

and operating expense of this company would be, would be given3

to what the industry was.  It would norm -- it would approach4

the norms or what's called normative behavior, and one-third5

would be --6

THE COURT:  Okay.  But this is a highly regulated7

environment.  If you don't operate within the cost control8

structure, you're out of business.9

THE WITNESS:  I think that --10

THE COURT:  So isn't there a -- it seems to me some11

gravitation towards the norm because if you continue to incur12

costs that aren't reimbursable then unless you can make it up13

in the private pays, which based upon your distribution, isn't14

likely to occur, I mean 75 percent is going to come from15

sources other than private pays, so if you don't work within16

their cost constraints you're not going to get reimbursed, and17

you're just going to have write-offs, and you add up enough of18

those and you're out of business, correct?19

THE WITNESS:  That --20

THE COURT:  So those who survive in the environment21

are presumably those who are efficient.  I mean, you told me22

among other things from your report, there's been a tremendous23

shrinkage in the number of operators because the operators24

that existed before didn't have a big enough base or weren't25
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efficient enough and they went out of business.  I mean, this1

is kind of a ruthless capitalism, even though it's imposed on2

a top down basis from the regulators, correct?3

THE WITNESS:  Well, you have more eloquently made my4

point, was that's my -- two-thirds --5

THE COURT:  No.  Don't flatter me.  If you want to6

flatter me, you don't even begin to approach the terms I would7

use.  So don't soft soak me.8

THE WITNESS:  You've articulated it in a different9

manner is what I meant to say, your Honor, but that's why we10

gave two-thirds of the weight of our consideration to the11

industry cost structure, and only one-third to the as is,12

where is cost structure, but I --13

THE COURT:  So what was the deviance -- the14

deviation between the industry costs and Addus's costs? 15

You've got that reflected on other schedules.16

MR. STRUB:  Is this in schedule 3?17

THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.  We put our workpaper18

on schedule 5.19

THE COURT:  Okay.20

THE WITNESS:  And on schedule 5 you'll see that what21

we've done here is taken the industry and given it -- you'll22

see from the subject company in 2001, line 5, the total cost23

of sales and operating expense was 101.95 percent, and then in24

the previous two years it was 97.01 percent and 96.46 percent,25
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and so as a first step we said because a lot of what happened1

in 2001 was purportedly due to write-downs of accounts2

receivable that would have been prior periods, we normalized3

this.  We in essence took all three years and put them in the4

pot together and said we'll give half the weight of our 5

consideration to 2001, the most proximate period, and then 306

percent to 2000 and 20 percent to '99 to come up with a7

normative expense structure of 99.37 percent for Addus, and8

then if you go back to the industry benchmark --9

THE COURT:  So you're telling me it has an operating10

margin of about two-thirds of about two-thirds of one percent?11

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, that's -- that's assuming12

that we -- that we average it over that three years. 13

Obviously in 2001 it was an operating margin of a negative14

1.95.15

THE COURT:  Okay.  But what was the industry16

average?17

THE WITNESS:  Okay.  As I was saying, having first18

done that for the subject entity --19

THE COURT:  Yes.20

THE WITNESS:  -- arriving at 99.37 for weighted21

average for that three years, we then go back to schedule 3,22

the pull-out schedule again, and you'll see, your Honor, that23

that's line that is line 27, and if you go over to column Q24

and you'll see that that's 94.85 percent.25
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THE COURT:  90 what?1

THE WITNESS:  94.85.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  This is as bad as the grocery3

business.  So you're dealing with very, very -- even though4

you have a tremendous cash flow, you're dealing with very,5

very tight margins.  If the company that presumably is at the6

norm, it's going to be generating a net margin of 5.157

percent, right?8

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.  This is a business9

that requires a very close attention to the revenue cycle and10

to your operating margins.11

THE COURT:  I mean, I think we used to use as a rule12

of thumb in the grocery business, if you could -- you know,13

the super stores, if you could generate 2 percent you could be14

profitable.  2 percent.15

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, I'm told that that's now16

even changed now with the introduction of Wal-Mart and Sam's17

and that, that number's changed again, but --18

THE COURT:  It went lower?19

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Yes, your Honor.20

But if you'll see footnote number 6 now on schedule21

6, that's what this leads into, and you'll see there that we22

state that now having come up with that adjustment --23

MR. STRUB:  Hold on for one second.  Let's just get24

that on the --25
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THE COURT:  You're on schedule 7.1

MR. STRUB:  Yes.  We need to get one more.  You need2

to go back one, John.  Go back one page.  There you go.  Pull3

up footnote 6.  That's fine.  No.  Can you see if you can pull4

up footnote 6 for me, John?  Footnote 6, just pull it up.5

Okay.  Yes.  You're going to have to -- your Honor's6

going to have to look at the schedule 6 in the book in order7

to read this.8

THE COURT:  What I'm trying to do is, I'm trying to9

-- maybe you have it already.  I'm trying to calculate on a10

base of $235 million -- $234 million of revenues.  If you're11

at this industry margin of 5.15 percent, that would represent12

an operating income of how many millions of dollars?13

BY MR. STRUB: 14

Q. Okay.  Mr. Cimasi, you can proceed with discussion of15

footnote 6.16

A. What we've done in footnote 6 is show the arithmetic --17

THE COURT:  Okay.18

A. -- so that we're -- you can replicate our work.19

THE COURT:  It's almost 11 million 8 or something of20

that sort?  What's 5 -- 5.15 percent of 234 million? Isn't it21

close to about 8 point -- 11.6 or 7 percent?  I mean, millions22

of dollars.23

(Pause in proceedings)24

THE WITNESS:  You wanted 5 point --25
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THE COURT:  I want to multiply $234 million in1

revenues by a margin of 5.15 percent because that's your2

operating margin if I use your industry number.3

MR. STRUB:  Your Honor, just to be clear, and the4

witness is going to explain this, he did a weighting.  So he5

didn't just -- he included the weighting of the industry and6

the --7

THE COURT:  I understand that, but I'm --8

MR. STRUB:  Okay.9

THE COURT:  -- still trying to understand how he10

gets his weighting.  I'm looking at what this rational,11

hypothetical investor, this construction is going to be12

looking at by way of operating income before it makes its13

investment decision, before it offers a reasonable price based14

upon value of the cash flows.15

I'm assuming it's only making its offer based upon16

some industry norm of a discounted cash flow.17

THE WITNESS:  Well, in that event, your Honor --18

THE COURT:  And then it uses a multiple, so 23419

times 5.15 equals what?20

THE WITNESS:  About 12 million, your Honor.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  So I was pretty close.22

THE WITNESS:  Right.  If that was the investment23

perspective, however, we chose to --24

THE COURT:  No.  If you -- you're just using this25
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investor model, and this company is capable of spinning off1

$12 million a year and pre-tax net operating income, then I2

assume your same industry investor, if he uses a multiple of3

cash flow over a discreet period of time, is going to come up4

with what?  What would be a multiple for a health care company5

of this character generating $234 million in sales, $126

million in net operating and income?7

THE WITNESS:  A multiple of pre-tax income?  I8

haven't calculated that.9

THE COURT:  I could do that.  I thought everyone10

does that in the seat of their pants.  That's where you start,11

don't you?12

THE WITNESS:  Well, it really isn't, your Honor, and13

as a matter of fact, from an investment analyst point, anyone14

that would use that sort of rule of thumb approach is either a15

fraud or a charlatan or a fool.16

THE COURT:  I just thought it's a rule of thumb,17

that's all.18

THE WITNESS:  But rules of thumb really only measure19

your thumb.  It's the first thing we teach in valuation 101,20

and other than a scientific wild guess, they really don't21

achieve much.  What we're trying to --22

THE COURT:  Every business client I ever had used23

these rules of thumb.  It might not have been the ultimate24

determination, but I can't believe in the health care25
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industry, like any other investment industry, you don't use1

some kind of conventional range of multiples based upon net2

operating income.3

Now, maybe I'm completely kookie, and if I am, I4

really appreciate being corrected, but I didn't think I was a5

fraud or a charlatan.  I didn't think my clients were frauds6

or charlatans, and I can't believe that if we didn't go into7

the strategy sessions with appropriate lawyers, they weren't8

going to be doing this on the back of a napkin just to try to9

get a range.10

You're telling me that if anyone is well counseled11

by a consultant like you, you say throw out the rules of12

thumb.  We're going to take a $12 million number, and we're13

not going to be able to say anything meaningful about it as a14

function of any multiple that's used in the health care15

industry for a company of this size of operation?  That's what16

you're telling me based upon your real world experience as a17

consultant in these deals when you're coming in trying to help18

someone determine what they should offer, you don't use a rule19

of thumb, so you go through all of this stuff, and isn't the -20

- can't you just reduce it to a simple number?21

If this company is generating, properly managed or22

managed as an average investor would manage it, $12 million a23

year on $234 million of revenues, this is how much I think the24

company should be valued, and you're going to sit there and25
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say, "I can't give you that number.  To do that I would be a1

fraud or a charlatan." 2

I'm missing something.  Either my perception or my3

recollection of how these deals go down is so skewed away from4

reality that it needs a correction, and I don't want to impose5

some uninformed bias, but I've been sitting here for years,6

and everyone talks about multiples. 7

In the TLC deal they were talking about multiples,8

and that was a health care company with sophisticated9

investors.  These weren't hypothetical investors.  These were10

real live investors with millions of dollars of money that11

wasn't Monopoly money, and in the discussions on the record12

and in chambers we talked about what the multiples were, and13

the question is was the Baranian (ph.) Group using a multiple14

that was so markedly different, markedly higher that there had15

to be something in their calculations that attributed value to16

this company that no one else would as a sophisticated17

investor operating and having done all kinds of health care18

deals in the past.19

So I must have been -- I guess I was listening to20

frauds and charlatans.21

MR. STRUB:  Your Honor, I think we'll get to the22

multiples when we get to the guideline company valuation23

method.24

THE COURT:  All right.  Okay.25
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MR. STRUB:  But that's not part of this particular1

method.  If your Honor would like, we can skip over to the --2

THE COURT:  No.  Look, I just -- I don't want to3

impose a structure that doesn't --4

THE WITNESS:  I'd be happy to answer your Honor's5

question if I'm permitted.6

Your Honor, you know, as a certified valuation7

professional I am not permitted to speculate.  I am permitted8

to deal in multiples and with our clients all the time, you9

know, we will provide them with ranges of multiples that are10

derived from empirical market data, and we've done that in11

this report.12

THE COURT:  Okay.13

THE WITNESS:  But there is not a single multiple14

that anyone can apply because every asset that is being15

purchased, every such entity is going to be -- is going to be16

different.17

THE COURT:  I understand that, but they still must18

have some approximation to a norm.19

THE WITNESS:  And we've -- we've given that in great20

detail in our report.21

THE COURT:  Okay.22

THE WITNESS:  But aside from that it's a23

violation --24

THE COURT:  What you're telling me it doesn't come25
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into play when you're dealing with projected --1

MR. STRUB:  Discounted cash flow.2

THE COURT:  -- discounted cash values.  You don't3

use multiples there?4

THE WITNESS:  It's a different -- I can explain this5

very quickly, your Honor.6

If -- everyone is familiar with a simple multiple7

called the price to earnings multiple because it's in the Wall8

Street Journal --9

THE COURT:  Yes.10

THE WITNESS:  -- when you look at your stocks.11

THE COURT:  P & E ratio.12

THE WITNESS:  Right.  the PE ratio.  So if we take a13

price of a million dollars, all right, and we have earnings,14

right, of 500,000.  Then it's very clear that the price to15

earnings ratio there is two.  Okay?  If we take that million16

dollars, or excuse me, we take that half a million dollars in17

earnings, right, and we have a capitalization rate --18

THE COURT:  Right.19

THE WITNESS:  -- of 50 percent, if you take 500,00020

and divide it by .50, that -- you understand how that works,21

your Honor?22

THE COURT:  I do.23

THE WITNESS:  So it's the same.  It's just the24

inverse of the same multiple if --25
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THE COURT:  I understand that.1

THE WITNESS:  -- you have a half a million dollars2

in earnings and you have a PE ratio of 2, two times half a3

million is a million.  All right.  If you have the -- you can4

-- the important thing to understand is that the method that5

we're talking about now is a discounted cash flow method that6

derives from the market an appropriate discount rate, you7

know, from the methodology that we set forth here, and8

attempts to aggregate the present value of all those benefits9

of ownership going forward, and in essence, what we have10

concluded based on our analysis and our review is that it was11

a -- the typical universe of investors would have expected to12

take into consideration, horizontal consolidators and vertical13

integrators, two-thirds of the weight of the industry cost14

structure, one-third to Addus, that they would not have just15

taken Addus's last year, that they would have in fact come up16

with a normative or normalized cost structure for Addus based17

on the last three years that's a reflective -- that the18

adjustments that were made in 2001 would have been reflective19

of certain accounts receivable generated in prior periods,20

right, and that -- and as you set forth in footnote 6 on21

schedule 6, we weighted that one-third to Addus, as is where22

is adjusted to the normalized, and two-thirds to what the23

industry was --24

THE COURT:  I heard that.25
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THE WITNESS:  -- and we used that number to1

forecast, keeping in mind that all value is the expectation of2

future --3

THE COURT:  I understand.  You've repeated yourself4

on that.  I got the formula. 5

THE WITNESS:  So that's what's most important is the6

forecast, and that's how we -- we derived the way to be able7

to forecast, you know, what that operating profit would be on8

line 3 of schedule 7 for our calculation of projected economic9

net cash flow, and that of course, is just the step to getting10

to cash flow, and your Honor, that's why you can't just use a11

multiple in this method, because there's a long distance12

between line 3, you know, if you'll see that.  If you go to13

column C, for instance, and where you finally get down to line14

15, which is net cash flow --15

THE COURT:  Wait a minute.  Wait a minute.  Wait. 16

I'm looking at schedule 7 now?17

THE WITNESS:  Yes.18

MR. STRUB:  Yes, your Honor.  It's on the screen.19

THE COURT:  Okay.20

BY MR. STRUB: 21

Q. And we're talking now still, Mr. Cimasi, about item22

number 2, correct, which is the calculation of cost of sales23

operating expenses?24

A. Right.  I've just gone through and explained how we came25
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up with that forecast.1

Q. Okay.  All right.2

THE COURT:  And you take into consideration that3

this company is rapidly expanding from 1991 to 2001, and4

there's going to be a drag on earnings of this much smaller5

base for '99 and 2000?6

THE WITNESS:  I'm not sure I understand the7

question, your Honor, but we did take into consideration --8

THE COURT:  The magnitude of Addus's operations in9

1999 was a percentage of its operations in 2001.  It had gone10

through some substantial acquisitions in '99 and 2000 if I11

understood the transactional history of this company.12

Now, it may have made good acquisitions or bad13

acquisitions, profitable acquisitions or non-profitable14

acquisitions, but since it's not a static company, you're just15

taking a three-year running average, it seems to me at a16

certain point in time you might discount that three-year17

average based upon the fact that you have a slope to the curve18

that may be at a very high angle of degree.19

THE WITNESS:  We did take that into account.  If you20

look at line 2, your Honor, on schedule 5 --21

THE COURT:  Okay.22

THE WITNESS:  -- we only recorded 20 percent of the23

weight of our considerations in 1999.24

THE COURT:  Okay.25
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THE WITNESS:  Whereas we gave 50 percent of the1

weight of our consideration to 2001, and 30 percent to 2000. 2

So that most certainly is exactly what we did in terms of3

taking that into consideration.4

THE COURT:  Okay.5

BY MR. STRUB: 6

Q. Okay.  So Mr. Cimasi, let's talk now about line 3, which7

is the calculation of operating profit.8

THE COURT:  This is line 3 on what?9

MR. STRUB:  Line 3 on schedule 7.  I'm sorry, your10

Honor. 11

THE COURT:  Okay.12

Q. Okay.  And where does that number come from, the13

operating profit?14

A. We're taking the forecast of net revenues, deducting the15

forecast of costs and sales and operating expenses, which we16

just explained.  Both of those are set forth on schedule 6,17

and deducted one from the other and come up with operating18

profit.19

Q. Okay.  Now, in -- under column A, that number is20

negative.  Do you see that?21

A. Yes.22

Q. And what were your assumptions -- well, first of all,23

let's talk about --24

THE COURT:  Where was it negative, under column A,25
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schedule --1

MR. STRUB:  Column A on schedule 7.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  I'm on 6.  Sorry. 3

Schedule 7, column A.  Okay.  That's negative 4.7.4

MR. STRUB:  4.6, your Honor.5

THE COURT:  I'm rounding it up, 4.6660, so I called6

it 4.7.  $4.7 million rounded.  Okay.  That's for A.7

THE WITNESS:  That was the historical operating8

results from 2001.9

THE COURT:  As adjusted by you?10

THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.  That was per the --11

you'll see the --12

THE COURT:  Through the financials?13

THE WITNESS:  Right.  The 234 -- the $234 million14

was right off of the financials.15

THE COURT:  I know that, but not the 238.16

THE WITNESS:  No.  Not the 238, your Honor.17

THE COURT:  And that's what we've been spending so18

much talking about.19

THE WITNESS:  Right.  And -- but that's just there20

for reference purposes.  The part that counts for the21

valuation starts with post-acquisition year one, which is22

column C.23

BY MR. STRUB:24

Q. So let me just stop you for a second.  So the column A25
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number, so we're on line 6, the 4.66 number, that's negative,1

but what factor did that negative number play in the valuation2

that you did under the discounted cash flow method?3

A. Again, it's not included.  Column A is not -- is just4

there for reference purposes.5

Q. Okay.  So let's start then, what does column C indicate?6

A. "PAY" stands for post-acquisition year one.  Under the7

standard of fair market value we have to assume a hypothetical8

transaction, and so the post-acquisition year one would be the9

forecasted results of the first year following the10

transaction, and likewise with column D is post-acquisition11

year two, three, four, and five going through column G.12

THE COURT:  So there's going to be an increase in13

revenues?14

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.15

THE COURT:  An increase in expenses, but not dollar16

for dollar?17

THE WITNESS:  As set forth on schedule 6 we18

explained that and --19

THE COURT:  Okay.  In fact, the way you're seeing it20

as that under this new operator, Med D, even though its21

revenues jump by $11 1/2 million, its expenses in fact are22

going to get reduced by $2 million.  So as a result, it's23

going to be $9 million to the good, right?24

THE WITNESS:  Right. 25
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THE COURT:  It will have a positive --1

THE WITNESS:  Yes.2

THE COURT:  -- before taxes --3

THE WITNESS:  Of almost --4

THE COURT:  8 million 9.5

THE WITNESS:  Almost 9 million, yes, your Honor.  86

million 9.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  And then there's some taxes.8

THE WITNESS:  Right.  We deduct income taxes and9

come up with a net income after taxes.  These are just the10

typical steps in coming to net cash flow, economic net cash11

flow, and --12

THE COURT:  All right.  5 million 6.13

THE WITNESS:  5 million 6, your Honor, net income14

after taxes. 15

We then convert this to a cash flow, and you'll note16

that to do that we added back in depreciation and amortization17

of about 6 million 4.18

THE COURT:  Okay.19

THE WITNESS:  And then we deducted an increase in20

working capital needs of about 9,779,000, and that's set forth21

-- that's obviously a very big number that is set forth in22

footnote 8.23

THE COURT:  So it's going to cost you $9.8 million24

in additional working capital to generate $11 million of sales25
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-- increased sales?1

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.2

THE COURT:  All right.3

THE WITNESS:  For every dollar of revenue forecasted4

there's a corresponding operating cost, as well as a5

corresponding capital burden.  There's two burdens for every6

dollar in the forecasted revenue.7

THE COURT:  All right.8

THE WITNESS:  And as set forth in footnote 8, you9

know, we assumed that the subject entity would achieve the10

weighted average working capital, again two-thirds to the11

industry and one-third to the subject entity, and --12

THE COURT:  Well, it wouldn't be the subject entity.13

 Now it's Med D.14

THE WITNESS:  Well --15

THE COURT:  Post-acquisition it's Med D who has the16

working capital requirements, not the subject entity.  The17

subject entity's gone.18

THE WITNESS:  Well, the subject entity is still the19

subject entity, your Honor.  The Med D is buying the stock in20

the subject entity, but as of the as-of date we're appraising21

the value of Addus as the subject entity.  This is fair market22

value, so this does not presume a specific purchaser or a23

specific class of purchasers.  The underlying assumption or24

the definition of fair market value is that it be a universe25
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of typical buyers, sellers, owners, and investors.1

THE COURT:  Okay. 2

THE WITNESS:  And so again, we used -- keeping in3

mind a mix of typical investors, that universe, we put two-4

thirds of the weight to the industry and one-third, you know,5

to the subject entity in coming with what working capital6

requirements would be support that kind increase in revenue7

and profitability, and then we also deducted an increase in8

capital expenditures, and you know, you'll see that what we9

did there is again, we gave one-third to the subject entity10

and two-thirds to the industry on that.11

THE COURT:  So this calculation is other than12

EBITDA, right?13

THE WITNESS:  I beg your pardon?14

THE COURT:  This is a calculation other than EBITDA?15

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.  This is not EBITDA.16

THE COURT:  Okay.  I take it -- I can take it on17

pretty close to EBITDA if I add lines 10 and 11.  No.18

THE WITNESS:  If you go to line 5, your Honor --19

THE COURT:  Yes, right.  All right.  I'd have to add20

5 plus 11, right, to get EBITDA?21

THE WITNESS:  Yes, because we have not taken into22

account the interest expense in this because, as stated in the23

report --24

THE COURT:  If I -- so if I -- listening to Mr.25
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Nielson I would go to 5, then I'd add 6, and I'd add 11?1

MR. STRUB:  And your Honor, we're going to be2

discussing EBITDA explicitly under the guideline company3

approach.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  But the only thing I'm missing5

then is the interest component?6

MR. STRUB:  Right.  And again, we'll get to that7

explicitly --8

THE COURT:  All right.  Okay.9

MR. STRUB:  -- in the guideline company approach.  I10

don't -- the witness can tell me, but I think -- and I'm not11

sure you can calculate EBITDA from schedule 7.12

THE WITNESS:  No.  I'd have to go other schedules.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  But I'm close to 22 million at14

this point before I get to the last increment, which is the15

interest expense.  I've taken earnings.  I've added back16

depreciation, amortization, and taxes.  The only component I'm17

missing is the interest expense.18

THE WITNESS:  Well, that's forecasted here, your19

Honor.  It's not what the existing Addus EBITDA would have20

been.21

THE COURT:  I understand that, and I understand22

we're dealing with adjustments to projections based upon all23

kinds of weighted averages, and this is getting to be a very24

elaborate hypothetical exercise that's supposed to bear some25
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reasonable relationship to the real world, and I -- in order1

to understand it I have to look to schedules 5, 6, 7, each and2

every one of the footnotes, and it's a very long set of3

calculations before I finally get to a number, right?4

THE WITNESS:  We try to be as explicit as we can be,5

and --6

THE COURT:  I understand that.  So I understand7

you're saying you just don't plug in a simple number.  You got8

to go through all these iterations.9

THE WITNESS:  We're required to by standards.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  And in the long run, we'll all be11

dead.  Okay.  But in the short run, I have to go through all12

of this calculus to derive a valuation, and I have to make13

assumptions at each stage of the way, and I have to apply14

empirical weightings to each one of these adjustments.  Okay.15

And presumably any well-informed investor is going16

to go through the same kind of detailed analysis in17

consultation with consultants like yourself?18

THE WITNESS:  It's been a good living, your Honor.19

THE COURT:  I'm trying to understand how much of20

this is after the fact, and how much of this could be captured21

in real time, and if Med D had had the foresight to hire22

someone like you, and I know you're not unique, but one of23

your small band of brethren, between September of 2001 and24

January of 2002 before they signed off on the stock purchase25
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agreement, the question is could that analysis have been done1

at a reasonable price?2

If I had an independent board of directors, would3

they have gone ahead and said, "Hire somebody like Cimasi, get4

him to do it for, you know, the industry cost.  Make sure he5

doesn't spend more than $75,000 to do it, and get it in here6

by November 15th.  We're going to hire him on September --7

whatever the date of the execution of the last letter of8

intent or whatever it was."9

MR. STRUB:  August 20, 2001.10

THE COURT:  All right.  So from -- they get him11

after Labor Day.  He's fresh back from vacation Labor Day. 12

He's got no other assignments.  He's going to commit his staff13

to this, and he's got to report out within 60 days what his14

valuation is based upon all the information that's made15

available to him, right?   And my question is is that -- is16

that a realistic approach?17

I mean, I assume part of this has to do with18

foreseeability.  Part of this has to do with putting myself in19

the room with the investor, not some construct three years20

after the deal, but making a determination of what we should21

offer for these shares given the informational constraints we22

have, but having an access to a consultant like you with all23

of this comparable data, and I'm trying to understand in a24

well counseled company with no pressure to do this25
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acquisition, with all kinds of other multiple opportunities,1

is this the way it's ever done?  Is this the way it's done in2

a high percentage of cases, or is it rarely done this way, and3

this is all a very interesting exercise at high cost that4

takes a year or so or six months to prepare at a price that is5

litigation driven, not driven as a cost constraint within a6

potential acquisition which may or may not be successful?7

So I'm trying to understand whether this has8

projective value where you can bring all this data into the9

room before I make a bona fide offer that I can sell to my10

board of directors acting within the prudent business judgment11

rule with sufficient time and sufficient resources to have12

something like this prepared, even though I don't need all the13

history.  Give me a set of spreadsheets that you can back up14

with all of your assumptions.  I'm the independent director,15

and I want to make sure that before I commit to $115 million,16

that this number can be justified by a consultant, and I'm17

asking, does that ever happen?18

BY MR. STRUB: 19

Q. Mr. Cimasi?20

A. That's the bulk of our business as a firm and many firms21

like ours that I'm familiar with, and I've sat on some boards22

too, and I don't want to speak to what happened in terms of23

legal counsel for Med Diversified, but your Honor, no24

transaction in any board I sit on would ever go off without25
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obtaining this in a post-Sarbanes Oxley environment, which1

they weren't at this point, you know.2

THE COURT:  And this can be generated within 603

days?4

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Probably not for $75,000 if it's5

my firm, your Honor, but we do this regularly.  This was a6

huge transaction and --7

THE COURT:  Well, so if you did this prospectively8

and it was a person or a firm with comparable professional9

expertise as yours, what would it cost to do this deal going10

forward, not for litigation?  I'm just trying to understand.11

THE WITNESS:  If we had a 60-day requirement to do12

this, and quite often we'll only have 30 days to do it, your13

Honor.14

THE COURT:  Okay.  30 days.  The deal's a hundred15

million plus.16

THE WITNESS:  All right.  We -- our fees might be17

somewhere in the vicinity of 100 to $120,000 to do what's --18

now, that's not a certified opinion of value, but to do what19

we refer to as a desktop analysis and review where we provide20

most everything you see here, only we don't have to sign and21

seal and come up with a final number.  We just come up with a22

range of indicated valuation results, and --23

THE COURT:  So how much does it cost to do it signed24

and sealed?25
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THE WITNESS:  Well, we have to do another level of1

due diligence, and it just depends on the facts and2

circumstances, but in my -- in my experience in the home3

health industry at that time, a lot of the larger acquiring4

firms either would use outside people or would have qualified5

people in house that had the same sort of background --6

THE COURT:  Okay.7

THE WITNESS:  -- but before it went to the board,8

they would ordinarily try to get some advice.9

THE COURT:  Okay.  So I'm an independent director. 10

I'm there on behalf on a number of pension funds that have11

invested in shares in Med D or one of these real life markets,12

and I'm not going to ask for your certification, but I want13

something more than just a desktop analysis.  I want something14

that will satisfy Oxley Sarbanes or anything that was15

reasonably approximate under existing Delaware law that would16

have satisfied the prudent business judgment rule for an17

outside investor, and that would have cost 200,000?18

THE WITNESS:  Maybe more for a fairness -- I think19

what you're talking about is a fairness opinion or fairness20

letter, and quite often, you know, the cost on that would be21

significantly higher essentially just because of the risk,22

your Honor, yes.23

THE COURT:  But how much higher?24

THE WITNESS:  Oh, for something, a deal like this,25
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maybe a couple hundred thousand dollars, depending on the firm1

that does it and --2

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.3

THE WITNESS:  Our firm could probably have done it4

for that amount or a little bit less; some of the large5

investing banking firms probably more.6

THE COURT:  Yes, but the investment firms, they're7

going to be doing all kinds of other things, underwritings and8

things of that sort and --9

THE WITNESS:  Not if they're independent.10

THE COURT:  -- putting the money together and --11

THE WITNESS:  Typically, the -- again, one would12

like to think that the firm that was doing all the rest of the13

investment banking services would also issue the fairness14

letter.  This is a matter of some controversy, as you know.15

THE COURT:  I understand that.16

THE WITNESS:  Typically, another investment banking17

firm that would be able to claim independence would be18

enlisted to do that or retained to do that.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Well, that helps me a20

little, but go ahead.  That is what you were engaged to do21

here.22

So you go through this analysis, and we're in column23

C.  So you're taking a stream of what, five years?24

THE WITNESS:  Through column G.25
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THE COURT:  Because I see PAY one, which you said is1

post-acquisition year one through post-acquisition year five.2

 So you take it out only for five years, and you make all3

these adjustments, and you discount that to present value,4

right?5

THE WITNESS:  Well, not on this page, your Honor. 6

That's on the next schedule 8, but before we go there, if I7

could just point out line 15 that we're showing that the net8

cash flow on this forecast would be negative in the first year9

because of the -- to get it back to reasonably close to10

industry working capital, but then after that it was turning11

up pretty significant net cash flow in line 15, and then if12

you'll just flip over to schedule 8, your Honor --13

BY MR. STRUB: 14

Q. Wait, wait, just so we go from negative, and you're15

saying that that's because of this $9.8 million increase in16

working capital needs, right, largely?17

A. On line 12, right.18

Q. And that's -- and that's explained in footnote number 8?19

A. Yes.20

Q. Okay.  Because you're taking the working capital -- well,21

so Addus's actual working capital in 2001 was -- is that the22

$9.5 million figure on note 8A?23

A. Yes.24

Q. Okay.  And so, and then it -- in PAY period number one25
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you jump to 19 million.  Right.  So why is that?  Why are you1

doubling the working capital requirements for Addus from --2

from its actual working capital of 9.5 to this 19.3?3

A. Well, because the subject entity's working capital was4

only 4.07 percent, you know, and as compared to the industry's5

of 9.75, and so we gave one-third of the weight to what6

Addus's actually was, and two-thirds of the weight to what the7

industry.  It's -- you know, if you're going to achieve those8

type of revenue and profit forecasts, you have to have9

adequate working capital or as his Honor pointed earlier, the10

company goes -- it gets out of business -- it goes out of11

business if you don't have the working capital, so --12

THE COURT:  Okay.13

A. Keeping in mind that you're coming off of a 2001 year14

where there was a huge loss, and so from an economic15

perspective, and again, if we go to schedule 8 --16

Q. Well, let me just -- let me just finish one thing on17

schedule 7 before we flip over to schedule 8.18

So the net cash flow then we've got here goes 2.8 and19

then it's positive in PAY period two 6.3, and it keeps20

throwing off cash all the way out through post-acquisition21

year five, right?22

A. Yes.  Increasing amounts of net cash flow -- net cash23

flow.24

Q. Okay.  And we'll talk about that.25
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THE COURT:  It only goes up.1

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  In increasing amounts each year2

going forward, reflecting an increase of revenue in those3

years.4

THE COURT:  But the percentage increases keep going5

down.  The dollar amount is up, but when you look at it as a6

function of the -- I mean, you -- at a certain point you're7

going to start to have that cash flow level off.  You've gone8

from 6.4 to 6.8 to 6.9 to 7.3, but your revenues have gone9

from 258 to 268 to 281 to 296, right?  So I have to correlate10

those numbers.11

THE WITNESS:  It might help, your Honor, to tell you12

that the expenses --13

THE COURT:  Mm hmm.14

THE WITNESS:  -- you know, are -- if you'll -- and15

then would again would take you back to that schedule 6.  You16

know, they remain, you know, at the same expense ratio.17

THE COURT:  You're not having any economies of18

scale?19

THE WITNESS:  No.  What we have there in terms of20

the -- the -- we leave -- the increase in capital expenditures21

remains the same as a percentage, and the economies of scale,22

when you're showing only this kind of an increase in revenue23

stream would probably not be reflected other than as we have24

with an ever growing net cash flow at the bottom.  So the --25
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THE COURT:  Why aren't you reducing the operating1

costs as a percentage --2

THE WITNESS:  Well, because there's no --3

THE COURT:  -- of revenues through more efficiency?4

 There are no efficiencies?5

THE WITNESS:  At this level, your Honor, still --6

because you're still below the industry average efficiency,7

you know, keeping in mind that we kept one-third of what --8

THE COURT:  Five years after the acquisition you're9

still below the industry norm?10

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  For the purposes of this model,11

and I think that that's reflective of what an investor would12

look at is what they're -- they're buying.  Now, they may very13

well be able to do something beyond at some point, but then14

that's what they would bring the table, you know.  They15

wouldn't pay somebody else for that, your Honor.  That's a --16

sort of a basic tenet of doing this is not to pay the other17

party for what you bring to the table.  You'll hear that18

throughout the evidence too.  It's just common sense.  You19

don't pay the other party for what you're going to bring to20

the business.21

BY MR. STRUB: 22

Q. Okay.  So let's take a look now at schedule 8. 23

A. If you note on schedule 8 that the first lines through24

line 14 are essentially just a reproduction of what you have25
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on line -- lines 1 through 15 of the previous page, and --1

Q. Okay.  So just -- I mean, so if we look -- everything on2

schedule 8 -- everything above -- everything -- line 14 and3

above is going to be identical to schedule 7?4

THE COURT:  Which schedule are we now on?  I was on5

7.  Which one did you flip to now?6

THE WITNESS:  Schedule 8, your Honor.7

THE COURT:  Okay.8

THE WITNESS:  Which is our discounted net cash flow9

method.10

THE COURT:  All right.11

A. And counselor, yes, through line 14, to answer your12

question, through the column that's labelled "Post-acquisition13

year five," those numbers are just off of schedule 7.  If you14

look at now in line 14 there's an additional terminal period15

forecast, and you'll see that that is a number that is 416

percent, that's $7,556,000.17

THE COURT:  Which line am I on?18

THE WITNESS:  This is line 14, your Honor, on19

schedule 8, and the far right-hand side there's a column20

labelled "Terminal period."21

THE COURT:  Yes.  Okay.22

THE WITNESS:  And there's a footnote 9 there, and23

this is what's called the Gordon Growth Model for Forecasting24

in the discounted net cash flow method?25
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THE COURT:  It's called, what Gordon?1

THE WITNESS:  Gordon.2

THE COURT:  G R  --3

THE WITNESS:  G O R D O N.4

THE COURT:  Yes.5

THE WITNESS:  And again, we're projecting now that6

after the discreet period of this forecast of five years, we7

have to account for the values that would accrue from Addus as8

a going concern for all the periods beyond that, and so we've9

taken that net cash flow number that we did at the end of10

post-acquisition year five, and we've grown that by 4 percent,11

which is relatively aggressive long-term growth rate, but as12

we explained earlier in our report --13

THE COURT:  But that goes into the present14

discounted value?15

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.16

THE COURT:  You're going -- you're really going17

beyond five years.18

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.19

THE COURT:  And so now we have this tail?20

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.21

THE COURT:  And you 're going to discount that tail,22

that 4 percent growth rate back to present discounted value?23

THE WITNESS:  We first capitalize it, your Honor.24

THE COURT:  Okay. 25
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THE WITNESS:  We capitalize that, and you'll see1

that calculation in line 15 is that we have taken, you know,2

the present value of the cash flows from each of the periods,3

and then on line 16 we put the sum of all those.  That's the4

negative 2 million 6 in post-acquisition year one.5

THE COURT:  I got -- I got that.6

THE WITNESS:  Okay.  All the way --7

THE COURT:  Where are you getting this 14.32 percent8

number?9

THE WITNESS:  Okay. 10

BY MR. STRUB: 11

Q. So let's -- yes.  Let's talk about that now.  You've got12

this line 15 talks about the present value of cash values at13

14.32 percent, which is the weighted average cost of capital,14

and there's a reference back to section 5.13 of the report.15

So what is the weighted average cost of capital, and can16

you look at section 5.13, which is on -- let's see, page17

1,758?  What is the weighted average cost of capital?  How did18

you get that 14.32 percent?19

A. On table 5-9 --20

Q. Which we put up on the screen.21

A. -- we arrived at a cost of debt.  We took the subject22

entity's debt.  This is on page 20 of 28, your Honor, of their23

rate of debt, their cost of debt of --24

THE COURT:  Which schedule is this now?25
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MR. STRUB:  This is table 5-9, your Honor.  It's on1

the screen and it's on page 20 of 28.2

THE COURT:  Let me tell you the problem I'm having3

here.  I can look at the screen.  I can try to take notes, but4

all of this is going to disappear.  I'm not going to get a5

print-out of every screen that was shown, right, as a series6

of exhibits, so this is a kind of evaporating technical7

assistance.8

So when I go back to try to write my benefit I won't9

have the benefit of all of these screens.  I have to keep10

going back to the documents, highlighting them, and trying to11

run all these iterations, correct?12

MR. STRUB:  Well, your Honor can look at -- it's on13

page 20 of 28.  I'm just trying to save your Honor the -- and14

I've been trying to identify on the record the specific page15

you're looking at.16

THE COURT:  You've been very helpful about this, but17

this isn't part of the record.18

MR. STRUB:  It is, your Honor.  It's in Mr. Cimasi's19

report.20

THE COURT:  No, no, no.21

MR. STRUB:  Page 20 of 28, section.22

THE COURT:  No, no, no.  If a district court judge23

were following this on appeal, the certified record would not24

include copies of each of these screens, correct?25
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MR. STRUB:  That's correct, your Honor, but --1

THE COURT:  Okay.  So we're looking, "Judge, if you2

look at the screen you'll see," and then when I go back and3

write my opinion I have to -- I don't have the advantage of4

the screen.  I have to keep flipping back and forth between 5,5

6, 7, footnote this, schedule this.6

So while I'm only going to look at one frame at a7

time, there's a lot of nesting here.  You know, it's like8

those Russian dolls, you know.  I'm going to take off the big9

one and then there's going to be a slightly smaller one and a10

slightly smaller one and a slightly smaller one, and they're11

all going to be nested, but since I can only think linearly,12

I'm going to have to keep unpackaging and repackaging this13

doll, and it's going to end up like a Rubik's cube, which I've14

never been able to solve because I don't know which move I15

made five moves ago.16

So while I appreciate this is what Mr. Cimasi does17

for a living, and I'm trying to get to the bottom of this --18

THE WITNESS:  I think I can help, your Honor. 19

There's a table of contents in the front of the report, and we20

have done a linear approach presenting our information to21

address exactly the point your Honor has raised and so --22

THE COURT:  Where's the linear approach?23

THE WITNESS:  If you -- if I could just show you the24

table of contents right at the very beginning of your report?25
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THE COURT:  Okay.1

THE WITNESS:  And you'll see that what we've2

attempted to do here is to go right through the report in a3

very orderly and linear fashion so that we develop each of the4

elements of the financial valuation, the same way that a5

typical investor would in terms of looking at the background6

of the market, the industry, economic and demographic, trying7

to define what it is we're appraising, and then we -- if you8

look through that table of contents you'll see that we go9

right down through each of these things, and one builds on the10

other until we finally come up with the -- our observations,11

our conclusions, and opinion of value.12

THE COURT:  I understood all that, but I'm still --13

THE WITNESS:  And so --14

THE COURT:  -- going back and forth.  You know, I15

mean, every -- when you get to section 5 you're down to16

section 5.3.2.3, and that's going to in turn presumably17

reference certain spreadsheets and certain appendices.18

So if I unpack this there are multiple further19

subdivisions.20

THE WITNESS:  We've -- as a matter of practice, and21

I think it's generally accepted at least in the last couple22

decades, put the complex spreadsheets and calculations at the23

rear of the report, and then referenced those just for ease of24

reading the narrative of the report.  Again, some investors25
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might want to go back and actually do the numbers and do the1

calculations, and some wish to just read the narrative of the2

report and say --3

THE COURT:  I understand that.4

THE WITNESS:  -- we know that's stuff in the back.5

THE COURT:  I mean, I got a list of tables.  I have6

a list of exhibits.  I have a list of appendices.  I have a7

list of schedules.  So I'm operating at at least seven8

different levels when we get into the guts of this section 5,9

6, 7, and 8, and that's the complexity I just have to absorb.10

Okay.  And you're explaining to me all these11

correlations and how they all collapse into a bottom line of12

21 million, right?13

THE WITNESS:  That's the objective, yes, your Honor.14

THE COURT:  Did you see John -- the John Nash movie,15

"A Beautiful Mind?"16

THE WITNESS:  I did.17

THE COURT:  Okay.  I'm looking out the window and18

I'm marking up the windows with my magic marker, whatever19

device he did, and I've got window after window after window20

covered with calculations, right?  That's how I feel.  I'm21

trying to get to the bottom line, and yet I've got every22

single window in this courthouse from the fourth through the23

eleventh floor running from one end of the building to the24

other, and here I'm running around with a magic marker, and25
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I'm marking up each and every single window pane here to get1

to $21 million.2

MR. STRUB:  Your Honor --3

THE COURT:  And I'm looking at every one of these4

assumptions, weights, and things of that sort in order to come5

to a true understanding of the structure of this analysis.6

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor is in good company in that7

regard.  For over a decade --8

THE COURT:  What's that --9

MR. EARLY:  --  Albert Einstein at the Institute for10

Defense Analysis had the entire walls of the entire building11

covered with blackboards so that he could do exactly that at12

all times.13

THE COURT:  All right. 14

MR. EARLY:  So you're in good company.15

THE COURT:  Yes.  And/or much closer to home, I can16

think of "Good Will Hunting," right?17

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, I'm somewhat intimidated,18

but --19

THE COURT:  He does -- you know, he did all this in20

his head, fill out the formulas.  The professor would go by21

and say, "Gee, you know, yeah, right.  That's the answer.  How22

did he get there?"  Now I got to follow each one of these23

formulas.24

THE WITNESS:  I must say, your Honor, it's somewhat25
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intimidating to be put in the same conversation with Albert1

Einstein and Nash and --2

THE COURT:  I didn't put you -- he --3

THE WITNESS:  -- the guy in "Good Will Hunting."4

THE COURT:  Mr. Early put you in the group with5

Einstein.  I got you there with "Good Will Hunting" and John6

Nash, one who is crazy, and the other one whose --7

THE WITNESS:  Thank you, your Honor.8

THE COURT:  -- a kid off the streets of Charlestown,9

so if you think that's the kind of company you want to be in,10

that's okay with me.11

THE WITNESS:  Thank you.12

MR. EARLY:  Actually, I think the record will13

reflect very clearly that I put the Court in that category14

only.15

THE COURT:  That's right.  I'm just running around.16

 Judge Wexler is going nuts because I got every single one of17

these covered.  It reminds me -- I just thought I wanted to be18

a psychiatrist once before I came to realize that I had no19

ability to read people, and if someone said something I20

assumed that it had reason to it because I was so literal21

minded, and I took organic chemistry.  Every pre-med goes22

through this nightmare, and Professor Rosenblum would write23

with his right hand very fast and erase with his left, and it24

was a true test whether you could get down all of his formulas25
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as he was doing all of these transformations of these organic1

compounds to write as fast as he could write, and he was so2

good at it that no one could ever keep up, and that was the3

game.4

So you had -- what you had to is you had to spread5

it among several friends of yours, and say, "You take the6

first minute.  I'll take the second minute.  You take the7

third," and then we're going to go back and see if we can8

reconstruct what he put on the blackboard because he'll never9

print it out.  That's when I decided I didn't want to be a10

doctor because the nature of the student body and the nature11

of the professors were too perverse and too competitive.  So I12

switched to the humanities.13

Did you ever take pre-med?  Did you ever take14

organic?15

MR. STRUB:  My brother is in medical school right16

now.  I did not take pre-med.  I did not take organic, no.17

THE COURT:  Mr. Steinberg, your mother didn't want18

you to be a doctor?19

MR. STEINBERG:  She gave me that as one choice, your20

Honor, but I think I fell in the same category as you.21

MR. STRUB:  Obviously from the standpoint of an22

advocate, your Honor, I too wish that this analysis, valuation23

of a health care -- home health care company could be done24

very simply.  I think that your Honor would have been25
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satisfied with the result of such or simplistic specious1

analysis so --2

THE COURT:  I'm just trying --3

MR. STRUB:  -- obviously --4

THE COURT:  I'm just trying to roll down the screen.5

 I just need to be able to reconstruct this in the calm of my6

deliberative moments.7

THE WITNESS:  Well, on page 20, your Honor --8

THE COURT:  Fortunately, Mr. Cimasi, I get paid the9

same whether I deliver the product on time or not, but I have10

to report every decision that's pending for more than 60 days.11

 How long do you think it's going to take me to write the12

opinion here on the valuation of Addus, given your testimony,13

Mr. Wright's testimony, and any others?14

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, if you're asking me as a15

question, if you were to accept my report as written, I guess16

I wouldn't take very long at all. 17

THE COURT:  Okay.18

THE WITNESS:  I would like to think thought that if19

a careful reading of like, for instance, on page 20 is a20

pretty down to earth explanation as to step by step how we21

came up with a weighted average cost of capital.  We try to22

keep it as plain language as we can.23

THE COURT:  Yes, but I'm trying to explain this to a24

district judge, who won't have the benefit of your testimony25
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other than through a transcript.1

THE WITNESS:  Well, it's --2

THE COURT:  So I have to make -- I have to make even3

greater efforts to explain this stuff --4

THE WITNESS:  Sure.5

THE COURT:  -- to a district who doesn't have very6

much sophistication in commercial transactions of this sort. 7

That's my burden, so my term expires on October 31 of 2010.  I8

don't think it would be fair to leave this to my successor.9

THE WITNESS:  Or your successor clerks.10

THE COURT:  My clerks are permanent.  They're here.11

MR. STRUB:  Oh, they are?12

THE COURT:  They signed up for the duration.  That's13

the deal.14

THE WITNESS:  Well, the weighted average cost of15

capital makes common sense if you look at saying, "If I have,16

you know, both debt and equity capital in a company" --17

there's two -- that's the two types of capital there are, "I'm18

going to require a different rate of return on debt capital19

than I would on equity capital," and essentially because debt20

capital has a better claim or a first claim on assets in a21

Bankruptcy Court like this than equity capital would in most22

instances, and so what we've done is to try to take the23

subject company's debt posture, and you'll see at the top of24

page 20 of 28 in section 5, your Honor, their weighted average25
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cost of debt was about 4.28 percent.  This is on the second1

line on that page, but that was debt that had been personally2

guaranteed and it had collateralization from other than just,3

you know, the capital structure of the company, and so we4

added an additional 12 points to say that had they, lacking5

that personal guarantee, and lacking that additional6

collateralization that in light of the leverage of that7

company that a typical debt capital lender would have required8

16.28 percent cost of debt for Addus at that time.9

THE COURT:  What?10

THE WITNESS:  And --11

THE COURT:  How much?12

THE WITNESS:  16.28 percent, which reflects about13

1,200 basis points or 12 percentage points for the fact that14

there was additional collateralization, and --15

THE COURT:  So you're telling me that somebody like16

Walter Heller would price this?17

THE WITNESS:  Lacking any personal guarantees or18

additional collateralization, the market would have been19

anywhere from 16 to 20 percent for that kind of debt at that20

time.21

THE COURT:  But you know what the cost of capital22

was for Addus?23

THE WITNESS:  I beg your pardon?24

THE COURT:  You knew what the cost of capital was25
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for Addus?1

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  It was average cost of debt2

capital or debt financing 4.28 percent, but that was all3

personally guaranteed debt, your Honor, at additional4

collateral, and so --5

THE COURT:  Why would -- why would someone want to6

pay off all of this debt if it was bearing a rate -- an7

effective rate of 4.28 percent when its cost to borrow was8

going to put it into a 16.28 percent range?9

THE WITNESS:  Well, first of all, it was only at10

4.28 percent because people were personally on the hook for11

it.  There was personal guarantees.12

THE COURT:  I understand that.  So let's assume that13

when you go to Med D -- I'm trying to understand.  The cost to14

replace this debt structure is going to go from the contract15

rate of 4.28 percent in your hypothetical to 16.28 percent. 16

That's your 12 point spread, when the acquirer isn't -- the17

principal is not personally guaranteeing the debt.  It's18

simply a claim against the corporate entity.19

THE WITNESS:  The answer, your Honor, is it's still20

significantly below the cost of equity.21

THE COURT:  Okay.22

THE WITNESS:  Right, and it's reflective of what we23

showed again back on that schedule 3 as to the coverage and24

leverage and other ratios that show that Addus was in a very,25
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very distressed position from the lender -- a lender's1

perspective.2

THE COURT:  Well, from a corporate standpoint it was3

in a great position.  It was paying very little interest for4

its debt capital because Mr. Wright was personally on the5

hook, but from a corporate standpoint, you know, we're6

concerned about the creditors here of Med D, but if we were7

concerned about the creditors of Addus, they would have loved8

to have debt capital at such a low cost.  The only question is9

could they get more it?10

THE WITNESS:  It's just that in valuation, your11

Honor, that's not economic debt cost, and we have to adjust12

out anything that is personal to that specific thing.  We have13

to normalize to economic.14

THE COURT:  Okay.15

THE WITNESS:  So what's stated on the books has no16

relationship.  That's the difference between accounting and17

valuation.  It doesn't matter what it was on the books.  What18

matters is what is the economic cost of capital under the19

circumstances that Addus -- the facts and circumstances at20

that time, and during --21

THE COURT:  Okay.22

THE WITNESS:  -- that time, you know, a cost of debt23

for a company in that position of 16, 18 percent would not24

have been unusual at all, and as to your earlier question as25
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to why they would have done that, that was still significantly1

below the cost of capital -- of equity capital, which --2

THE COURT:  When this lender gets a first lien on3

all of these receivables, it's still going to -- and it's only4

lending on a formula basis, eligibility, they're still going5

to be able to get away in this market charging 16 to 186

percent interest?7

THE WITNESS:  At that point in time, yes, your8

Honor.  There was two elements that lenders were looking for,9

especially receivables -- asset-based receivable lenders, and10

one was a proven ability to repay --11

THE COURT:  Right.12

THE WITNESS:  -- which meant the viability, and the13

second was added with collateralization, and if your Honor may14

recall, during that period of time in the Fall of 2001, you15

know, there was significant concerns raised about the16

statement or the -- I'm going to call it the booking or the17

realization of revenues by Addus in terms of how they treated18

their accounts receivable, and significant adjustments that19

were made to their financial statements that reflect that the20

their revenue cycle was --21

THE COURT:  I -- I remember all that.22

THE WITNESS:  Those are things that would have23

certainly raised significant concerns on the part of any24

asset-based lender.25
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THE COURT:  But the lenders didn't know about this.1

 That's part of the problem.2

THE WITNESS:  As of the date of our valuation, I3

think that they certainly would known --4

THE COURT:  Right.5

THE WITNESS:  -- what the restate --6

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.7

MR. STRUB:  Your Honor, if I can request the Court's8

indulgence?  Mr. Cimasi --9

THE COURT:  I know.  He needs to do his conference10

call. 11

How much time are you going to need, a half an hour?12

THE WITNESS:  Oh, that's more than enough, your13

Honor.14

THE COURT:  All right.  We'll be back.  Well, it's15

now 5 of 5:00 (sic).  We could do an early lunch break.16

Is that what you'd prefer to do, Mr. Early, Mr.17

Steinberg?18

MR. STRUB:  That's fine, your Honor.19

MR. EARLY:  That would be fine, your Honor.20

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  We'll be back here at21

quarter to 1:00.22

MR. STRUB:  Your Honor, can I request until 1:0023

just so Mr. Cimasi when he gets off his phone call can have24

some -- a little bit of time to eat?25
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THE COURT:  That's fine.  His call is going to take1

less than a half an hour, and you're going to give him over2

half an hour to eat?3

MR. STRUB:  Okay.  Quarter to 1:00 is fine, your4

Honor.5

THE COURT:  I'll give you to 1:00, Mr. Strub, but6

you know --7

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor may have noticed I really8

don't need to eat at all, so --9

THE COURT:  Yes, but persons of our bulk tend to10

snuff our food.  We don't eat it, you know.  I mean, I'm sure11

that he could finish a dinner, six courses --12

(Off the record/On the record)13

THE COURT:  All right.14

BY MR. STRUB: 15

Q. All right.  Mr. Cimasi, let's go back to schedule 8, line16

15, and you were talking before the break about the weighted17

average cost of capital of 14.32 percent, which is discussed18

in section 5.13 of your report.19

So have you finished your explanation of the derivation20

of that number?21

A. I was right in the middle of that when we broke. 22

The first thing is to try to determine an economic cost23

of debt, you know, for the company based on the facts and24

circumstances of its economic condition, which you look to the25
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balance sheet for, as well as the income statement, and we1

concluded that that would be 16.28 percent, adjusting it up2

from what the nominal cost of debt was of 4.28 percent, and3

reflective of the fact that there was personal guarantees and4

other --5

THE COURT:  I don't know if it's nominal.  I think6

we might use the term, "notational," the contract rate, right?7

THE WITNESS:  Well, from an economic perspective, it8

was nominal and --9

THE COURT:  "Nominal" as in relatively trivial or10

"nominal" as in some other term?11

THE WITNESS:  "Nominal" as in the term meaning that12

that's what it was listed as on the books of the company.13

THE COURT:  Denominated.  Okay.  All right.14

THE WITNESS:  And --15

THE COURT:  I mean, generally the word "nominal" is16

a dismiss of a derivative term.  If it's of nominal value,17

it's -- we have no asset estates and nominal asset estates. 18

Nominal asset estates may return 1 to 5 percent.  It's not19

zero, but it generally tends to be at the very lowest range of20

recovery, so we call it "nominal" as in synonymous not with21

"trivial," but pretty close to it, or in the formal22

designation, it's bubkus.  All right.  But you don't mean23

nominal in that sense?24

THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.  That wasn't my usage25
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of the word.1

THE COURT:  Okay.2

THE WITNESS:  And I think that the -- having arrived3

at an economic cost of the debt capital, you know, then we4

moved on to our development of, you know, a cost of equity,5

and this was previously testified to at length.  We used a6

adjusted capital asset pricing model or build-up method that7

reflected that the cost of equity for Addus or companies8

similar to Addus on an economic basis was 20.63 percent.9

We then weighted that in accordance with, you know,10

the weight of debt and the weight of equity, and arrived at a11

weighted average cost of capital, in other words, a rate of12

return that was reflective of the mix of debt and equity, at13

the respective cost of debt and equity on an economic basis14

for the subject entity for Addus of 14.32 percent as set forth15

on page 20 of 28 in table 5-9.16

THE COURT:  That's the weighted cost of both aspects17

of capital?18

THE WITNESS:  Right.  14.32 weighted average cost of19

capital, reflective of the economic rate of return that were20

required for both --21

THE COURT:  No, no, but -- wait.  I thought you said22

then you go through the adjusted build-up, and we're still23

talking about the cost of capital or we've now moved to24

equity?25
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THE WITNESS:  Well, equity is -- equity is one of1

the two elements of capital, your Honor, the other being debt.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  So --3

THE WITNESS:  There's two types of capital.  There's4

debt --5

THE COURT:  How much was the debt component of your6

percentage calculation?7

THE WITNESS:  It was 16.28 percent.  It's 60.678

percent weight of debt.9

MR. STRUB:  And your Honor, it may be helpful if you10

look at the chart, table 5-9 on page 20 of 28 because you can11

follow his calculations a little bit more easily.  It's also12

in your book on page 20 of 28.13

(Pause in proceedings)14

BY MR. STRUB: 15

Q. So Mr. Cimasi, the weighted average cost of capital that16

we're talking about, that's line 6 on table 5-9, right?17

A. Yes.  And that's reflective of both debt capital and18

equity capital returns, and it's also reflective that, you19

know, we adopted a capital structure, as testified to earlier,20

that was reflective of the percentage of debt --21

Q. Let me -- I don't mean to interrupt you.  Let me just22

take this piece by piece.23

You're talking about there are two components to weighted24

average cost of capital.  The first is going to be the debt,25
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and that's calculated.  The cost of debt is in line 1, right?1

A. Yes.2

Q. And that's 16.28 percent?3

A. Yes.4

Q. Okay.  In the second component of the weighted average5

cost of capital is the cost of equity, correct?6

A. Yes.7

Q. And that is, you calculated the cost of equity to be8

20.63 percent, correct?9

A. Yes.10

Q. Okay.  Now, to get the weighted average of those two, you11

did a weighting; a weighting of the cost --12

THE COURT:  I understand how he did it.13

MR. STRUB:  Okay. 14

THE COURT:  But it doesn't exactly jump out at you15

because there are all kinds of additional calculations.  I16

mean, this doesn't flow as some kind of logic.17

THE WITNESS:  At the bottom of page 19 of 28, your18

Honor, that paragraph explains it step by step.19

THE COURT:  What -- what are we talking about?20

THE WITNESS:  Page 19 of 28.21

THE COURT:  What's that show?22

THE WITNESS:  The last paragraph.23

MR. STRUB:  It's section 5.24

THE COURT:  Okay.25
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MR. STRUB:  Page 19 of 28.1

THE COURT:  All right.  Okay.  And then there's a2

discussion here.3

THE WITNESS:  That's where we lay it all out step by4

step, and you'll note that we --5

THE COURT:  Well, let me read it.6

(Pause in proceedings)7

THE COURT:  I don't understand the logic here. 8

Let's assume that one of these hypothetical investors comes9

waltzing down the path, acquires this company.  It operates a10

lot closer to the norm.  Given its successful history in11

operating closer to the norm and operating profitably, why12

would its cost of capital be so much higher? 13

Here you have a well-managed company that's done an14

acquisition.  It's reduced some of the costs by eliminating15

unnecessary overhead.  It's consolidated some of the16

operations.  It has more effective accounting controls in17

place.  It reports the data better.  It has a better18

collection rate.  It's a more profitable company.19

I mean, one of the reasons companies get acquired is20

they got no place to go.  They're no longer bankable.  It's --21

you know, when I talk to my recruiter friends in the law22

firms, the firms that get acquired are the ones who can't23

recruit anymore.  That's the equivalent of a failure to get an24

infusion of new capital.  The firm doesn't want to shut its25
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doors.  It then allows itself in effect to be acquired.  Not1

much of a choice, it either shuts its doors or it joins in a2

larger farm because it no longer can recruit lateral partners3

with the portfolios of books of business, and it can't recruit4

associates because they don't see any prospects of5

partnership.  That's when they get acquired.6

That seems to be the economic law of law firm7

mergers, and I've talked to the well-established experts in8

that field who make millions of dollars putting these deals9

together.10

Now, maybe that's not the appropriate model, but I'm11

still having trouble with this notion that a well-financed,12

adequately capitalized acquirer would have to pay a much13

higher rate of interest.  I mean, one of the reasons that you14

insist on a guarantee is that you're not confident with the15

cash flows coming out of the business. 16

If the company's now acquired by a very bankable17

firm and you don't need the personal guarantees of the18

principals of a publicly-held company that's being well19

managed.  Their track record in effect is worth several20

hundred basis points.21

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, that's exactly the point.22

 You've hit the nail right in the head, and as I testified to23

earlier, that's what the acquirer brings to the table is their24

credit rating, their credit record, their bankability.  If the25
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acquirer is a -- it's a matter of just rational common sense.1

 Rational investors do not pay for what they already own. 2

They don't pay a third party for what they already own.3

THE COURT:  Okay, but we were talking about that in4

a different context.5

THE WITNESS:  Well, but it's the same context here.6

THE COURT:  I'm talking about what is the cost of7

debt capital during the projected post-acquisition period8

because you keep putting the model of the hypothetical9

investor.  Well, I'm assuming the hypothetical investor is10

bankable.  It's profitable.  It's got a good collection rate.11

 It's got the systems in place.  It has, in effect, the12

liquidity to acquire other companies, because it's not a13

hundred percent leveraged.14

So they have to have surplus cash flow to go ahead15

and close these deals, and I'm not talking about Med D.  We're16

just talking about the subject entity, and now we're putting17

it in the context of a rational market, and then you tell me,18

"Well, the rate has to be higher because there's no right to19

guarantee the personal indebtedness."  There is no need to20

have a right to guarantee the personal indebtedness because21

the company has a much greater credit worthiness in the22

capital markets.23

So I don't understand your logic --24

THE WITNESS:  Well, your Honor --25
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THE COURT:  -- because every time I turn it's like a1

chameleon.  I'm looking at Wright and then I'm looking at the2

hypothetical investor, and you keep switching gears on me. 3

You're telling me, "Well, that's the standard of appraisals."4

 So if my analysis is flawed, you'll point it out, but I'm5

trying to assess all of this stuff, and I know that you're6

highly experienced and you're very focused and you know your7

numbers and you know what went into your report.  It was8

carefully prepared, but I'm going always going to your9

assumptions, and when your assumptions strike me as10

inconsistent with some of the other things you've been telling11

me, it begins to raise a question of how much more of this I12

ought to give credibility to.13

So I don't understand because you keep telling me14

about this hypothetical investor, and I know the hypothetical15

investor is a better performer than Addus.  You've16

demonstrated that to us under your various charts and tables,17

and yet when it comes to cost of capital in order to decide18

how much I'm going to have to pay for this company, now I'm19

saying, okay. let's take it right out of the equation.  We20

take it out of the equation, that costs 12 points.21

THE WITNESS:  Well, your Honor --22

THE COURT:  You don't need 12 points to bring in23

capital after the acquisition by this much more successful24

performing publicly-held company, and I think you keep25
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switching the premises on me.1

THE WITNESS:  If I could respond, your Honor?2

THE COURT:  Okay.3

THE WITNESS:  This is --4

THE COURT:  Have I ever stopped you from responding,5

Mr. Cimasi?6

THE WITNESS:  No.  Not at all.7

THE COURT:  Go ahead.8

THE WITNESS:  But this is consistent, and here's9

why.  You know, there's some underlying assumptions that form10

the basis of this, and the first thing is is that it's just11

rational common sense that someone -- if I'm going to buy12

something from you I'm not going to pay for something that I13

already own that I bring to the table, and in this case, it14

would -- as to the cost of debt, you know, what a lender's15

going to look to is who is going to be the guarantor of the16

debt, and you look for the two things as I testified to; the17

ability to repay and the collateral in case the deal goes18

south, the credit goes south, and so debt for Addus as the19

subject entity, separate and aside from what the bankability20

or the credit rating of a typical acquirer might be, that is a21

separate issue.  That's what the acquirer owns.  That's his22

credit rating.  That's his bankability.  He does not need to23

pay the seller for his -- what he brings to the table, and so24

--25
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THE COURT:  No.  You already have put it into the1

table because you've already told me that in year one, two,2

three, and four the working capital is going to be3

substantially increased.  The company is going to operate on4

tighter margins.  So you've already put the acquirer's -- the5

hypothetical acquirer's capital into the business, some of6

which he's raised through the public equity markets on which7

he raised through the private capital markets.8

So you've already put the acquirer into the equation9

because you've now changed your projections and given all10

these weights with two-thirds industry and one-third to the11

company, and then when I ask you, "Well, what's the cost of12

capital?" "Oh, oh, it's Wright's cost of capital without13

Wright," now we're back up another 12 points.14

THE WITNESS:  But we're talking apples and oranges,15

your Honor, and I want to point that we also did one-third,16

two-thirds on this.  If you'll read this --17

THE COURT:  I did read it.18

THE WITNESS:  -- you'll note that we -- we took one-19

third of the company's capital or debt structure and two-20

thirds of the industry's capital or debt structure.  That's in21

that bottom paragraph that we indicated we did that, and as to22

the working capital, the working capital that we showed was23

reflective of what came right of the cash flows of Addus, not24

out of the pocket of the typical investor.25
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THE COURT:  But then it went from --1

THE WITNESS:  So it's absolutely consistent.2

THE COURT:  -- 4 1/2 million to 9 something million3

because that's what a properly capitalized company would4

require.5

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  We're seeing --6

THE COURT:  And some of that's raised from the7

banks.8

THE WITNESS:  No.  We -- no, it isn't, your Honor. 9

We show that -- we --10

THE COURT:  You said debt.  Where's the debt coming11

from if it's not from the banks?12

THE WITNESS:  Well, you'll note on -- if you go back13

to that schedule --14

THE COURT:  Which schedule15

THE WITNESS:  That would be schedule 7, your Honor.16

THE COURT:  Okay.  The debt component.17

THE WITNESS:  You'll notice that we -- that there's18

in line 14, which is the increase in long-term debt, you'll19

see in each of those entries, "N/A" or not applicable.  So we20

did -- we specifically assumed that there would not be, for21

the purposes of this --22

THE COURT:  And why do you assume that working23

capital is necessary to the long-term debt?  There are a lot24

of lines of credit that have a term of one year.  That's not25
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one -- that's not long-term debt.  If I want a working capital1

facility, not a term facility, I'm going to get a one-year2

credit, and maybe they'll renew it, but it's not long-term3

debt.  So don't switch gears on me again.4

THE WITNESS:  Well, I certainly wasn't doing that,5

your Honor.  I was pointing out that the purpose of the cash6

flow projections --7

THE COURT:  Where is the money coming from in order8

to generate the operating costs and the costs of sale in order9

to increase the receivables if some part of that debt isn't10

being borne from third-party lenders, short-term, not long-11

term lines of credit, working capital, not equipment12

financing, long-term financing, inventory financing, working13

capital, accounts receivable financing, factoring in the old14

school, account receivable financing in the new school, and in15

the modern era asset securitization?  So what's the cost of16

this hypothetical investor, what's the source the funding to17

increase its ability to secure a short-term working capital18

facility?  Is that built in here?19

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.  On line 12 of20

schedule 7 what we did is you can see that that in its21

entirety was just a hit to cash flow, a negative 9,779,000,22

and so in essence what we're saying is that this would be23

internally -- internally funded increase in working capital,24

which would deduct from the available net cash flow it would25
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be capitalized.1

THE COURT:  Well, if it's internally funded, then2

we're not talking about the guarantee factor at all.  The3

company isn't charging itself a rate.  Presumably it will4

charge what it could get if it, you know, lent that money to5

third parties, and it was in the business of lending money,6

but if it's internally generated and it's just a charge, a7

cost, then I don't understand where you get the 14 plus8

percent rate because now you're imputing a rate from your9

internal borrowings.10

THE WITNESS:  But we didn't apply that to working11

capital, your Honor.  That wasn't applied to working capital12

at all.  That was applied to the debt of the structure of the13

company, and --14

THE COURT:  But you said the debt isn't long term,15

so therefore, it has to be short term, and then you're telling16

me it's internally generated.17

THE WITNESS:  No.  Those are not inconsistent, your18

Honor.  If you look at schedule 7 --19

THE COURT:  Okay.20

THE WITNESS:  -- you know, what we're talking about21

is working capital needs, which is the -- you know, is current22

assets minus current liabilities.  So that would be cash and23

accounts receivable less things like accounts payable, and the24

current maturities on the long-term debt, and so what we're25
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saying is is that to try to approximate at least into the1

weight of two-thirds of the industry position on working2

capital, in that first year there would be a 9 million 700 --3

THE COURT:  But now you're going back to an4

accounting concept, not a valuation concept because all you're5

telling me is I'm looking at the balance sheet.6

THE WITNESS:  I'm not sure I understand that7

question, your Honor.8

THE COURT:  You said that it's an -- that I'm going9

to -- to determine the working capital I'm going to take the10

current assets and deduct the current liabilities, and that's11

going to generate a cash flow which is going to service the12

needs of the working capital requirements of the business to13

meet its ongoing overhead and other expenses, and that's not14

going to be borrowed by a lender, so we're not dealing with15

the collectibility of a loan to pay that, yet you're calling16

it debt.17

So now it's -- I'm supposed to understand that this18

is internally generated debt, and then you're going to impute19

a 14.82 percent rate or something of that sort to internally20

generate a debt?21

THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.  The 14 percent22

doesn't apply to working capital.  It applies to the long-term23

debt on the balance sheet of the company.24

THE COURT:  And you said there was no long-term25
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debt.  It was inapplicable.1

THE WITNESS:  Again, your Honor, what we're2

attempting to do here is to come up with a weighted average3

cost of capital because in our method we first arrive at the4

value of the assets or the total invested capital of the5

company, both debt and equity and then deduct long-term debt6

to arrive at equity, and so we have to reflect the capital7

structure that involves both debt and equity, and so that's8

we've done here.9

THE COURT:  If the purpose of the expert is to10

assist the finder of fact, and I'll let you continue, he's not11

helping me.12

MR. STRUB:  Let me -- is it -- can I -- can I --13

THE COURT:  In fact, he's just double talking me,14

and you know --15

MR. STRUB:  -- take a crack at this, your Honor?16

THE COURT:  -- I'm very patient about this, but I'm17

telling you right now --18

MR. STRUB:  Can I --19

THE COURT:  I'm just letting you hear this20

preliminary observation.  I have not closed my mind. 21

So far he's not convincing me that I ought to accept22

his findings because as I listen to his methodology and I ask23

these questions and I try to keep focus, this is a bouncing24

ball, and I'm having real trouble looking at this in a25
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consistent way, using his assumptions because he keeps from1

switching from accounting to valuation to accounting concepts,2

and the hypothetical investor versus the actual facts in this3

case, and going back and forth, and I'm trying to understand4

how much of this is a construction, a work of imagination, an5

art form, and how much is something I can take to the bank, I6

can rely upon as proven fact.7

So I'm going to stop asking questions.  I'm just8

telling you right now that so far, and I'm sure I've9

interfered with the orderly presentation, I'm having a great10

deal of difficulty making heads or tails of this report, and11

it's not persuading the finder of fact, and that's before we12

let Ms. Wheeler go at him. 13

It's not your failure.  It's his failure to present14

in a rational, orderly fashion without telling me, "Well, this15

is what rational common sense means."  There's very little16

common sense available to any of us, and I don't have the17

confidence in the markets that Adam Smith or Mr. Cimasi had. 18

If I had such confidence in the public markets, I wouldn't be19

in business.20

So the markets don't operate rationally.  They don't21

operate efficiently.  There's all kinds of insider22

information, all kinds of insider trading, all kinds of23

abuses.  So in the real world of the real investors there's a24

very high error rate, and yet he wants me to look into this25
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hypothetical rational world that presumably has been formed by1

empirical reality, and it's not consistent with my2

understanding of how the world works, although I readily3

concede that a bankruptcy always -- a bankruptcy judge always4

look at it at the worst end possible because all we deal with5

is failures, not successes, but if someone's going to come in6

here and tell me that in the context of where we have a badly7

managed company that isn't properly accounting for its8

receivables, isn't properly covering for its reserves or9

workers compensation through Mr. Nielson, with respect to a10

company that's insolvent and overpays for its assets, I'm11

trying to understand where in this whole process Mr. Cimasi12

fits in, and how he's going to be able to shed light in13

determining the ultimate question whether or not there's a14

recovery for $7 1/2 million or more, and I can go through all15

these levels of analysis, but I'm telling you, he's not16

advancing the ball.  He keeps dropping yardage, to use those17

common phrases from the ongoing fall. 18

He's got the shoulders of Chad Pennington at this19

point.  I want him to zero in on target, hit the end, and do20

it in a way that I can see the ball flow from his hand into21

the receiver's hands, and the reason I say this is because a22

lot of our district judges like football.23

So with that I'm going to quiet myself.  You ask him24

all the questions, and then I'm going to turn it over to Ms.25
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Wheeler.1

MR. STRUB:  Thank you, your Honor.2

BY MR. STRUB: 3

Q. Mr. Cimasi, I'd like to go back to schedule 8.  Do you4

have schedule 8 in front of you, sir?5

A. Yes.6

Q. Okay.  So again, what we've done in line 14 -- what7

you've done in line 14 is you have calculated the net cash8

flow with the hypothetical investor would anticipate receiving9

as a consequence just before you get to any other discounts,10

as a consequence of this investment.  Is that fair?11

A. That's our forecast of the net cash flows that are12

forecasted to be derived from the subject entity for the first13

five years, and then the terminal period thereafter.14

Q. Okay.  So now what we're talking about is discounts or15

premiums that an investor would consider in determining what16

the ultimate value would be of his investment under the17

discounted cash flow method.  Is that fair?18

A. Yes.19

Q. Okay.  And so the first thing that we're looking at here20

under present value of cash flows at 14.32 percent, which is21

this weighted average cost of capital, is what is it that the22

investor is going to be perceiving it's getting as part of the23

value under this weighted average cost of capital.  Is that24

accurate?25
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A. Yes.  And --1

THE COURT:  I don't understand the question.2

MR. STRUB:  Okay.  Let me --3

THE COURT:  You want to restate it, please.4

MR. STRUB:  Yes.5

Q. Let me ask it this way.6

THE COURT:  In lieu of your testifying for him.7

MR. STRUB:  Let me -- I'm just trying to --8

THE COURT:  I know.9

MR. STRUB:  -- assist the Court.10

THE COURT:  I appreciate that, Mr. Strub.11

Q. Okay.  So we're talking about the 1,200 basis points that12

you have testified is in connection with the guarantee -- the13

personal -- Mr. Wright's personal guarantee of Addus, correct?14

A. Yes.15

Q. All right.  And that's referenced on the top of page 2016

of 28 of section 5, and you have added that 1,200 basis points17

to the cost of debt in your calculation of the weighted18

average cost of capital, right?19

A. Yes.  We have adjusted the stated debt of Addus, the cost20

of debt of Addus to what our informed judgment is, that the21

market would have required to infuse debt capital into Addus22

under the facts and circumstances as of the date of the23

valuation, and have concluded that that would be in the range24

of 16 percent that they would have -- would have been a25
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required cost of debt for a lender to infuse debt capital into1

Addus at that point.2

Q. Let me ask you this question though.  On the Judge's3

hypothetical, you have a very well managed company coming in,4

very strong credit support, IBM quality credit.  Is it your5

testimony that the cost -- the actual cost of debt of that6

entity going forward is going to be 16.28 percent?7

A. No.8

Q. Okay.  But what you are saying, as I understand it, is9

that the entity that is acquiring it is not going to pay Addus10

for its own --11

MS. WHEELER:  Your Honor, I'm sorry --12

Q. -- credit rating.13

MS. WHEELER:  -- to interrupt Mr. Strub. 14

THE COURT:  Yes, Ms. Wheeler, your objection is15

noted and sustained.16

MS. WHEELER:  Thank you.17

THE COURT:  You're doing a good job of telling him18

what his testimony should sound like if he's trying to sense19

to me, and you're restating it in such a fashion -- I20

appreciate it, but it really gets more to asking questions21

that require him to respond rather than yes or no.  I mean,22

basically you're saying, "Isn't it the case that," and then23

you tell me what the case, and then he's going to be the24

puppet and says yes, or he'll say, "I'm not quite sure I'd say25
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it this way.  I'd say it that way."1

So I do think that while you're making bona fide2

effort to permit Mr. Cimasi to set forth a rational3

explanation and justification of his analysis, maybe you just4

have to break it down so that his answers don't lend5

themselves to yes, no.6

MR. STRUB:  Okay.  I can do that, your Honor.7

THE COURT:  All right.  I'm sure you can.8

BY MR. STRUB: 9

Q. Mr. Cimasi, if the hypothetical acquirer, if it's actual10

cost of debt is not necessarily going to be 16.28 percent, why11

do you assign in table 5-9 a cost of debt to this acquisition12

of 16.28 percent that includes as part of that component a13

cost associated with personal guarantees that this actual14

acquirer may not even have to put up?  Why would you do that?15

A. Our job in acting as a proxy for a universe of typical16

buyers, sellers, owners, and investors is to determine what17

the most probable economic cost of debt would be for the18

subject entity being appraised, and for the reasons that I've19

testified, you know, under the circumstances of the20

benchmarking analysis that we've done, you know, we believe21

that we've supported and it's reasonable to conclude that any22

typically informed investor would have concluded that at the23

valuation date a capital infusion, a lender that would have24

put capital -- debt capital into Addus would have required a25
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16.28 percent interest rate to put debt capital into Addus. 1

That was the economic cost of debt, which is what we're2

required to do in terms of our economic valuation analysis.3

So that in essence, to boil it down, that's what we4

believe that Addus as-is, where-is would have been required to5

pay in terms of interest lacking, you know, whatever personal6

guarantees that might have not have gotten or whatever7

bankable credit rating they may or may not have gotten, that's8

what the actual economic cost of debt to Addus would have9

been, and then we weighted that in terms of the weight of that10

debt in terms of the capital structure to say that it would11

most likely the weighting two-thirds industry and one-third12

according to what Addus's current structure was, which was13

highly leveraged, and so based on the -- on their leverage14

ratios, their coverage ratios, and the financial status of15

Addus at that time, that's what we put it to be. 16

Anything else would not have been economic.  It would17

have reflected specific synergies, specific acquisition18

strategies of a specific purchaser, which would lead us19

outside the umbrella of the standard of fair market value,20

which we can't do.  We're required to stay under the standard21

of fair market value, and then later in the report we22

separately addressed whether or not there was any acquisition23

synergies or premiums, but in being consistent, which I'm24

required to do with the standard of fair market value, then25
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the exercise is a simple one, and we were consistent1

throughout in adjusting everything to reflect the economic2

costs, you know, in terms of expenses, in terms of the cost of3

debt, in terms of the cost of equity on an economic basis.4

Q. Okay.  Let's go back to schedule 8.5

THE COURT:  And where did you get one-third, two-6

thirds; why that allocation?  Why not 50/50, one-third, two-7

thirds the other direction?8

THE WITNESS:  We attempted to reflect that the most9

likely purchasers for this, you know, would have reflected10

industry averages, but at the same time there was significant11

challenges with Addus at that time that could not have been12

immediately solved that were not just reflective of the13

industry, and -- and so the best judgment that we could apply14

to this is that a typical investor would more heavily weight15

the industry, but would still require that there be some16

recognition of the fact that Addus as-is, where-is, you know,17

could not be immediately changed, you know, to reflect what18

the industry structure would be either in terms of expenses or19

in terms of its capital structure, keeping in mind that we're20

talking about a hundred percent control owner here. 21

Just because you're in a hundred percent control22

position, does not mean that you can completely obviate all of23

the capital structure and operating characteristics of the24

subject entity.25
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THE COURT:  So that's a judgment?1

THE WITNESS:  That's an informed judgment based on2

benchmarking analysis and based on and consistent with3

everything else we've done in terms of again, trying to act as4

a proxy for a universe of typical investors.5

BY MR. STRUB: 6

Q. But the bottom line is this is your judgment, correct?7

A. Yes.  Everything in this report reflects my informed8

judgment based on the analysis and the empirical data that9

we've cited to support it.10

THE COURT:  And what's your confidence limit?  Why11

shouldn't it be 40/60?12

THE WITNESS:  I think --13

THE COURT:  What's the degree of confidence you have14

that the mix is one-third, two-thirds, 80 percent, 70 percent?15

 I mean, I assume you have an ability to rank your weightings.16

THE WITNESS:  I would have then more likely to have17

adjusted it to be more industry or I mean, excuse me, less18

industry and more subject entity rather than more industry and19

less subject entity.  I think that two-thirds is as much20

industry as I would have put it on, your Honor. 21

Under certain circumstances, you know, looking at22

what was going on in the marketplace at that time, and the23

types of entities that were acquiring these, you know, I think24

that, you know, again, the viewpoint of this would be that25
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over a period of time they would have been able to adjust this1

to market if the most probable scenario that would evolve2

here, and so probably the range of my consideration might be3

50/50 under some circumstances, but it would probably be no4

more than two-thirds of the industry and one-third of the5

subject company, and in this case I think that, you know, by6

putting two-thirds of the industry and one-third of Addus it7

would be a higher value on Addus, and I think that that's8

reflective of the fact that we thought that overall the9

industry held -- the industry held great promise.10

BY MR. STRUB: 11

Q. Mr. Cimasi, let's go back to schedule 8.  Now, after12

applying the present value calculation in line 15 -- well, let13

me ask you this.  This 14.32 percent number that you've been14

talking about, if you look on line 15 of schedule 8, what did15

you do with that 14.32 percent number?16

A. We used that as a risk adjusted required rate of return17

or discount rate, and we discounted the cash flows in each of18

the post-acquisition year periods found on line 14 back to19

present value at the as-of date of the report using a mid-year20

discounting convention, which means that we discounted it from21

the middle of the year, as we explain in the narrative of the22

report.  That's reflective of I guess sort of a bell curve23

that says that if you are the owner of this company you'd get24

half the benefits in the first half of the year and half the25
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benefits in the second half of the year.1

So that's typically used as what's called a mid-year2

discounting convention to reflect that, and so we did that in3

each of those years, and that's reflected -- the product of4

that calculation in line 15.  Line 16 just totals those up.5

Q. Okay.  So that's -- let me -- let's take it one step at a6

time.7

So we've -- what you've done is you've discounted the8

cash flows to present value in line 15 of schedule 8, and then9

in line 16 of schedule 8 you have added together all of the10

discounted cash flows.  Is that true?11

A. On line 16, the $15,753,306, as it states there, is the12

sum of the present value of those cash flows from those five13

discreet periods, post-acquisition year one through post-14

acquisition year five, and the next line is where we add the15

present value of the terminal period.16

Q. Which line is that?17

THE COURT:  It's line 14 with a parenthetical 9,18

right?19

Q. Well, line -- let's go back up to line 14 because I think20

we're down below that, your Honor, but we can go back to line21

14.  Line 14, what do we have on line 14?  Again, let's go22

back up, Mr. Cimasi.23

A. Line has your projected net cash flows, economic net cash24

flows for each of those periods.25
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Q. And then the one with note 9, the one on the terminal1

period?2

A. Yes.  We said that for the purpose of the Gordon Growth3

Model for projecting beyond the five-year period, we took what4

was in line 5 and grew that by 4 percent, which represents a5

estimate of a long-term growth rate.  That's all set forth, by6

the way, in the previous schedule, schedule 7, where we lay7

that out.8

THE COURT:  Okay.9

Q. Okay.  And so now we've talked about line 15, which is10

the 14.32 percent.  Line 16, "Sum of present value period" --11

I'm sorry -- "Sum of present value of projection period cash12

flows, PAY 1 through PAY 5," and that is the $15,753,00013

number?14

A. For -- yes, for 15,753,000, and that's the aggregate of15

what you would expect discounted back to present value from16

the first five years of the forecast.17

Q. So this doesn't include the terminal period?18

A. Does not.  That is on line 17, and to get to that number19

on line 17 we first took that number and capitalized it.  That20

means that we applied a single period capitalization approach21

to it, and then we took the result of that and then discounted22

that number back to present value.23

Q. Okay.  You have to explain this to me.  On line 17 it24

says, "Present value of residual cash flows capitalized at25
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10.32 percent and discounted at 14.32 percent."  Why did you1

capitalize the number and then discount it, and why did you2

choose the capitalization that you used?3

A. Well, there's a standard formula that we set forth in our4

report that says that "Discount rate less long-term growth5

equals capitalization rate."6

Q. Can you -- can we find that formula?7

A. Yes.  If you'll go to section 5, page 19 of 28 there's a8

whole development of the way that average cost --9

Q. Okay.  Let me -- let me ask you to take a look. 10

Actually, if you would look at page 15 of 28 of your report11

under section 5.12?12

A. Yes.  On section -- on page 15 is just general narrative13

as to how you develop a discount rate for a cost of equity,14

and it says that, "Typically the capitalization rate is15

calculated by deducting the projected annual long-term growth16

rate of the subject entity from the selected discount rate."17

The basis for that, the arithmetic is underneath that, is18

that if you were to take a blackboard and put the discounting19

formula for each year and were to go out let's say ten years20

or 15 years, and just like you did in ninth grade algebra, go21

ahead and cross out all the like, you know, variables, then22

what you end up with when you cross all those out is long-term23

growth, and so what you'd be able to -- that's the24

justification -- the arithmetic justification for using a25
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multiple, a single period capitalization rate.1

As I explained to his Honor earlier, a capitalization2

rate is just the arithmetic inverse of a multiple, and so the3

formula is discount rate less growth -- long-term growth4

equals the cap rate, and then back when we actually get into5

explaining the weighted average cost of capital, which starts6

on page 19, but specifically back on page 20 of 28 in section7

5, you'll see that we deducted a long-term growth of 4 percent8

on line 7 of table 5.9 from the weighted average cost of9

capital of 14.32 percent to come up with a capitalization rate10

of 10.32 percent. 11

That's the number that allows us to do a single period12

capitalization approach to value.  So it's a required rate of13

return, risk adjusted that is not reflective of long-term14

growth because of the derivation of a cap rate, and then going15

back now to --16

Q. So wait, let me just stop you for one second.  So all17

you've done to get this capitalization rate is to take the18

long-term growth rate out of the weighted cost of capital.  Is19

that right?20

A. That's correct.21

Q. Okay.22

A. And then we explain on page 21 of 28 in section 5 what we23

did back on schedule 8, is that for that terminal period using24

the -- under the concept of the Gordon Growth Model, we grew25
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that last year's and that cash flow by 4 percent, right, which1

is the long-term growth rate, and then we -- because we had2

already drew -- drawn that by 4 percent, we then applied a3

multiple or a cap rate that was the discount rate less the 44

percent with a single period capitalization approach.  We came5

up with that number, and then we took that number and we6

discounted that back to present value, and that represents,7

you know, all of the residual cash flows that are beyond the8

five years, and if there was any benefits of owning this --9

this firm after a five-year period were reflective in that.10

Q. Okay.11

THE COURT:  And that assumes it runs to perpetuity?12

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.  That --13

THE COURT:  In an industry that you've already14

testified is highly volatile?15

THE WITNESS:  Yes, but there's no -- under the16

concept of going concern, there's no evidence here to believe17

that there would be any, you know, ending to, you know, this18

as a going concern.19

Q. Okay.  Now --20

THE COURT:  Given the dramatic changes in that21

industry, that's still a conservative estimate, huh?22

THE WITNESS:  I believe that it was conservative in23

that we recognized that this was a huge growth industry, and24

we certainly didn't want to undervalue Addus.  You know, I25
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think that you need to place this within the context of the1

fact that this was a growth industry, and with the aging2

population and things we've talked about, you know, that there3

was certainly every expectation, and there is today, that4

there's going to be still significant growth in home health5

going forward.6

THE COURT:  And the president of the United States7

and the chief economic advisors and the budgeting office still8

can't agree when Social Security is going to collapse.  You9

never know when we're going to run out of funding for10

Medicare.  That's why the president was on the hustings.  So11

the president of the United States with all these national12

advisors, Nobel Prize economists, professors of economics at13

Harvard, Yale, Chicago, all those types, they can't even tell14

us when Social Security trust funds will be exhausted, and15

given the tremendous growth rate and the cost under Medicare,16

when those benefits are going to have to be changed so that we17

can afford it.18

So we're going to reduce the benefits.  We're going19

to extend the eligibility date for Social Security, and we20

still don't know when that number's going to hit, and that's a21

long time short of perpetuity, but I understand your economic22

model.  The only question is whether it has any relationship23

to reality and --24

THE WITNESS:  I think there's those same ec --25
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THE COURT:  -- we're dealing with governmental1

funding, with programs constantly changing, with technologies2

constantly changing, with life expectancy constantly changing,3

and you're telling me I can anticipate a long-term growth rate4

of 4 percent five years after the date of acquisition?5

THE WITNESS:  I believe that it's justified to use a6

terminal period, and that the reason for that, if you look at,7

your Honor --8

THE COURT:  Well, it's really an interminable9

period.  This is without end discounted to present value.  An10

infinite growth rate at a flat rate of 4 percent, then11

discounted to present value.12

THE WITNESS:  As I set forth in section 5.14.3,13

that's on page 22 of the report, we talk about this.  It's14

called the consideration of the impact in the efficacy of the15

terminal residual value, and so we talk here about -- you16

know, it calls into question what a prospective purchaser in a17

hypothetical transaction would be willing to pay for that18

incremental benefit, you know, and it also talks about the19

fact that in this case, this is a huge admittedly amount of20

terminal value here. 21

We're suggesting that as a proportion --22

THE COURT:  Yes.  40 million bucks.23

THE WITNESS:  Which as I stated in this section on24

page 22, your Honor, it's 72 percent of the total indicated25
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value result, and I went on to say that it's not uncommon for1

the value from the terminal period to represent over half of2

the total present value based under the facts and3

circumstances related to growth similar to that of the subject4

entity, and then I went on to say that we consider the various5

aspects of the subject entity, including the expected6

sustainability of the revenue stream, expected increase in7

utilization demand, the market scope, competitive environment8

for a hypothetical start-up to meet community needs, and9

concluding that the consideration of this continuity of the10

enterprise for that whole period, you know, is related to the11

terminal value estimate is reasonable. 12

If you look at the history of home health, your13

Honor, that's really where health care in this country started14

many years ago, and the economists and the government15

regulators that you mentioned earlier, are I believe are very16

much looking to health as a cost saving technique, as an17

ability to be able to reduce health care costs by making the18

site of service of health care go back into the home, and so19

there's every evidence to believe that the golden age of home20

care has not yet arrived in this country, and the pendulum is21

fast swinging back to a time when --22

THE COURT:  Yes, and before -- it seems to me before23

the golden age arrives we're going to be out of money.24

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor --25
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THE COURT:  There isn't going to be sufficient money1

in Medicare.  Could you predict five years ago that every year2

the cap gets lifted?3

THE WITNESS:  The what, your Honor?4

THE COURT:  It used to be the case when I started5

this job on November 1 of 1996 I could predict that my6

deductions for Social Security and Medicare would stop some7

time after July.  Now it runs through October.  Every year the8

limits go up.  Every year the percentages go up, all for my9

future benefits or the benefits of everyone who survives today10

within a population that gets older and older with fewer11

people in the work force to support them, and this whole12

system is predicated upon Medicare and Medicaid for more than13

50 percent of the costs, governmentally funded programs.  It14

has to come from somewhere.15

Then we go to war with the Iraqis, billions of16

dollars.  Our deficit spirals out of control, highest levels17

of deficits in the history of the United States by a whopping18

margin. 19

So I don't know how you have this confidence that20

you can see past five years.21

THE WITNESS:  It's not necessarily my confidence as22

a person, your Honor. 23

THE COURT:  No.  Your --24

THE WITNESS:  We look to the market.25
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THE COURT:  -- industry, your experts, all the1

people use the same kinds of standards.2

THE WITNESS:  Well, but if you look to the market3

itself as the transactions, your Honor, you know, this is the4

expectation of the marketplaces, that in fact Americans are5

not going to get any less sick going forward.  They're not6

going to get any less old as a population, and that both the7

incidence of prevalence of disease is going to continue to8

grow in this country, and as the age -- as the life9

expectation ages, and as result of it's a -- there's a --10

every expectation that while there's going to be certainly11

some short-term and long-term structural differences in how12

the payment mechanism for health care is going to happen, that13

at the end of the day Americans are still going to demand14

health care services. 15

The utilization is still going to be there, and in16

the case of home health services, again, there's a growing17

expectation that more services are going to be diverted into18

home health as cost-saving benefit.19

THE COURT:  I understand that, and the question is20

even with all the cost savings if the system just becomes more21

than we can bear, it's going to reach a national level of an22

inability to fund these necessary costs.23

THE WITNESS:  I believe that's factored into the24

marketplace.  I think that the typical investors, and that's25
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why we look to the public stock market for some guidance as to1

what investors are looking for.  I think that that is factored2

in.  That's one of the things that all of us that do health3

care economics on a daily basis certainly have in the back of4

our mind.  It's certainly a risk factor.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  You know, look, this is nuts. 6

I've heard you.  I'm just telling you that it's nuts.  Okay? 7

It's just nuts. 8

THE WITNESS:  We have --9

THE COURT:  It's so counter-intuitive, so contrary10

to rational common sense.  When I grew up there was a high11

risk of tuberculosis.  When I went through primary and junior12

high school there was a high risk of polio.  The incidence of13

tuberculosis and all those costs have been substantially14

reduced, although there's a nasty resurgence.  We're not15

worrying about polio.  We're not worrying about mumps,16

measles, and chicken pox. 17

We've had substantial improvements in the rate of18

success in cardiac surgery.  We've had substantial19

improvements in our concepts of nutrition.  We have a much20

better understanding of various kinds of invasive surgeries21

that can be done at much lower risk.  We're doing cardiac22

bypasses off the heart/lung machine.  We're doing phenomenal23

things on neo-natal care. 24

Our medical science has progressed with its25
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diagnostic imaging and all these other things to much more1

effective diagnoses.  We're improving our brain scans.  While2

I don't have all the confidence in the world in science and3

pharmacology, our longevity has been extended, and it's not4

because we're taking better care of ourselves.5

We're not doing the exercise.  We're over-eating. 6

Nonetheless, each year our longevity is increasing, although7

the rate of increase is beginning to slow down, and in a world8

of international terrorism where we no longer have safe9

borders and you can't reasonably anticipate the cost of10

protecting our barriers and promoting democracy in the Mid11

East, how you can say the public markets have taken all of12

that into consideration in terms of what the quality of the13

health care is going to be like six years out from the date of14

this.  There may be 14 new payment systems by then.  I'm not15

going to live long enough to see a single payer system in the16

United States, but I don't know how you continue to say that I17

should have so much confidence in all these very precisely18

defined statistics to two and three decimal points based upon19

the market's ability to read the future of health care and the20

shifting to home health care, and I just don't see how you're21

telling me, since your standing as a rational agent, why some22

of this doesn't just become wonderfully abstruse and highly23

speculative, and by the end of the tale, we're going to be out24

to the three-thousandth year when our great grandchildren are25
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dead.1

So you know, I'm just -- I'm trying to take you at2

your word.  I'm trying to take you at your science, your3

standards, your technology, and in our own lifetime for those4

of us who grew up post-World War, we had television for the5

first time.  My first television exposure was the Army6

McCarthy hearings.  That's my first sustained TV as a kid, not7

Howdy-Doody, and now I-pods.  You can't even talk to your8

kids.  I-pods, wireless communications.  Every time I open up9

screen it says, "You may be near some Wi-Fi sites," so I have10

to cancel that box.11

You can't possibly anticipate what the technologies12

will look like in 20 years from now.  You surely couldn't have13

imagined them in 1945 to what they would be just in 60 years,14

within a lifetime.15

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, you're correct, but we16

still have an obligation in an imperfect world in17

understanding that all the investment markets are not perfect,18

but we still have an obligation, and I would venture to say19

that every person in this courtroom has a significant portion20

of their retirement funds invested in some health care related21

enterprises, and so the markets, in our 401(k)s and in the22

mutual funds and other things that we invest in, so I would23

suggest that in light of the fact that health care is now one-24

sixth of the U.S. economy or approaching that, that while it25
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is imperfect and while there is a lot of uncertainty out1

there, that the entire intent and the basis for doing economic2

and financial analysis is to do the very best we can based on3

accepted methodology and available database, empirical data.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  But at a certain point in time we5

have to challenge the acceptance.  Why are we challenging6

things that are contrary to common sense? 7

THE WITNESS:  I think it's common sense to believe8

that there's always going to be a demand for health care9

services, and that Americans put a very high priority, and if10

we look at how the other industrialized nations have handled11

the inability to be able to pay for it, we're coming late to12

the party, but a study of how other industrialized nations13

have handled the payment structure of it is instructive.14

THE COURT:  How much have the public markets15

anticipated it will cost to repair the devastation from a16

category 5 hurricane in New Orleans?  How much did the public17

market anticipate that was going to cost to rebuild, and where18

am I going to find that data?19

THE WITNESS:  I could comment on that by taking a20

look at the indexes tomorrow morning, and will be asked to do21

that.  I delivered a paper around the country in -- that22

talked about the impact of 9/11 on the valuation of health23

care companies in this country, and that's exactly the type of24

work we do, as that sort of econometric forecasting. 25
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So if your Honor wanted to wait until I did that1

after tomorrow's market results, I could comment on it.2

THE COURT:  The market's going to absorb all this3

information before the planes have even flown over it?4

THE WITNESS:  Whether they do or not, your Honor,5

they're going to be buying and selling stocks tomorrow, and6

that's going to be somewhat reflective --7

THE COURT:  No.  That --8

THE WITNESS:  -- imperfect as it might be.9

THE COURT:  And the market's going to take into10

consideration -- this wonderful market is going to take into11

consideration the amount of emergency funding, the bank loans12

necessary, all the underwriting costs, all of the construction13

costs, all the reconstructions of employment when a major city14

in the United States is completely flooded out?  Boy, that15

market's wonderful.16

I think you're living in Never Neverland.  You're17

living in an ideological universe where you put so much weight18

on the efficiency of the market that you attribute to the19

market the omniscience of God, and that's where you and I part20

company.21

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, I don't really put that22

weight on it.  I apologize if I have given that inference to23

the Court.  That wasn't my intent.  I will tell you though24

that again, in the completion of my task here to try to bring25
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evidence to you, in seeking fair market value, it's requisite1

that I put as large an emphasis as possible on the market. 2

Something's worth essentially what people are willing to pay3

for it.4

THE COURT:  No, but it's a hypothetical market. 5

It's not the real market.6

THE WITNESS:  I understand that.7

THE COURT:  It's your reconstruction of what a8

hypothetical market would be built on a whole universe of9

assumptions, a whole set of economic laws, and really a whole10

set of perceptions cultivated in a certain tradition of doing11

economic analysis.12

THE WITNESS:  I don't believe you're incorrect in13

saying that.  Notwithstanding that it's not a perfect world,14

we still have an obligation to use, again, accepted15

methodology that's based on the canon of literature and has16

been peer reviewed and accepted in courts, and the best data17

that we can get our hands on to provide you with whatever18

evidence we can.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  Well, I'm sure if you talk to20

your grandfather he would tell you about the confidence he had21

in the markets in 1929 through 1934.  It must have been real22

pleasant living up in northern New York during that depth of23

the Depression.24

BY MR. STRUB: 25
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Q. Mr. Cimasi, we've been talking about the terminal period.1

THE COURT:  Can we just get off the terminal period?2

MR. STRUB:  Let me just ask one question.3

THE COURT:  I understood the math.  I understood his4

assumptions.5

MR. STRUB:  I understand, your Honor, but I do want6

to ask one question.7

Q. There's a footnote, footnote 11, and what is -- can you8

take a look at on section 5, page 22 of 28?  Page 22 of9

section 5.  You're footnoting something there.  What are you10

footnoting?11

A. I just reference Shannon's concept of where he talks12

about the terminal period representing over half of the total13

present value, and then it needs to be based on the facts and14

circumstances.15

Q. Okay.  So the treatise that you're footnoting is the one16

I'm holding in my hand, the value in the business treatise?17

A. Well, let me see.  Is that -- if that's the fourth18

edition, I believe so, yes.19

Q. Okay.  And so the use of terminal period is part of the20

discounted future economic income method.  Is that what's21

commonly accepted by the valuation literature as something you22

do in applying this method?23

A. Yes.24

Q. And is that something that's accepted by Mr. Pratt in his25
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literature, and in the other valuation literature that you1

reviewed?2

A. Yes.3

Q. Okay.  Let me ask you to go back to schedule 8.4

(Pause in proceedings)5

Q. All right.  Now -- now, in schedule 8, you have an6

indicated total present fair market value, and I'm reading7

from line 18.  You indicate a total present fair market value8

of the one hundred percent interest in the total invested9

capital of subject entity for discounts and premiums.  Do you10

see that?11

A. Yes.  55 million 5 -- excuse me.  55,852,000.12

Q. 310?13

A. 310.  Yes. 14

THE COURT:  What number are we -- what schedule are15

we on?16

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor --17

MR. STRUB:  We're on schedule 8, your Honor, line18

15.  I'm sorry.  Line 18.19

THE COURT:  Okay.20

A. So we've added the two together.  We took the present21

value, you know, at the as-of date of each of the five22

periods, and then we added to that the present value that23

comes off the terminal period, and the two of those together24

came up to 55,852,310, from which we then deducted the --25
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Q. Okay.  Well, let's -- let's stop there for a second.1

So 55,852,310, that is the indicated total present fair2

market value of the one hundred percent interest in the total3

invested capital of Addus without taking into consideration4

debt and without taking into consideration any discounts and5

premiums, correct?6

A. Yes.  It's not the stock of Addus.  It's the assets of7

Addus, the total invested capital.8

Q. Okay.  So now the next line, which is line 19, you9

deducted from that 55 million or 56 million roughly number,10

31,471,841.  Why have you done that?11

A. That's the interest bearing debt of Addus, and if you12

look at a company's balance sheet, or in doing an economic13

valuation, the assets or synonymous to that in this case is14

total invested capital, and assets minus liabilities equals15

shareholder's equity.16

So our job was to try to find out the fair market value17

of the equity.  We started out with a total invested capital18

or assets.  We deducted the debt -- interest-bearing debt, and19

we come up with equity before any discounts and premiums.20

Q. Okay.  So before -- and we're going to talk about the21

discount for lack of marketability and the control premium in22

a second, but is it fair to say then without considering any23

of these other discounts in premiums we're going to talk about24

under the discounting cash flow method, the total fair market25
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value of the equity, your conclusion was that that was1

24,380,469?2

A. Yes.  That's the value of the stock of Addus, you know,3

at the as-of date.4

THE COURT:  16 is the present value of the cash5

flows, right?  That's the 15 million 8.6

THE WITNESS:  Of the first five years, yes, your7

Honor.8

THE COURT:  Right.  And then you add the enhanced9

premium?10

THE WITNESS:  Line 17 is the present value of all11

the residual cash flows in the terminal period.12

THE COURT:  I got that.13

THE WITNESS:  And then we deduct --14

THE COURT:  You've already capitalized it, then15

discounted it?16

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.17

THE COURT:  And 4 percent got lost in the wash. 18

Then it shrunk by 4 percent.  Then the present market value of19

a hundred percent interest is this 55 million, right?20

THE WITNESS:  That's -- your Honor, that's the --21

THE COURT:  55 --22

THE WITNESS:  -- total invested capital or assets.23

THE COURT:  Okay, but that -- isn't that the24

addition of 16 and 17?25
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THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  And then you came up with -- I'm2

just having trouble crossing the column.3

THE WITNESS:  If you take the value of the assets --4

THE COURT:  I'm getting to the -- and this is5

interest-bearing debt?6

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.7

THE COURT:  But that's not a percentage of the 55.8,8

right?  That comes from a different source.9

THE WITNESS:  Well, the interest-bearing debt, your10

Honor, is right off the balance sheet of the company.11

THE COURT:  Okay.  But it's -- but it's not a12

function of these first two numbers.  It's not a derivation13

from the 55 million, right?14

THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.15

THE COURT:  You get to it from another state.16

THE WITNESS:  Well, the 55 million is representative17

of both debt and equity.18

THE COURT:  No, no, no.  You got 55.8 in cash flows19

-- discount cash flows, but your interest calculation comes20

off a different sort of calculations.  It doesn't bear any21

relationship to the cash flow, right?22

MR. STRUB:  You're asking about the less interest-23

bearing debt?24

THE COURT:  Right.  Right.25
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MR. STRUB:  Yes.1

BY MR. STRUB: 2

Q. So where does -- what's the source of line 19?  Does that3

have any relationship at all to the 55 million, Mr. Cimasi?4

A. Yes, it does.  The 55 million is the value -- the5

economic fair market value of both debt and equity, the total6

of invested capital.  Total invested capital, you have7

invested capital that's debt capital and you have invested8

capital that's equity capital.  So the two of them together is9

total invested capital.  That also is synonymous with assets10

in this case.11

So assets minus debt equals -- or liabilities equals12

equity, which is what we were seeking here, was shareholders'13

equity or stock.14

Q. Okay.  And so when you were -- okay.  So you've got 5515

million.  That's the --16

THE COURT:  That's the compounded -- it's the17

aggregate of the 15, the five years, and then these18

adjustments for the terminal, right?19

Q. And that's the equity plus the debt, right?20

A. Well, that's how we arrived at that value of the total21

invested capital, yes.22

THE COURT:  Okay.  And then your offset here of 3123

million 5 is the cost component, the interest cost of the debt24

component --25
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THE WITNESS:  No.1

THE COURT:  -- the total invested capital?2

THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.  It's actually the3

debt itself.  It's all the interest-bearing debt of the4

company, the liabilities.  If you have assets and you subtract5

liabilities you come up with equity.6

THE COURT:  No, but you -- less interest-bearing7

debt.  I'm still concerned about where you get the 31.5, which8

you've described as interest-bearing debt.9

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.  I think if you go10

back to schedule 2 --11

THE COURT:  Yes.12

THE WITNESS:  -- of the report, which is the balance13

sheet --14

THE COURT:  Yes.  Because that one you didn't15

footnote.16

THE WITNESS:  I beg your pardon?17

THE COURT:  You don't have any annotations or18

references in 19.  So you're telling me I should put in19

brackets, "see schedule 2?"20

THE WITNESS:  I think in the narrative of the21

report, your Honor, it refers to that.  Again, the schedules22

are just subsidiary to the narrative.23

THE COURT:  I'm looking for the narrative in section24

what?25
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THE WITNESS:  This would be --1

THE COURT:  Or it's in a schedule?2

THE WITNESS:  On schedule -- section 5.3

THE COURT:  Okay.  And it's schedule 2?4

THE WITNESS:  No. 5

MR. STRUB:  I think you're talking at cross6

purposes.7

THE COURT:  I'm trying to find out where he's8

deriving this $31.5 million adjustment, which he labels9

"interest-bearing debt."10

MR. STRUB:  Right.11

BY MR. STRUB: 12

Q. And Mr. Cimasi, can you --13

A. If you go to schedule 2 of the report, your Honor, and14

you go to --15

Q. Wait, wait.  Wait until he gets there, Mr. Cimasi.16

And before we start, Mr. Cimasi, what is schedule 2?17

THE COURT:  That's historical balance sheets it18

says.  Is that what I'm still reading?19

MR. STRUB:  Yes, your Honor. 20

Q. That's just the company's balance sheets, right?  That's21

not numbers that you derived?22

THE COURT:  All right.23

A. No.  That's right off their audited balance sheets.24

Q. Okay.  So where now off of Addus's audited balance25
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sheets, where does the 30 -- 31,471,841 come from?1

A. If you look to line 34, there's 31,471,841, right, and2

that's a combination of the numbers that you're going to see3

in line 24, which is the current maturity of long-term debt,4

right, plus the long-term debt less current maturities.5

Q. Which is line 26?6

A. Yes.  You know, plus, you know, the $3 million on line7

21.8

THE COURT:  So the numbers I'm looking at, the9

lines, and I'm looking in column C?10

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.  If you --11

THE COURT:  I'm going to look at line 21, 26, and12

34?13

MR. STRUB:  24.14

Q. Is that right?15

A. 24.  Yes, your Honor.16

THE COURT:  21, 24, 26, and then I go through that17

math.  I'm going to find out that it comes to 31,471,841?18

THE WITNESS:  Right.  You see footnote number 5,19

your Honor?20

THE COURT:  Yes. 21

THE WITNESS:  So we footnoted to show what that22

calculation was.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  I see it.  Thank you.24

Okay.  So I can now annotate this chart.  So I'm25
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looking at schedule 2, column C.  Okay.  Thank you.1

Q. Okay.  So now after subtracting the liabilities from the2

assets, we have the value of the equity before we get to3

discounts and premiums, and so now let's talk about --4

A. Or the stock -- equity stock, you know, which is we are5

looking at to define the value here because --6

THE COURT:  Well, I'm taking cash flows, then I'm7

deducting a very different computation.8

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, the --9

THE COURT:  Interest-bearing debt from the balance10

sheet.11

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, the cash flows -- this is12

a discounted net cash flow method to value, and so we're13

deducting the debt from value.  Line 18 is the indicated total14

present fair market value.  Okay.  So we're taking the value15

now because we've -- by applying a discount rate and then a16

cap rate and a discount rate for the terminal period, that's17

the purpose of a discount rate and a cap rate is a converted18

cash flow to value, and so we've now converted those cash19

flows to value, which is what we showed you on lines 15, 16,20

and 17 --21

THE COURT:  Okay.22

THE WITNESS:  -- and 18.23

THE COURT:  And so from the value of the assets24

you're going to deduct the interest costs?25
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THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.  We're deducting the1

amount of the interest-bearing debt, not the interest costs. 2

Those are two different things.3

THE COURT:  What's the difference between an4

interest-bearing debt --5

THE WITNESS:  Well, that's the debt itself, your6

Honor.  That's the principal amount of debt.7

THE COURT:  The principal.  All right.  Okay.  I got8

it.  Thank you.9

THE WITNESS:  So that results in, if we now know the10

value of the total invested capital, both assets and11

liabilities --12

THE COURT:  I got it.13

THE WITNESS:  -- and we deduct --14

THE COURT:  I got it.  I understand how you got to15

the 24,385,000.16

THE WITNESS:  And so that's the indicated total17

present fair market value of a hundred percent interest in the18

equity of the subject entity before discounts and premiums.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.20

THE WITNESS:  And then we apply --21

BY MR. STRUB: 22

Q. Okay.  And let's talk about the discounts and the23

premiums.  Okay.  Now, the first thing --24

THE COURT:  You've already had him discuss the --25
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why the 10 percent discount on the control premium.1

MR. STRUB:  Well, it's not a discount, your Honor.2

THE COURT:  It's a plus control premium.3

MR. STRUB:  Right.4

THE COURT:  10 percent.5

MR. STRUB:  It's an addition.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  Yes.  And for the rest of the7

world it was something like 30 plus percent, but when it came8

to Mr. Wright's stock it was 10 percent, and he then gave me9

an explanation for that earlier today, correct?10

THE WITNESS:  No.  That was on a different topic,11

your Honor.  I haven't yet addressed this issue, but I'd be12

pleased to.13

THE COURT:  All right.  Then I'll withdraw my14

comment. 15

All right.  So go ahead and explain the control16

premium.17

THE WITNESS:  Earlier in the narrative of the report18

where we talk about the application of certain empirical data19

from certain studies, and in this, your Honor, is in section 520

under 5-11 on page 8 of 28, and so we talk about looking to21

several of the empirical studies, including Merger Stat Review22

and the Control Premium Study, and as your Honor pointed out,23

you know, they come in in the range of, you know, somewhere24

around 31 to 34 percent, 29 at the low end of the median, and25
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as we explained in here, and on page 10 of 28, your Honor,1

there's been a number of recent studies done and published in2

peer review journals by colleagues of mine, Eric Nash in3

particular, with whom I serve on a national board, and also4

Chris Mercer, who's a colleague, and what they have done is to5

analyze the application of a control premium, and they make6

the argument that it should be applied only on the specific7

facts and circumstances that a typical acquirer would8

reasonably believe, and this is the important part, that it9

can create sufficient added economic benefits so that the10

acquisition value of the company will exceed its market value11

in a circumstance in this specific industry within which no12

market conditions which would create these benefits in a13

manner large enough to justify the payment of a premium, then14

the expectation that a universe of typical investors would15

agree to the application of such a control premium may be in16

doubt, and so your Honor, we made the conclusion that because17

we had already adjusted -- we had taken into account the18

industry by using two-thirds of the industry weight in terms19

of the cost structure, and that would have adjusted, you know,20

that the -- that they could reasonably believe that there's21

sufficient added economic benefit, and because we had also22

applied that two-thirds to the industry in terms of the23

capital structure in addition to the cost structure, we made24

the determination that we -- that the 10 percent control25
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premium, that it was reasonable to conclude that that was the1

additional amount of added economic benefits to the2

acquisition to value the company that a typical investor would3

expect.4

Now, had we not made those prior adjustments, had we5

just left it at strictly Addus, you know, and without making6

those adjustments two-thirds to the way of the industry7

already, then it might be reasonable to make an argument --8

maybe not correct, but at least reasonable to argue, you know,9

that the control premium applied should have been somewhere10

closer to the range, but the literature supports, and what11

these studies support, you know, is that in fact if we've12

already accounted for, you know, what this added control would13

bring in terms of restructuring the capital structure and14

restructuring the operational expense structure of the15

company, then it would be double dipping, your Honor, if we16

were then to just go ahead and willy-nilly apply, you know, a17

30 percent control premium just because that's what the survey18

say.19

So I think that it's almost very well held now, if20

it not universally held in the investment community, you know,21

that the -- just the use, the blind use of these premium22

studies without first addressing exactly, you know, where23

you're at in terms of what control really means in the real24

world, you know, is inappropriate.25
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THE COURT:  So you're making a determination based1

upon two published studies by your peers that were peer2

reviewed, and that's the scientific, as it were, basis for3

your confidence in making these adjustments?  Two studies, one4

by Mr. Nash and another by others that are fairly recent, and5

I don't know the sample size.  I don't know whether these6

papers are subject -- subsequently been subject to any7

critical reviews in the literature, but you're relying upon8

two studies by your colleagues, and you're saying that I9

should permit you to incorporate that into your analysis?10

THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.  What my testimony was11

is that I brought to the attention of the Court that these12

have been published in peer review journals.  As a matter of13

fact, I also cited that they appear in Shannon Pratt's book on14

"Business Valuation Discounts and Premiums."15

THE COURT:  You know, Shannon Pratt you told me has16

some aggressive treatise of -- it hasn't reached the level of17

some universally recognized treatise that binds all of the18

professionals.  It's one book by a series of sophisticated19

contributors, including yourself and others.  We have some20

other recent studies. 21

I mean, this is an evolving field, and yet you22

continue to attribute to a degree of certitude limited on a23

very limited kind of sample base.24

If something got published in The Harvard Business25
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Review, just because it was published in that peer review1

doesn't make it gospel.  One investigator made a series of2

studies, and this is the conclusion he drew, and that now3

becomes elevated to some universal truth.4

THE WITNESS:  I made no intent, and I certainly5

didn't mean to infer to the Court that I attest any level of6

universal truth to this.7

THE COURT:  But you're making major adjustments in8

the control premium based upon these very few published9

studies.10

THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.  That's not what I11

testified to, and that's not what I've done.  In all due12

respect --13

THE COURT:  Okay.14

THE WITNESS:  -- what I stated was that based on15

these studies, and I cited this as support for the fact that16

we made common sense adjustments.  These studies that are out17

there are two of the studies that are widely used, but they're18

just guidance.  They're just indicators based on those two19

sources of empirical data is what one might consider --20

THE COURT:  Widely used by the hundred of you who21

joined this club.22

THE WITNESS:  I'm talking, your Honor, about the23

Control Premium Studies that were cited in this report.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.25
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THE WITNESS:  And so both those studies come in. 1

I'm addressing your Honor's earlier question as to why the --2

we used a 10 percent control premium rather than a 34 percent,3

and I told you, as I state here in the report --4

THE COURT:  You were trying to avoid double dipping5

because you factored into other parts of your analysis.  I6

heard that.  I'm talking simply --7

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.8

THE COURT:  -- about the reliability of these peer9

review studies of fairly recent origin based upon what10

necessarily is a limited sample of data.11

THE WITNESS:  Well, your Honor, they don't really12

tell what -- what you should come in at in terms of a control13

premium.  They make no suggestion of that whatsoever.  They14

simply point that it's important not to just blindly use the15

results of these control premium studies without, you know,16

first looking at the specific facts and circumstances of both17

the subject company as well as to consider whether or not you18

have already taken into account elements of control in making19

adjustments, you know, to both the economic operating burden20

of the company going forward and to the capital structure,21

both of which, as I've testified, your Honor, we took into22

account.23

THE COURT:  All right.  I don't want to belabor the24

point.25
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BY MR. STRUB: 1

Q. All right.  Let's take a look at --2

THE COURT:  It doesn't remind me, however, that when3

you're in Cambridge, Harvard professors only quote Harvard4

professors.  When you're in Chicago, Chicago professors only5

quote Chicago professors.  When you're at Stanford, Stanford6

professors only cite Stanford professors.  When you're at7

Berkeley, Berkeley professors only cite Berkeley professors,8

and each of these groups has its own journal.9

So when I'm at -- I'm looking at ethics, there's a10

journal I look at in Chicago.  If I'm concerned about law and11

economics, there are two or three reviews.  So Coleman (ph.)12

has his own review for his graduate students and Posner (ph.)13

has his review for his graduate students, and each only cites14

the other except when they're getting into sniping wars.15

So maybe it's inappropriate for me to try to think16

of this body of knowledge as analogous to sophisticated17

academic research flowing out of the same center, but there's18

an awful lot of self-referential reliance here.  I'm just19

going to quote the studies of my friends and fellow comrade in20

arms, and I'm simply saying, hey, you're living in a hermetic21

universe.  Open the doors.  The world does not begin and end22

with the fellow members of your profession because all you23

have are self-validating assumptions.24

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, we certainly try to avoid25
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that.1

THE COURT:  Well, but you're doing a pretty good job2

convincing me that the only primary sources you look to are3

the fellow publications of your fellow members of the4

Appraisal Institute.5

THE WITNESS:  Well, your Honor, I don't claim that6

these people are personal friends.  They are leaders in our7

profession, and by the way, these are academic studies.  These8

are things that are used in academic settings.  They are peer9

reviewed, and they -- these publications are considered to be10

widely accepted in the profession.  They meet, in my view, all11

the requirements we have to meet certain Daubert challenges.12

THE COURT:  I don't know what empirical data you're13

using to tell me it's widely accepted in the profession.  I14

don't know how many -- what's the concept of "widely15

accepted," other than citations in each and other's footnotes,16

and I don't know what the size of the profession, and I don't17

know what independent scrutiny has been given to these by18

persons who aren't members of the profession.19

If you have science or a high degree of the state of20

the art, it ought to be subject to testing by persons who are21

outside of the field because you've used a set of22

methodologies or techniques that are available to all23

researchers, not just fellow members of the Institute, but24

I've made this point again and again and again, and I'm just25
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telling you, Mr. Strub, that's what I understand the1

gatekeeper function to be because all I get are people who are2

self-certifying and self-validating, and it's the same pack3

that travels around the country and testifies in the cases or4

serves as consultants, and all they do is quote one another,5

and it gets to a certain point, am I supposed to take this for6

real?7

MR. STRUB:  Of course, as your Honor has pointed8

out, this witness is not really part of that pack.9

THE COURT:  Well, okay.  It sounds to me like he's a10

national members of the board of governors to all these11

organizations.12

THE WITNESS:  I think your Honor will find these --13

MR. STRUB:  Let me -- let me --14

THE WITNESS:  -- publications in the business15

library of Stern and most any other business library around16

the country.  These are --17

THE COURT:  I find "Steinberg on Bankruptcy18

Litigation in every self-respecting library that has a decent19

collection of bankruptcy litigation.  Is that the test? 20

Universally widely adopted, frequently cited book that he21

worked on for 30 years.  It's in the Law Library. 22

I can pull any book off the shelf that's widely23

distributed, professionally recognized, peer reviewed, and24

then what?25
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BY MR. STRUB: 1

Q. Mr. Cimasi, let me ask you this question.  The studies2

that you're out, and this is on pages 10 of 28 of your report,3

are studies of Eric Nash, Mark Lee, Chris Mercer, and Steven4

Garber (ph.), correct?5

A. Yes.6

Q. Okay.  And is there from any source that you're aware of,7

is there any disagreement among persons in your profession on8

the concept of whether if you have taken control aspects into9

account in your calculation of other aspects of the discounted10

fair market value, that you should then give that11

consideration in your calculation of a control premium?  Is12

there any disagreement you're aware of from any source on that13

topic?14

A. I don't believe that anyone would disagree with the15

concept that you should not double dip, and --16

THE COURT:  I wrote an opinion to that in fact about17

double dipping.18

MR. STRUB:  I'm sorry?19

THE COURT:  I thought it was very tightly reasoned.20

 It then went up on appeal, and the Court accepted the concept21

of no double dipping, and it's created a minor brush war in22

the literature.  So I appreciate the value of avoiding double23

dipping, but just because you say it's not double dipping or24

Nash and his friends say it's not double dipping, you still25
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have to test the independent validity of the concept.1

THE WITNESS:  I agree, your Honor, but they didn't2

really speak to my report.  What they said was you have to be3

aware.  You have to look.  You should not slavishly adhere --4

you should not slavishly adhere to these previous studies. 5

Regrettably --6

THE COURT:  I understand the point about the control7

premium and how he derived it.8

MR. STRUB:  All right.  Let me ask --9

THE COURT:  You want to move on to the discount for10

lack of marketability?11

MR. STRUB:  I want to ask one question though about12

this that addresses a point that the Court had raised earlier.13

BY MR. STRUB: 14

Q. Mr. Cimasi, if you would look at table 5.1 -- I'm sorry15

5-1 on page 9 of 28?16

A. Yes.17

Q. And there is a control premium -- a mean control premium18

of 19 percent based on four transactions that you considered.19

 Do you see that?20

A. In year 2001?21

Q. In year 2001.22

A. Yes.23

THE COURT:  And do you want to identify each of the24

four transactions by name if you can?25
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THE WITNESS:  The four transactions that were1

utilized were Anam, LLC.2

THE COURT:  How do you spell that, please?3

THE WITNESS:  A N A M, LLC.4

THE COURT:  Yes.5

THE WITNESS:  Acquiring Nexthealth, Inc.6

THE COURT:  What's that?7

THE WITNESS:  Nexthealth, all one word, your Honor,8

Inc.9

THE COURT:  Okay.  And where am I going to see the10

list of these four transactions?11

THE WITNESS:  This is all in the transaction roster12

for the Merger Stat review, your Honor.13

THE COURT:  What page of your report?14

THE WITNESS:  We don't actually put the -- we don't15

actually put the underlying workpapers in our report for this.16

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So this is in your17

workpapers.18

THE WITNESS:  I beg your pardon?19

THE COURT:  This is in your workpapers?20

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  Anam, LLC is one.  Yes.22

THE WITNESS:  All right.  I believe that the next23

one was Childs, C H I L D S --24

THE COURT:  Okay.25
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THE WITNESS:  -- LP with In Sight, I N, capital S I1

G H T, and then the fourth one that we utilized was --2

THE COURT:  Oh, In Sight is the third, Childs is the3

second?4

THE WITNESS:  No, no.  I'm sorry.  The first was5

Anam.  The second was Childs.6

THE COURT:  Right.7

THE WITNESS:  The third, I apologize, your Honor,8

was Dianon, D I A N O N.9

THE COURT:  Okay.10

THE WITNESS:  Urocor, U R O C O R, was the seller,11

the target.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  And the fourth?13

THE WITNESS:  The fourth that we utilized was a14

private group that acquired U.S. Medical Group, Inc.15

THE COURT:  Okay.16

THE WITNESS:  The fifth one that was available for17

that category, and by the way, your Honor, just to make a18

note, that's category 47 in Merger Stat.19

BY MR. STRUB: 20

Q. Okay.  Wait, wait, wait.  You're going to have to -- let21

me stop you for a second before you get into the fifth one. 22

So these are --23

THE COURT:  Oh, just when you had my interest24

aroused.25
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MR. STRUB:  We'll get there.1

Q. So the control premiums for these companies you listed,2

what types of companies are we talking about?3

A. Well, the first one was an in-patient treatment center4

for substance abuse and mental health.5

Q. I'm sorry.  You misunderstood me.  I'm asking just6

generally speaking, what cat --7

A. They're health services companies that were acquiring8

other -- acquiring other companies.  Okay?9

Q. Okay.  And so what you're saying these are category 47. 10

What did you mean by that?11

A. Merger Stat has their own way of breaking down different12

industry classifications, in my view regrettably.  They don't13

use a standard industrial classification code like everyone14

else, and so their category 47 is referred to as health15

services, and the --16

Q. Okay.  And so now you were saying that there were four17

that you used, and there was a fifth transaction that also had18

a control premium.  Tell us about that one.19

A. Yes.  That was E-Med Soft, Inc., also known as Med20

Diversified later, and with their acquisition of Tender Loving21

Care, Inc.22

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you excluded that one?23

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.  That was 185.724

percent premium, where the median was 52 percent.25
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THE COURT:  If you've excluded, you've excluded.  I1

don't need to hear what you excluded then, and the reason you2

excluded them was what, because it was --3

THE WITNESS:  It was more than one standard4

deviation from the median, your Honor.5

THE COURT:  Okay.6

THE WITNESS:  Excuse me.  More than one standard7

deviation from the mean is what I meant to say.  The mean was8

52 percent.  The standard deviation was 69 percent, and this9

was more than one standard deviation from the mean, so it was10

clearly an outlier.11

In addition to that, of course, it was a company12

that involved Med Diversified, which based on the research13

that we did for our valuation of Addus, you know, was clearly14

a company that was not reflective of economic multiples or15

premiums being paid for companies in light of their track16

record of failed acquisitions.17

Q. Okay.  Now, one of the control premiums that was paid in18

2001 according to Merger Stat was something like 2.2 percent.19

 Is that correct? 20

A. Yes.  The range was -- Anam was 48.3 percent.  Childs was21

2.9 percent, Dianon was 4.7 percent, and the fourth one was a22

private group, U.S. Medical Group, Inc. of 20 percent.23

Q. And then the TLC, which was 185.7?24

A. Yes.  It was 185.7 percent.25
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Q. Okay.  Why did you keep in this table the 2.2 percent1

control premium?2

A. Counselor, actually it was 2.9 percent.3

Q. Okay.  2.9 percent.4

A. Well, because it wasn't more than one standard deviation5

from the mean, and so the statistical test that we adopted6

here was if it was more than one standard deviation from the7

mean we considered it to be an outlier.8

THE COURT:  But you're calculating it just on based9

on four companies?  You're doing a statistical analysis based10

upon four companies?11

MR. STRUB:  Well, this, your Honor, if you go back12

to table 5-1 and --13

Q. Mr. Cimasi, why don't you explain this table 5-1?  How14

many transactions are you including in your cal -- your15

control premium calculations that are summarized in table 5-1?16

A. Your Honor, there's a right-hand column that says "base,"17

and the base is the number of transactions that Merger Stat18

reviewed and reported.19

THE COURT:  But it's only in the connection with20

health care or what?21

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your --22

THE COURT:  Or the universe of acquisitions and23

mergers?24

THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.  That's strictly the25
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ones that are under category 47, health services.1

THE COURT:  Okay.2

THE WITNESS:  I want to make sure you understand3

though, it's not just home care.  It's all health services.4

THE COURT:  I understand that.  And what was the5

number?6

THE WITNESS:  Well, in each year it changes, your7

Honor.8

THE COURT:  Okay.9

THE WITNESS:  In 1994, for instance, they had 1410

transactions.  In 1995 they had 11.11

THE COURT:  Okay.  But for 2001 how many12

transactions were there?13

THE WITNESS:  Only five that they reported and --14

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you can't really do much of a15

statistical analysis when you're talking about one and two16

standard deviations when your base is five companies and one17

is a complete outlier.  You don't have a -- I mean, statistics18

requires a much larger base.19

THE WITNESS:  I agree.20

THE COURT:  All right.  So you're not -- you're not21

going to run standard deviations on four companies and come up22

with any meaningful calculations.23

THE WITNESS:  Well, your Honor, we -- we did that24

only to determine what was an outlier for that -- that data25
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set -- that sub-data set that --1

THE COURT:  Okay.2

THE WITNESS:  -- if you'll note there is a3

statistically valid sample from the years '94 through 2001.4

BY MR. STRUB: 5

Q. And is that approximately -- I believe it's approximately6

102 transactions?7

A. Yes.  And to whatever degree of indication one gets these8

from these surveys, and again, this brings us to our prior9

testimony that these are not the Bible.  You know, these are10

two surveys hat are widely used.  They're widely read and11

widely testified to in Court, but as the most recent articles12

that have been published address this, they cannot just be13

blindly taken and applied without further consideration.14

THE COURT:  Okay. 15

MR. STRUB:  Okay.16

THE COURT:  But when I'm starting to apply binomial17

analysis to start generating standard deviations, if the18

sample set's only 102, you can impose a bell curve on it, but19

it's not going to fall within, you know, a range of20

statistically valid inference.21

What kind of valid inference can you draw on a22

sample set of 102 over a three-year period?23

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, I don't disagree --24

THE COURT:  It's not very good statistical analysis25
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from my standpoint.1

THE WITNESS:  -- however, that is the data set.2

THE COURT:  What?  All right.  You don't need to3

answer.  You've already answered it.4

All right.  Mr. Strub, it's now 25 of 3:00.  You've5

been at this since a little after 1:00 I believe, and I know6

you haven't completed your examination.  Assuming that we7

return at 10 of 3:00, how long do you think it will take you8

to wrap up?9

MR. STRUB:  I'm hopeful that I can complete this by10

the end of the day, your Honor.11

THE COURT:  End of the day.  Okay.12

And Mr. Wright's already booked plans to be here13

tomorrow, Mr. --14

MR. EARLY:  Mr. Wright will be here tomorrow15

whenever the Court's ready for him.16

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you're going to take the rest17

of the day to finish your direct on Mr. Cimasi, and then Ms.18

Wheeler you're going to take -- if there's any need for you to19

do a cross examination.20

MS. WHEELER:  Your Honor, I would predict it would21

take about three hours.22

THE COURT:  Okay.  And then do you anticipate a23

redirect?  I mean, you've already -- you've already24

participated in a deposition on this, right?  So don't you25
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know just about all the questions she's going to ask already?1

MR. STRUB:  Your Honor --2

THE COURT:  I'm not being facetious.  I mean, if3

you've gone through a thorough exam, if everyone had the4

report, they had a chance to study it, and I'm sure that some5

of the questions I raised Ms. Wheeler raised, and there were6

answers for that and responses. 7

So I mean, is his direct testimony now, even though8

it's three hours yet to be completed, substantially the same9

that you relied upon when you did your deposition analysis?10

MS. WHEELER:  Your Honor, there are a number of11

things that I wasn't able to hit in his deposition that I12

would like to hit tomorrow.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you're not going to go over14

stuff that I could read in the deposition?15

MS. WHEELER:  No, your Honor, and I don't intend to16

go over things that have been gone over today.17

THE COURT:  Okay.  You were about to say, Mr. Early?18

 You were just shifting the microphone or what?19

MR. EARLY:  No, your Honor.  I was only pointing out20

that as your Honor's going through the logistical categories,21

that after we're done with Mr. Cimasi, the plaintiffs have22

indicated that they intend to, through the videos, put on23

deposition designations and counter-designations, and I simply24

wanted to remind the Court that we had offered to have all of25
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that simply, since it's in writing and in the record --1

THE COURT:  Okay.2

MR. EARLY:  -- done by --3

THE COURT:  I understand.4

MR. EARLY:  -- stipulation.5

THE COURT:  And where did you -- where did you end6

up on the issue of Mr. Jenkins?  Have you resolved that?7

MR. EARLY:  I'm sorry.  The issuance of what?8

THE COURT:  Mr. Jenkins and the valuation analysis9

of Med D.10

MR. EARLY:  In the continued spirit of trying to11

expedite these proceedings, we agreed that his report can be12

entered into the record even though we had stipulated to13

insolvency.14

THE COURT:  Okay.  Okay.  All right.  We'll -- Mr.15

Steinberg, do you have anything?16

MR. STEINBERG:  Pardon me?17

THE COURT:  Do you have anything?18

MR. STEINBERG:  No.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Mr. Cimasi, you may20

step down for a while.  We'll be back here at 10 of 3:00.21

MR. STRUB:  Thank you, your Honor.22

THE COURT:  And you know, we can go until -- I23

assume if it's three hours we'll wrap it up by 6:00.  Okay? 24

All right.25
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(Off the record/On the record)1

THE COURT:  We're resuming the final session, maybe2

the penultimate session of the continuing direct examination3

by Mr. Strub of Mr. Cimasi.4

So without further delay, Mr. Strub, are you ready?5

MR. STRUB:  Yes, your Honor.6

THE COURT:  Mr. Cimasi, are you holding up okay?7

THE WITNESS:  I'm fine.  Thank you, your Honor.8

THE COURT:  All right.  Go ahead.9

BY MR. STRUB: 10

Q. All right.  Mr. Cimasi, I think we've talked about the11

control premium extensively.  Let's go back to schedule 8, and12

line number 22 is a discount that you have applied for lack of13

marketability for 30 percent.  Do you see that?14

A. Yes.15

Q. Okay.  First of all, before explaining to me where you16

got your 30 percent number from, why would you discount the17

results of the discounted cash flow method by applying a18

discount for lack of marketability?19

A. It addresses the investor's -- typical investor's20

perspective or perception as to the liquidity of their21

investments in closely-held non-public companies in contrast22

to investments in publicly-traded or freely-traded23

investments, and investors, of course, in closely-held24

companies don't have the ability to immediately dispose of25
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their invested interest if they call for it, you know, for any1

number of reasons; unfavorable industry conditions or they're2

just unhappy with the operation of the company or they need3

cash, you know, and so because of this relative lack of4

liquidity of their ownership interest between a freely-traded5

public company and a closely-held company, there needs to be6

some adjustment to bring it to the same level of value, and so7

that's why we made this adjustment to reflect the distinction8

between those because to do the discounted cash flow analysis9

we relied on many, many transactions that were not on the10

market of minority interest of freely-traded shares in a11

public stock market where if you get mad at the company you12

can fire up your computer and sell the stock in the middle of13

the night, and so because we derived our market perception of14

a risk adjusted rate of return from those public market15

freely-traded transactions, we now have to adjust the result16

of that to reflect the fact that we have been asked to17

appraise a closely-held entity, one that is not freely traded18

and one that you cannot just fire up your computer and sell in19

the middle of the night.20

Q. Okay.  So you explained now why you applied a discount21

for lack of marketability.  Can you tell us, and maybe we can22

look at section 5.11.2 of your report, which is page 1,748?23

MR. STRUB:  John.24

(Pause in proceedings)25
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Q. Now, section 5.11.2 of your report is entitled, "Discount1

for lack of marketability."  Do you see that?2

A. Yes.  That's on page 10.3

Q. Okay.  It starts on page 10, and that section goes on4

through the end of page 14.  Is that correct? 5

A. Yes.6

Q. Okay.  So on pages 10 through 14 you have your analysis7

of where you get the 30 percent number.  Can you summarize for8

the Court the analysis on pages 10 through 14 of your report,9

and explain to us where you got or why you determined that 3010

percent was an appropriate number to choose for discount for11

lack of marketability?12

A. We looked at a series of studies in three general13

categories, a set of studies that talk about transactions that14

are involving restricted stock of publicly-traded companies,15

also studies that have looked at private transactions of16

companies just before they do their initial public offering or17

IPO, and then a third type of study that's an analysis and18

comparison of the PE ratios of the acquisitions of public and19

private companies that are respectively published in the20

Merger Stat Review Study, and so there's three different types21

of studies; those again, the restricted stock studies, the22

pre-IPO studies, and the, you know, review of the Merger Stat23

Review transactions, and the results of all those studies24

range from anywhere of a high of 53.8.  Another one came in at25
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about, you know, 44 percent, 27.8 percent to a low of 18 1/21

percent, and as stated in the bottom of page 14 of 28, you2

know, that based upon our review of this, that we considered3

that, and first of all, that in 2001 they had -- while they4

had discussions with investment bankers, there didn't seem to5

be any evidence that they were going to be doing an IPO that6

was in the record that we reviewed. 7

They also -- we were considering the subject interest on8

a control level, which is a real important consideration for9

doing your marketability discount.10

We looked at the financial performance of the subject11

entity compared to the industry, which is at table 3 again,12

and then we looked at the overall transactional marketplace13

for home health care entities, and looking at -- within that14

context and then within the further context of the various15

published studies that each of them trying to shed some light16

and bring some empirical evidence to bear, you know, we17

weighted it was reasonable to conclude that a 30 percent18

discount for lack of marketability should be applied to the19

discounted net cash flow and the guideline company valuation20

methods only, just the two methods were the ones that that was21

applied to, again, keeping in mind that we're dealing with22

both of those methods with underlying market data that comes23

from freely-traded securities.24

Q. Okay.  So we'll talk about the other methods, but I just25
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want to stick with the discounted cash flow method for right1

now.2

So -- and so you applied this 30 percent for lack of3

marketability?4

A. Yes.5

Q. Right.  Now, let's go back to schedule 8.6

THE COURT:  If the company has a value as you've now7

determined on all these other variables, there may be a longer8

period of time necessary to line up a transaction.  There may9

be some additional transaction costs since we're not dealing10

with freely transferrable publicly-registered securities, but11

I don't understand why you would lock off 30 percent of the12

value of these assets because it would take time to get access13

to this market. 14

Presumably if the company were acquired by one of15

your hypothetical investors, and one of those hypothetical16

investors was a horizontal consolidator or a vertical17

integrator, and it was a publicly-held company, assume it18

could spin off a division with perhaps greater success than19

Mr. Wright could, and you're now going to tell me that's20

because this hypothetical investor, which may have publicly-21

listed securities and an ability to acquire and spin off22

divisions is now going to be the value that that entity brings23

to the table, and that therefore, I should discount the24

ability of this block of shares in this division to be sold25
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off expeditiously, and therefore, we have to discount its1

value to 70 percent?2

Again, I don't understand the logic.3

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, this report doesn't say4

anything like that.  What this report says is that we used a5

widely accepted method, the discounted net cash flow method.6

THE COURT:  I got the discounted cash flow.  I'm now7

talking about the adjustment for the --8

MR. STRUB:  Lack of marketability.9

THE COURT:  -- lack of marketability.  I mean, I10

don't know how you determine what the lack of marketability11

was for Addus even though it might not have decided to go12

forward on an IPO.  The accounting wasn't right.  The pricing13

wasn't right.  The capital funds weren't available.  People14

were being a little shy in venture capital.  Companies of this15

sort, we're dealing with 2001 or after Enron and Worldcom and16

Adelphia and the communications industry has blown apart. 17

Maybe it's not the best time to be buying $100 million deals,18

and the investment bankers are a little gun shy and the19

institutional investors are a little gun shy.  It's after20

9/11. 21

I mean, there are a whole bunch of things you said22

you've identified, but why a 30 percent discount simply23

because you can't turn it around and fire up the computer and24

get rid of it the next day.  Why does that justify a 3025
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percent discount, given all the other adjustments you continue1

to make?2

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, because whether you and I3

might personally like it or not like it, that's what the4

market tells us.  The market is extremely explicit in telling5

us, and all these studies reflect that, that investors put a6

huge amount of importance on the liquidity of their7

investments, and that's what drives not only the equity8

markets, but the bond markets, and so that's what the market9

tells us, and that's what -- and I have to do in terms of fair10

market value is to give credence to that when we are using a11

method, and that's what the discounted net cash flow method12

relies on. 13

Lots of transactions of equities in the public stock14

market, those are freely-traded transactions.  Those are15

transactions where the investors had complete liquidity, all16

right, for their stocks, and it would be inappropriate -- it17

would be just flat out wrong, you know, to draw inferences in18

terms of value or indication of values using transactions of19

freely-traded securities and try to apply that without any20

adjustment to a closely-held firm.21

All the studies show that.  That's what the market22

shows, and it's just common sense.23

THE COURT:  But we're not talking about investors24

who are dealing in freely tradeable market securities.  We're25
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talking about this hypothetical investor's going to take over1

an operating company that's generating over $200 million a2

year of revenues, that it has an industry specific form of3

payment systems. 4

Hypothetical investors, if I'm talking about should5

I buy ten more shares of IBM, or I'm a pension fan -- fund6

manager and I never intend to operate a company, your7

definition of the hypothetical investor is not the person8

who's trading on the public securities with respect to Fortune9

500 companies or even on NASDAQ.  We're talking about in your10

terms horizontal consolidators and vertical integrators. 11

Those -- that's the universe of your investors, not12

people who are trading in the public markets on companies with13

long operating histories with presumably reliable accounting14

systems.  We're talking about someone in this business --15

someone moving into this business with the capital16

availability to take on this business, and yet because if it17

doesn't work you can't sell it tomorrow because you rushed18

into the transaction in the first place because this market19

doesn't involve persons who are dealing in real time and real20

space.  This is this hypothetical market where they don't have21

to buy the company today.  They can wait until next week.22

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor --23

THE COURT:  Now we get to Addus, and Addus is24

available for sale.  In many instances, there are locked25
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provisions, no shop provisions, and I'm just having a tough1

time thinking that the value of these assets less the existing2

discounts is now suddenly struck with a 30 percent disability3

because it can't be sold tomorrow in the public markets.4

THE WITNESS:  But we haven't done that, your Honor.5

 If I might explain?6

THE COURT:  Well, that sounds to me what you did.7

THE WITNESS:  Well, if you'll allow me to explain I8

think I can point out what we have done.9

THE COURT:  Okay. 10

THE WITNESS:  I don't disagree with what your Honor11

has said.  It just has nothing to do with my report.  What my12

report said is that we used a discounted cash flow method that13

relied on a discount rate that was drawn from empirical14

evidence from the trading of freely-traded stocks in the15

public stock markets.  That's --16

THE COURT:  I heard you.17

THE WITNESS:  As --18

THE COURT:  Now the question is what bearing does19

that have on the universe of acquisitions of privately-held20

health care companies by the rational hypothetical investing21

community, which can't be millions of players?22

THE WITNESS:  Well again, your Honor, if I can be23

permitted just to point that out.  So we drew our discount24

rate -- we drew the market rate of return from what the market25
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told us that investors were requiring for buying and selling1

stocks that were freely traded. 2

So now we have that discount rate, and that's one of3

the two important things that we talked about right at the4

outset, the I times the R, and in determining the R for this5

discounted cash flow analysis, we used freely-traded6

securities, and so it would just be wrong as a matter of7

common sense to use a discount rate that was derived from the8

trading of freely-traded securities and apply that to9

determine the value of a closely-held interest, and that's why10

your discount for lack of marketability needs to apply to be11

able to reflect an adjustment that takes that into account,12

and that's why all these studies have been used.  That's why13

the discounted cash flow analysis requires, if you're going to14

freely-traded stocks as a source of developing your discount15

rate, then you have to make an adjustment to reflect that what16

you're applying it to, if the result is to be a closely-held -17

-18

THE COURT:  I don't know why you'd simply say that19

the information we glean from analysis of publicly-traded20

shares across the universe of shares on the major stock21

exchanges has any bearing whatsoever to do with the valuing of22

investments in a narrowly defined market that includes a23

narrowly sufficiently financed and sophisticated investors.24

We're not dealing with millions of companies on the25
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one hand and millions or thousands of companies on the one1

hand and millions of investing persons on the other whether2

they have ten shares or they have 10 billion shares.  We're3

dealing with, even based on your number, a universe of less4

than 5,000 companies with an investor range of probably less5

than 300 companies on the maximum.6

So I don't understand why I'm going to look for any7

guidance at all from Wall Street in terms of other kinds of8

investment opportunities in publicly-traded securities when9

I'm looking to this narrow universe of highly-regulated10

privately held companies offering a sub-set of services in11

health care, and I want to see any correlation between the12

first set and the second set. 13

I just don't see the correlation.  I don't see why14

you drive to this conclusion based upon these artificial15

premises that what happens on Wall Street when it comes to16

trading in General Mills shares or in Yazoo -- Yahoo shares or17

in Microsoft or in Triple M or Intel, you know, any number of18

the publicly-traded companies, what that's got to do with19

determining a value for buying Mr. Wright's shares of stock20

when you can't -- if you buy the shares today you can't unload21

them tomorrow. 22

I don't see -- I don't see that you're even in the23

same universe of data, and so again, I have the same24

hesitation about giving any validity to these inferences25
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you're deriving from these models.1

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, of course, I would respect2

your right to personally have misgivings about this.  I can3

only say that --4

THE COURT:  No, no.  These are my professional5

objective misgivings.  My personal misgivings have no6

relevancy at all.  I'm dealing with this as someone who's7

trying to make a determination of whether you're feeding me8

pie in the sky, whether you're telling me something that I9

ought accept because it is not only intuitively sensible, but10

it's rational and it's consistent with my business experience.11

I'm not a sophisticated investor.  I told you right12

from the beginning I own no stocks or bonds, but that doesn't13

disqualify me from listening to your testimony and trying to14

make sense of it, and you keep going back to this great god15

brown, the public markets, and you're drawing all kinds of16

inferences and all kinds of adjustments.17

I don't see the relevance of it, a legal term.  It's18

such a stretch, such a reach as we say between people buying19

publicly-traded shares in Fortune 500 companies, even people20

buying shares in small caps, and going down to level of an21

industry. 22

I just -- I don't get it, Mr. Strub.  I don't see23

why we're going through this strained effort.  You're trying24

to gin up some numbers for litigations purposes in this25
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context and then say it's all derived out of empirical studies1

of freely-traded equity securities, and now we have to make a2

little, few adjustments.3

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, I can only --4

THE COURT:  I'm coming very close to terminating5

this testimony and rejecting the report.6

I'll let you continue, Mr. Strub.  It's just getting7

worse and worse.  I'm still waiting for some enlightenment8

here, and I just think it's a tremendous burden on all parties9

to continue to go through this examination.10

With all due respect, Mr. Cimasi cannot hold a11

candle to the expertise of Mr. Nielson.  This is a very recent12

development of concepts dating as early as FIREA, which is no13

-- is far less than 20 years old.  I can't give it the kind of14

weight of a specialized skill set that I should find15

persuasive in trying to determine whether there was a16

fraudulent transfer here because every time he makes an17

assumption and he drives it back to the public markets in18

these limited data pools and then he goes through this quantum19

leap and ends up at Mr. Wright's doorstep, it loses any20

analytical force, and I don't care whether he's testified in21

Delaware or he's testified in Chicago, I have a discreet22

understanding of my limitations, but I also have an23

understanding of what my experience tells me in having24

listened for the past 30 years to appraisers, and while they25
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may not bear all the credentials and all the publications, I1

have yet to find an appraiser of value of non-real estate that2

ever says anything that's cogent and persuasive.3

Go ahead.  I'm always willing to be persuaded.4

MR. STRUB:  All right.5

THE COURT:  So he explains how he gets the lack of6

marketability, the 30 percent adjustment.  He explains how he7

gets the 10 percent adjustment, and that he totals those and8

he deducts these two adjustments plus the control premium less9

the discount for lack of marketability, and that comes to his10

bottom line of 18,772,961, and that's present fair market11

value under this discounted net cash flow basis.12

I understand that testimony for what it is.  I don't13

think I need any further exposition on this unless, Mr. Strub,14

you want to ask a few questions.15

MR. STRUB:  Let me just ask it just to finish this16

up.17

BY MR. STRUB:18

Q. Have you personally, Mr. Cimasi, valued a potential19

investment in a health care company on behalf of a third-party20

purchaser in connection with a potential acquisition rather21

than as a litigation consultant, as you're doing it here?22

A. Yes.23

Q. How many times?24

A. In a home health company?25
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Q. Yes.1

A. Dozens and dozens.2

Q. Okay.  And have you used --3

THE COURT:  And okay, now the question is since he's4

not going to disclose confidences, information he may have5

been consulted and he may have given recommendations.  I don't6

know what his number was, and I don't know what relationship7

it has to closing the deal. 8

So the fact that he's appeared as consultant doesn't9

tell me whether or not he used the same analysis.  I assume he10

did, and whether or not this had any impact on the investment11

decisions of his clients because there's no way we can test12

that experience.  It's all privileged.  Is that correct? 13

MR. STRUB:  I understand that, your Honor.  If I can14

just -- just for the purpose of making my record --15

THE COURT:  Okay.16

Q. Mr. Cimasi, the discounted cash flow method which relies17

on public data as you've used it in your report and as you've18

testified to, have you used that method to perform your19

valuation analysis for health care companies outside of the20

courtroom?21

A. Yes. 22

Q. And was your application of that method outside of the23

courtroom consistent with your application of that method in24

this case?25
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A. Yes, both for that and also for tax case purposes also.1

THE COURT:  How can you say it's comparable?  Here2

you have a failed acquisition, and you're dealing with3

prospective acquisitions.  How can you say they're comparable?4

THE WITNESS:  Well, your Honor, the -- the question5

as I understood it to be was that is this a accepted manner by6

which transactions -- advice that's given out in the open7

market place, and all I can testify to is what in my8

experience is --9

THE COURT:  No.  It's in the closed marketplace10

because the information is not publicly available.  I can't11

get -- I not asking you to give it to me.  I'm not even asking12

you to deliver it in chambers.  I can't review whether or not13

this is the technique you use other than your say so, because14

I can't examine, and I'm sure that Ms. Wheeler hasn't been15

able to examine what your recommendations were in any16

engagements and transactional sequences where you tell us you17

purported to use the same analysis, and that presumably you18

can tell us furthermore that the clients relied upon that19

analysis in making informed investment decisions.  That's a20

universe of data that's not accessible, and therefore, not21

comparable.22

THE WITNESS:  I understand, your Honor, but this23

method as set forth here is widely published in every textbook24

that I'm aware of and every peer review journal and every bit25
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of case law that I'm aware of.1

THE COURT:  No.  There's very little case law that2

you're aware of.  Whatever case law there might be, I'm sure3

Mr. Strub can get access to, but you have such little4

experience in litigation that you can't really talk about5

that.  You're not trained as a lawyer, so I don't know what6

weight, if any, I would give to your assessment of what the7

cases hold, first of all.8

Secondly, we're dealing with a universe of9

transactions that you say are informed by these widely10

accepted textbooks.  The fact is that there are very few11

textbooks in this field.  It's a very small field, and you're12

all in each other's backyard.  It's self-validating.  I told13

you that this morning.14

This is not -- this is not laboratory science.  It's15

not even a technology.  It doesn't have the age hoariness of16

public accounting.  It doesn't have the millions of17

transactions that I'm subjected to this analysis.  This is a18

very small data set subject to a relatively new set of19

evolving standards that only became stipulated by the wreck of20

the thrift savings and loan, which came to fruition in the21

late 1980's, and the Appraisal Institute didn't generate all22

these standards by 18 -- by 1901.  I mean, sorry, by 1991.23

So this is relatively fresh, relatively untested,24

not subject to extensive litigation in the valuing of health25
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care companies in these private acquisitions.  So the database1

you're relying upon is very, very razor thin, and this isn't2

for the moment a personal criticism of you, Mr. Cimasi.  I3

have tremendous respect for your integrity, your ability to4

articulate what's in your report. 5

I've read the report three times over now line by6

line.  It's a sophisticated piece of work, but if the7

assumptions and the inferences and the statistics don't hold8

up, no matter how carefully it's prepared it doesn't work for9

me, and it's not because I have any pre-existing bias about10

this.  I'd love to finally found an appraiser who convinces me11

that through a rigorous application of a methodology, that12

person can effectively value a company. 13

Several have tried.  None have succeeded, no one as14

sophisticated as you, but in the universe of companies rather15

than real estate projects or cash flows, the science isn't16

there yet, at least as you're presenting it to me because I'm17

testing it at every single conceivable angle simply because I18

have a tremendous degree of skepticism, and you're asking me19

to put great weight on this expert's testimony about valuing20

the shares, because you're coming -- you're going to come to21

the conclusion, as you've already said, that of course, just22

like TLC, Magliochetti was prepared to pay an excessive price23

for this, but since that's a very narrow universe of24

acquisitions, namely one, I can't draw many inferences from25
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that.1

Statistics is the law of large numbers.  He's not2

dealing with large numbers.  He's dealing with very small3

numbers.  In one year five transactions, and he eliminated one4

of them.   This doesn't rise to the level of statistical5

analysis.  The data is too, too thin.  The methodology is too,6

too recent, and it's not been tested in courts.7

So for purposes of evidence rules, I don't care what8

a few qualified appraisers tell each other.  Maybe you can get9

away with this in Delaware.  You don't get away with it in10

this Court, and I'm not suggesting he's manufactured this11

data, though when I listen to the analysis on each one of12

these  components, and I read it over and over and over again,13

and I'm familiar with some of that literature, it doesn't add14

up to a persuasive case to assist the fact finder, and this is15

without the benefit of the cross examination, and as Ms.16

Wheeler says, the questions she's going to ask were none of17

the questions I asked.  So she has a very different take on18

this.19

Go ahead.20

MR. STRUB:  All right.21

BY MR. STRUB: 22

Q. Mr. Cimasi, now we've talked about the income approach23

and the discounted cash flow method, and that was the sole24

method that you used under the income approach for your25
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valuation.  Is that correct? 1

A. Yes.2

Q. Okay.  Now let's look at table 5-11 again, which is on3

page 1,765.4

(Pause in proceedings)5

Q. Now, as we indicated earlier, you've got two market6

approaches methods, right, the guideline company valuation7

method and the direct market comparable transactions method. 8

Are you with me?9

A. Yes.10

Q. Okay.  So let's talk about direct market comparable11

transactions method now, and then we'll come back to the12

guideline company valuation method.13

What is the direct market comparable transactions method14

under the market approach?15

A. The direct market transactional method analyzed  actual16

transactions of similar home health care providers based on17

again, the principal of substitution that we talked about18

earlier that says that the cost of an equally desirable19

substitute or one of equal utility tends to set the ceiling of20

value, and so we gathered and selected comparable21

transactional data to use as substitutes for the subject22

entity to try to derive some value indications.23

We extracted the appropriate ratios and then adjusted24

those ratios and applied them to the appropriate measure of25
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economic benefit of ownership of the subject entity to come up1

with the indication of value according to that market approach2

based method.3

Q. Okay.  So now the discounted cash flow method, of course,4

as we know, derives its data set from public -- publicly-5

traded companies, right?6

A. Yes.  Millions of transactions of huge database of7

transactions of publicly-traded or freely-traded shares of8

companies and home health care companies.9

Q. Okay.  That's the discounted cash flow method.  Now, the10

-- the direct market comparable transactions method, did all11

of the comparable transactions that you considered involve the12

acquisition of closely-held companies like Addus?13

A. Yes.14

Q. Okay.  So now let me have you take a look at schedule 1115

of your report.16

All right.  Now, Mr. Cimasi, can you tell me what17

schedule 11 is?18

A. We listed 11 transactions in columns A and B.  We put the19

target company and the purchasing entity, and then we talked a20

little bit about the description of what the target company21

was, the revenues, purchase price, where they were located in22

the data transaction, and then tried to arrive at a price to23

revenue multiple that was based on the data that we were able24

to obtain in column J.25
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Q. All right.  Now --1

THE COURT:  Wait a minute.  Let's look at these2

purchase price and revenues.  I'm looking for comparables,3

right?  In light of the pricing, I can understand United4

Medical revenues and purchase price.  I don't see where In-5

Home Health Care comes in.  That purchase price is6

$11,800,000, 10 percent of the cost here, $52 million.  No.  27

-- is it 2 million?  So I can't see how I see a comparable in8

number two, number three, number four, number five, number9

six, number seven, number eleven.10

So the only ones that I'm going to look at at first11

blush as comparable would be number one, number ten, and12

number nine, and I'm going to throw out of your database two,13

three, four, five, six, seven, and eight, and eleven because14

they're not in the same --15

MR. STRUB:  Your --16

THE COURT:  -- quantitative domain. 17

MR. STRUB:  Your --18

THE COURT:  What?19

MR. STRUB:  Your Honor, that -- that statement20

presupposes that the value in this case is correct, and so21

we're --22

THE COURT:  No.  I'm not presupposing it's correct.23

 He's showing me revenues, purchase price, price revenue24

multiples based upon this data that he's achieved from some25
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source or another, but either as a function of -- but just1

looking at as the independent variable in purchase price, why2

would I look at a transaction $180,000 purchase price in a3

$115 million price, whether it was valued or not?  Why would I4

look at something at 3 million or even at 2.8?  I mean, the5

only numbers that even begin to look relevant from a legal6

standpoint and from a statistical standpoint would be7

transactions number one and ten, and the rest of the stuff8

doesn't rise to that level of comparison.9

I'm going to look at a house, okay?  I'm going to10

buy -- I'm going to buy a business that's not in the health11

care industry, and then you give me a range of purchase12

prices, and the transaction we're arguing about is valued at13

20 million as opposed to priced at 115, and I'm going to look14

at a deal at $180,000, and you're going to tell me that's15

comparable?  The number of adjustments you'd have to make16

would overwhelm me.  Same thing for a $3 million company.17

I say I want to buy a $2 million waterfront property18

in Nassau County, and the realtor looks at me and says, "I got19

this fantastic house.  You'll love it.  It's $380,000.  It's20

got a great view of the bay," and I'm going to tell the21

broker, "Look, I'm not looking with you.  You're not listening22

to me.  I want a $2 million house on the waterfront with a23

commanding view, with beach access."24

So I'm going to spend time listening to testimony25
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about a $180,000 transaction, a $322,000 transaction, a1

$1,630,000 transaction, another $2 million transaction? 2

Go ahead.  Keep pushing the point.  Make your3

record.4

MR. STRUB:  All right.  And I mean, your Honor, all5

is well with the waterfront property, if you can get that6

property at a discount, you know, as number two would reflect,7

that would be something you would want to take into account.8

THE COURT:  Right.  Go look for lake-front property9

in Maine.  Tell me when you find a good property for under10

$300,000 with good access and a year-round home.11

MR. STRUB:  Let me ask you a question.12

THE COURT:  That market's sensitive.13

BY MR. STRUB: 14

Q. Let me ask you a question, Mr. Cimasi.  How much weight15

did you give overall to this direct market comparable16

transaction method to your overall valuation?17

A. Only 10 percent of the consideration of our weight.18

Q. Why did you give only 10 percent of the consideration of19

your weight to this method?20

A. We did that because of the range of price to revenue21

multiples, the size of the transactions, the exact nature of22

the reported terms of the transactions, and the fact that, you23

know, because these are not transactions that are regulated24

through FASBE (ph.) and the Securities and Exchange25
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Commission, you know, that we aren't able to determine a lot1

of the terms and the other aspects --2

THE COURT:  So why don't we just give it zero and --3

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, I can address that.4

THE COURT:  -- and not bother to inflate it to 105

percent?6

THE WITNESS:  I can address that.7

THE COURT:  You have such skepticism about the8

validity of this data that I don't know why you'd go through9

the exercise of trying to put this in just because you need10

another standard of approach, another market approach.11

THE WITNESS:  That wasn't what it's there for, your12

Honor.  I'd be happy to address this if I could.13

THE COURT:  Go ahead.14

THE WITNESS:  Early in my report, and again, your15

Honor, may disagree, but what the markets tell us is that it16

is appropriate to look to publicly-traded stocks that are huge17

in comparison in many aspects, and it's also appropriate to18

look to smaller companies because people have investment19

alternatives, and that that's the, you know, the mobility of20

capital in this country, and that is the foundation that is21

the real market.  It's the real world that I live in and22

operate in, and investors live and operate in, and so in the23

case of horizontal consolidators, the actual size of the24

transaction or the company in terms of revenue may not be as25
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important to them as other reasons why they would want to just1

buy up market share, and during this period of time there were2

all sorts of very, very small home agencies that were bought3

up, and so there is valid indications that could be gained4

that a real world -- that real world investors, and then the5

question is when they use these what type of adjustments do6

they do to try to reflect a level of value of the subject7

entity that they're looking to acquire. 8

So that's the real world, and that's whether I like9

it or anyone else likes it, that's the way investors in the10

marketplace think about this.  That's the way they act, and11

that's why this is accepted methodology that is used all the12

time by people that are out spending their money to acquire13

interest in these types of companies.14

So in this case, because these were acknowledged as15

being very small companies, most of them in comparison, Addus,16

you know, and because of the other reasons stated, we gave17

little credence.  As to why we used it at all, because those18

were transactions were out there, and because the most19

important term -- word in the term, "fair market value," is20

"market," and typically this is what an investor would do. 21

They would take a look at that and say during this time we22

know there was a roll-up going on of these small companies,23

and what guidance, if any --24

THE COURT:  You've got a market of 11 companies. 25
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What kind of market is that in the universe of home health1

care providers privately held?  It's an infinitesimal2

percentage of companies that are available for purchase.3

Again you're drawing statistical inferences or4

you're making judgment calls on weighting based upon too small5

a sample set, even if it's the universe of data that's6

publicly available.7

Move on to the next one.8

MR. STRUB:  Okay.  Can I ask one question about9

this?10

THE COURT:  Yes.11

BY MR. STRUB: 12

Q. Now Mr. Cimasi, well, actually two questions.  One, one13

of the transactions that took place in this time frame which14

is from basically June of 2000 until January 8 of 2002 was the15

TLC transaction.  Is that correct? 16

A. Yes.17

Q. Okay.  And why isn't the TLC transaction included in your18

direct market comparable transactions method?19

A. For two reasons.  First of all, because the TLC20

transaction, the acquiring party was Med Diversified, and the21

-- at that point, at the as-of date of this report it was very22

clear, you know, that the transactions that they had had and23

the multiples that they were paying, you know, were not24

reflective of the value of the companies based on the25
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impairment write-offs that the company had taken in those1

previous years, and so was that the first thing is that we --2

we knew what the nature of those transactions were.3

The second reason is is that because those involved4

transactions that were with a company that we knew that their5

-- that the -- that the gravamen of this case, of what we're6

looking to do here is the fairness of what they were willing7

to pay for a company compared to its actual fair market value.8

So for those two reasons, we excluded those transactions9

from this, most of our weight for the first of the two10

reasons.11

Q. Okay.  Now --12

THE COURT:  But yet you ignored in a market where we13

spent over $20 million in costs to set up an auction, you14

ignored the sale of TLC even on a restructured balance sheet.15

 Now, that data obviously post-dated 1/08, 2002, though we had16

direct experience after very extensive marketing and highly17

competitive bidding with a company that was modified, and18

you'd have to make those modifications, but it sold for almost19

$200 million.20

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, I'm not aware that that21

happened prior to the as-of date of this report.22

THE COURT:  I understand.  I acknowledged that it23

wasn't then.24

THE WITNESS:  Well, then I'm not permitted to use25
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it.1

THE COURT:  But I'm simply -- and you exclude it2

from your report.  I'm simply saying that if you want to talk3

about Magliochetti overpaying for this by some 185 percent4

control premium, I wonder what your analysis would be after5

you looked at the publicly available data in this case and you6

knew who the players were, whether you could make a7

determination of whether or not all of these factors would8

generate an opinion on your part.9

I don't know what you valued at TLC.  That wasn't10

part of your engagement.11

THE WITNESS:  My --12

THE COURT:  But here after a very aggressive market13

test with very sophisticated players, and the estate paying14

$20 million to bring this to a closing with all the15

professional fees and everything else paid out, the same16

company that was acquired November 2001 sold for almost $20017

million in a public auction conducted in this Court after at18

least six months of extended due diligence with multiple19

reports, with a full team of professionals making available20

all the data available so that everyone was on an equal21

playing field. 22

Okay.  It falls outside your period.23

THE WITNESS:  I'm not permitted to look at --24

THE COURT:  Okay.25
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THE WITNESS:  -- anything that couldn't have been --1

wasn't known or knowable as -- at the as-of date of our2

valuation.  I'm just not permitted to consider it, your Honor.3

THE COURT:  Okay.  That may have been a self-imposed4

restriction or a restriction imposed upon you by the client.5

MR. STRUB:  No, your Honor, it was not.6

THE COURT:  I mean, why wouldn't you -- why wouldn't7

you have him do a supplemental appendix so that we get his8

reality testing of a deal that went down in this Court with9

wide public participation, wide advertisement, spirited10

bidding that took hours to conclude with sophisticated11

international players --12

THE WITNESS:  I'd be happy --13

THE COURT:  -- of all characters, some publicly14

traded, others not publicly traded.15

THE WITNESS:  I'd be happy to address that, your16

Honor.17

THE COURT:  Okay.18

THE WITNESS:  And by the way, I have studied19

significant case law because you have to do that to get20

certified in my field, and I will say that the reason that21

we're not allowed to consider anything that wasn't known or22

knowable beyond the as-of date is again in our role that we23

are trying to act as a proxy for typical investors that what24

they could have known or would have known.25
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THE COURT:  I understand the assumptions --1

THE WITNESS:  And so that's --2

THE COURT:  -- and the limits to your study.3

THE WITNESS:  To my knowledge that's --4

THE COURT:  I've read those.5

THE WITNESS:  -- well held in every venue, and it's6

-- it's something that it is not only part of the standards,7

but is also established in terms of --8

THE COURT:  Okay.  Fine.9

THE WITNESS:  -- case precedence.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  Fine.  It's the 600-pound bear11

that's in the room.  That's all.  Go ahead and ignore it12

because it's not consistent with your engagement and the13

standards.14

MR. STEINBERG:  Your Honor, I'd like to also point15

out that even during the course of discovery you entered an16

order prohibiting us from utilizing information about Addus17

sales in 2004, and you started to say, "Once you start to get18

beyond 2003, I don't really see any value here," and now we're19

here in Court after you precluded us from introducing any20

evidence of subsequent sales of Addus in 2004, and you're21

saying, "Why didn't you look at other -- other entities in22

2004 and beyond?"23

It seems to me that we're being asked to -- well, I24

don't see how those two connect.25
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MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, the only point I would make1

with respect to that is I don't recall your Honor making an2

evidentiary ruling.  I thought your Honor made a discovery3

ruling that at that point in time discovery was not going to4

proceed beyond 2003. 5

To my knowledge plaintiffs never came back and6

requested a modification of that ruling.7

THE COURT:  You're right, but I understand Mr.8

Steinberg's protest.  I also understand the limitations of9

this engagement, and I'm trying to separate myself and go back10

into this hypothetical period in time and this hypothetical11

group of investors, under this hypothetical set of market12

conditions, under this hypothetical set of weightings, under13

this hypothetical set of adjustments, under this hypothetical14

set of borrowing costs, under this hypothetical set of the15

cost of equity, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera, and Mr.16

Magliochetti isn't in the room for reasons that are well known17

to us, and here he does an acquisition of a company that18

closes two months before he enters into this asset purchase19

agreement, and yes, a bankruptcy auction is a very different20

animal than an open-market transaction, but I think we came a21

lot closer to exploring value in this competitive situation22

than we would have reached if we were simply looking for23

published data from Wall Street because here we had highly24

motivated sellers, highly motivated purchasers with some25
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opportunity to recover their due diligence costs with highly1

trained professionals each trying to maximize the value, and2

it took a special elaborate process unique to the history of3

the Bankruptcy Court under which we set up that process with4

full participation by every single principal and party in5

interest.6

Now, given the cost, I wouldn't recommend that to7

everybody, but on a cost benefit analysis we realized8

substantial premium value here, but I agree, it's outside the9

purview of these proofs, and I'll ignore everything I learned10

in that crazy day in a publicly-held auction after we spent11

$20 million to get there because no one can provide an12

rational explanation for it, more off the charts.13

Go ahead, Mr. Strub.14

MR. STRUB:  Okay.  Just one point I would make on15

that, your Honor, is some of the case law that supports this16

position you can't consider post-acquisition data, was17

actually cited by the defendants in their motion in limine18

with respect to Mr. Nielson, so your Honor has access to some19

of those cases.20

THE COURT:  Okay.  But I didn't grant the motion on21

that so --22

MR. STRUB:  No, no, no, your Honor, but I'm talking23

about the case law to which Mr. Cimasi is referring to that24

talks about --25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  I'll let you explain case law to1

me.  I'll let Mr. Early and Ms. Wheeler explain case law to2

me.  I don't care what test he took.3

MR. STRUB:  I understand that, your Honor.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  Thank you.5

BY MR. STRUB: 6

Q. All right.  So now let me just get to the bottom line on7

this direct market comparable transaction method, Mr. Cimasi.8

What was your -- the ultimate conclusion of value that9

you reached on the total fair market value of the hundred10

percent interest in the equity of Addus under the direct11

market comparable transaction method?12

A. The indicated value per that method was $20,830,000.13

Q. Okay.  Now, if we go back to table 5-11, which is on page14

1,765, under the -- and we talked about this in connection15

with the discounted cash flow method.  There was this 1016

percent control premium and the 30 percent discount for lack17

of marketability.18

Now, in the direct market comparable transactions method,19

did you apply any control premium?20

A. No, we did not.21

Q. And why not?22

A. Because the level of value of the firms being acquired23

were already at a control level of value.  You only apply a24

discount for a premium when you have to adjust the indicated25
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value results to the level of value of the subject entity that1

you're appraising.2

Q. Okay.  Now, you do have a figure that is 10 percent under3

discount for lack of marketability.  What does that 10 percent4

reflect?5

A. What that reflects is that with any transaction there is6

going to be some sort of transactional cost included in that,7

and so as we've set forth on page 25 of 28 in section 5, you8

know, we did not apply a discount for lack of marketability9

that would have come off these studies that were previously10

cited because these are closely-held companies.11

What we did is put a lack of marketability that was --12

served as a proxy for the type of transactional cost that his13

Honor was talking about; accounting costs, legal costs,14

appraisals, management time, especially, you know, brokering15

fees that would have been required to package the entity or to16

go about acquiring the entity.17

Q. So this 10 percent number is just a surrogate for18

transaction costs?19

A. It's a surrogate for that, yes.20

Q. Okay.  All right.  Let's talk now about the guideline21

company valuation method, which is the second method --22

THE COURT:  All right.  Mr. Cimasi, do you want to23

stop now for a bit, or do you want to continue on?24

THE WITNESS:  I'm fine, your Honor.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  Fine.  All right.  Go ahead.1

MR. STRUB:  Okay.2

Q. So let's talk about the guideline company valuation3

method, which is -- that's another market approach.  Is that4

correct? 5

A. That's another market approach based method.6

Q. Okay.  And this is -- you gave 30 percent of your weight7

to that approach.  Is that correct? 8

A. That's correct.9

Q. Okay.  What is the guideline company valuation method?10

A. The guideline company method utilizes a huge database of11

transactions so that we are able to look at a statistically12

valid sample of transactional data, and it analyzes this13

historical transaction data to try to determine what investors14

in the marketplace for this type of business were requiring in15

terms of their -- their return on investment dollars that they16

would put into companies similar to that of the subject entity17

or Addus, and so we selected the publicly traded or freely-18

traded home health care companies out there, and -- and then19

tried to measure, you know, their performance based on their20

historical operations to arrive at a couple of ratios.21

In this case, the market value of invested capital was22

calculated for each of those companies first, and so it wasn't23

just using the price to earnings ratio.  It was taking the24

market value of invested capital, and then we -- we created25
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those ratios both to that, to revenue, so market value of1

invested capital to revenue and market value of invested2

capital to EBITDA, and calculated those for each of the3

selected guideline companies.4

Once we looked at that, we were able to derive, and this5

is on schedule 10.6

THE COURT:  Now, what's the number of companies in7

this database?8

THE WITNESS:  We utilized 13 publicly-traded9

companies.10

THE COURT:  Okay.11

Q. And how many overall are in the database?12

A. In terms of publicly-traded companies?13

Q. Yes.14

A. I don't recall that there were any others.  We used15

guideline company that we could find that was a public --16

THE COURT:  So we're back to a limited sample set of17

13 companies?18

THE WITNESS:  Well --19

THE COURT:  If that's all there is, that's all there20

is.21

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor, but there's of tens22

of thousands of transactions involved here because that's the23

-- all the stock is being traded with these companies, so24

there's lots of transactions with lots of investors, keeping25
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in mind that these, of course, are freely-traded minority1

equity positions, and so we calculated the market value of --2

THE COURT:  Well, how do you know what the3

percentage of minority shares is?  Unless you -- unless you4

read the public filings you don't know how much of this is5

concentrated in blocks of shares versus people holding6

fractional percentages. 7

You can have a publicly-traded company in which a8

majority of the shares are controlled by a very few entities,9

correct?10

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.11

THE COURT:  It doesn't mean that the -- it may be12

thinly traded.  It may not even be subject to restrictive13

legends, but there -- you know, there are plenty of shares14

that don't move because they're controlled by large15

institutional investors.  There may be 200,000 investors, but16

when you go to the annual meetings, you're worrying about six,17

and now they become -- some of those are becoming very18

aggressive.19

If one of those investors is the New York Teachers20

Retirement Fund, yo got a real problem on your hands because21

now some of these funds, having gotten kicked severely in22

other major cases, have become very, very aggressive at the23

shareholders' meetings.  It's a fairly recent phenomenon, but24

if you don't know what's the concentration of these25
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investments in these companies, these 13, again I'm concerned1

about what comparability.2

I mean you talk about thousands of transactions. 3

Well, I don't know if you have data on how many transactions4

are included in this, and I don't know what percentage of5

shares traded in any one year.  You might have had a high6

volatility of 10 percent of the shares and no action on the7

other 90 percent.8

So again, when I'm looking at a very small sample9

base, an entire universe of data points here, if I don't know10

how much of the percentage shares are being actively traded, I11

can't assume that they're all the same and they're all12

constantly turning over in high volatility. 13

Do you have that data?14

THE WITNESS:  We pulled the 10-K's, the 10-Q's, and15

8-K's for each of these firms, your Honor.16

THE COURT:  Okay.  And you looked at the -- and you17

looked at the size of the holdings and the number of18

investors?19

THE WITNESS:  Generally, but it's not pertinent to20

this particular method, your Honor, and for reasons I'd be21

happy to explain if you would permit.22

THE COURT:  All right. 23

THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Despite the nature of those24

investors, they are investors in this marketplace.  That's the25
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market reality, and there's a universe of all those investors,1

and we know because this is the data that is published by the2

Securities and Exchange Commission, and is -- it has3

government imprimatur because of the regulatory scrutiny of4

that data, that these in fact were the -- the share prices --5

the closing prices for these shares, and so we are able to6

determine off those -- those filings that are done through the7

Securities and Exchange Commission in accordance with FASBE8

regulations to the extent that that provides regulatory9

scrutiny, and it certainly is a higher degree of regulatory10

scrutiny than you get off of the direct market comparable11

transactions.12

We're able to determine what these investors,13

whoever they might have been, were paying for shares of equity14

in these various companies.  So taking those share prices,15

right, and using those to attempt to determine what the market16

is telling us, again, whether we personally agree or disagree,17

this is what the market indicates that investors were paying18

for investment in a similar type of company.19

This is all based, of course, on the central20

foundation, the underlying assumption that I started out my21

testimony on Friday afternoon, that we have to believe that we22

have a fluid capital market in this country, and that people23

that invest in --24

THE COURT:  I've heard that lecture.  Okay?25
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THE WITNESS:  It's just it's the underlying1

foundation of all financial analysis.  It's what all investors2

--3

THE COURT:  I understand what you're telling me. 4

I've heard you.  I've read it.  I'm simply trying to apply it5

to these cases based upon your only having 13 companies that6

are actively traded on recognized public markets, and I don't7

have an understanding of how thinly traded they are.  The fact8

that there are regulatory filings doesn't mean unfortunately9

that the universe of investors pays the kind of attention that10

the SEC would like paid to those statements.11

A lot of these companies may be pressed very12

aggressively by certain stock brokerage firms, and you're not13

going to tell me that based upon the history in the last ten14

years that the average investor is making intelligent15

decisions with respect to dot com shares and other kinds of16

companies, even though they were public registrations, and now17

we realize that the numbers were jimmied because the18

accountants fell down in their responsibilities and there was19

massive fraud. 20

Okay.  That doesn't mean that every company on the21

market is similarly infected.22

THE WITNESS:  I agree, your Honor, and I haven't23

testified to any of that, nor does my report reflect it.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  But --25
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THE WITNESS:  But what I have testified --1

THE COURT:  -- I'm now dealing with 13 companies,2

and I don't know whether any of these companies are still3

existent.  You looked at January 2002.  I don't know whether4

any of these companies have filed Chapter 11, whether they5

still exist, whether they've been acquired.  I don't know if I6

went -- if I took the Amex numbers, wherever these were7

traded, and I looked at the symbols, whether I open the Wall8

Street Journal and I find all of them.  I don't know whether9

you did that. 10

I'm sure that as of January '02 you had this data,11

whenever it was last captured, but I don't know -- you know,12

and I agree, you're doing it at one point in time.13

THE WITNESS:  Well, that's the foundation for this,14

your Honor, is that whether or not we like the efficacy and15

the validity of the data, whether we believe -- and I agree16

with your Honor that's there's serious problems with that. 17

Just recently a study even after Sarbanes Oxley, it came out18

about a month ago, said that as many as 30 percent of the19

financial statements being filed right now are nothing but20

gibberish.21

So but the point is is that putting myself in the22

place of an investor on January the 8th of 2002 --23

THE COURT:  Yes, but if you --24

THE WITNESS:  -- this is --25
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THE COURT:  If you got $10,000 in your bonus to1

invest, that's one thing, but the people who are going to buy2

all of these shares, they're not going to be millions of3

investors.  It's going to be a very few discreet entities in4

this market or entrants into this market.5

THE WITNESS:  But they have alternatives to where6

they're going to put their investment, your Honor.  There's no7

-- there's nothing that compels them to go buy a small or in8

this case, in Addus, a large closely-held company.  They could9

take that money and they could invest it in a similar industry10

in freely-traded shares, or they can invest it by rolling up11

very small companies.  That's --12

THE COURT:  I understand those choices --13

THE WITNESS:  So we can only look to the market --14

THE COURT:  -- in the wider scheme of things, but in15

the world that operates with respect to the acquisition,16

privately held comes in health care.  Decisions get made and17

they may not be the optimal investments.  They may not be the18

most rationally efficient investments because as the other19

witness testified, I get into the heads of some of these20

investors.  I don't know what motivates the Wright's and the21

Magliochetti's of the world, and yet you want me to shift to22

this highly rational, exceptionally well informed transaction-23

free environment when I'm talking at most here of 1324

companies, some of which may or may not subsist in their25
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present form.1

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, they existed and were2

being traded publicly at the as-of date, and again --3

THE COURT:  I understand that.4

THE WITNESS:  -- I'm not suggesting to you -- I'm5

not suggesting to you that we have to -- and I haven't6

suggested anywhere in my testimony or in my report that there7

is a complete rationality in the markets.  I've never8

suggested that.  I don't personally believe that.  I don't9

think that's held in the literature.10

I also don't believe that we have -- that I have any11

other thing to do, or that any analyst has anything other to12

do other than to rely on what the market tells us, and so13

being rational or otherwise, the market is what the market is,14

and our job is to try to interpret the market, to use15

appropriate and acceptable --16

THE COURT:  Okay.  Okay.17

THE WITNESS:  -- techniques to try to present the18

information to you --19

THE COURT:  You've --20

THE WITNESS:  -- in a manner that --21

THE COURT:  Mr. Cimasi, you don't have to keep22

repeating yourself.  I know what your assumptions are.23

THE WITNESS:  I had a new point.24

THE COURT:  I know what your approach, and repeating25
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it to me isn't going to change my perspective about what1

inferences I can draw from 13 companies that were publicly2

traded as of your effective date of the report, namely 1/8,3

2002,.4

I'm simply to determine why in this weighting I5

should give a 30 percent weight to data that you derived from6

13 companies.7

THE WITNESS:  I think the answer to that, your8

Honor, is that this is what investors in this market -- this9

is the type of information that investors in this market as of10

January the 8th, 2002 would have relied on, and this is the11

real world, mud in the boots, how do you go about doing an12

analysis to determine whether or not I'm going to make this13

investment.14

THE COURT:  This is --15

THE WITNESS:  And they're going to look --16

THE COURT:  Why can't I -- what operational17

significance are you going to give to me for the concept of18

niche markets and specialized investors?  You only want to19

talk about the universe investors with all kinds of20

opportunities to invest, but different investors specialize in21

different acquisitions and different kinds of industries.22

The same investors in the real world who buy shares23

in health companies may not be buying investments in mining24

and extraction industries in Colorado.  It takes an awful lot25
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of industry expertise to be able to get an ability to1

penetrate the fog and make some determination of which2

companies you want to invest in.3

THE WITNESS:  I agree, your Honor.  That's why we in4

our -- if you look to appendix E of this report, you know, we5

lay out a description, very brief, but a description of each6

of the guideline companies that we selected to make certain7

that we had homogenous aspects of comparability between the8

companies that were selected and the subject company, nd so9

the extent available we found every company out there that was10

being freely traded, publicly traded that was similar to the11

subject company to try to do what the market would do, which12

is to derive some inference as to what they should get in13

terms of a return on or a return of their capital for making14

this type of an investment, and that's -- the bottom line is15

how these transactions are driven and how knowledgeable16

investors, you know, make these sort of decisions.17

THE COURT:  No.  Just investors, knowledgeable or18

not knowledgeable.19

THE WITNESS:  Well, the standard of fair market20

value requires that we have -- that we have typically21

knowledgeable buyers and sellers.22

THE COURT:  No.  You're just telling me that you're23

looking at what the market is, whether it's knowledgeable or24

not.  You're just simply saying -- you keep building in25
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knowledge here in a market that may not exist.1

THE WITNESS:  It's knowledge of the market, your2

Honor, is what the definition says.  These are typically3

knowledgeable investors, you know, that -- I mean, if you have4

a disparity in knowledge --5

THE COURT:  Yes.6

THE WITNESS:  -- you know, if you have one party to7

the transaction, under the standard of fair market value8

there's that hypothetical transaction we've been referring to,9

and if one party to the transaction was ill-informed, and is -10

- has a complete disparity of knowledge and information, that11

is not fair market value.  That's the BFD method, the Bigger12

Fool Doctrine, so that the hypothetical standard of -- a13

transaction under the standard of fair market value presumes14

that we have, you know, reasonably knowledgeable, typically15

knowledgeable, you know, buyers and sellers that are doing the16

transactions, and that was my only reference.  I didn't mean17

to do -- insinuate any other concept into that.18

Again, whether I like it or anyone likes it, this is19

what the transactional market in home health care companies20

went about -- these are how these transactions were done. 21

This is the --22

THE COURT:  In publicly-traded companies.23

THE WITNESS:  I beg your pardon?24

THE COURT:  In publicly-traded companies over --25
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THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.  Private transactions,1

if the people that were doing the roll-ups, you know, when we2

did this work for -- working for --3

THE COURT:  We're talking about the guideline4

company valuation method.  Those aren't public companies,5

right?6

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor, but it's just a7

method -- it's a method by which the investors look to see8

what they should be getting -- what they should be paying for9

companies in terms of getting the return of and the return on10

their investment.  So they would look to the -- there were11

transactions in the public market.  They'd look to small12

transactions.  They would look to, you know, trying to do a13

build-up rate, and your discounted net cash flow method.14

These are widely accepted, used every day that15

investors go out and will use to make a decision as to whether16

they're going to buy up a company.  This is how it works. 17

That's what the market tells us. 18

Whether or not we believe the market is -- is not19

regulated enough or whether the market is rational, the market20

is the market, and they -- because they have alternatives in21

making their investment, you know, I think that under the22

standard of fair market value we have to do what they23

typically would do and what they would typically look at it in24

terms of making these investments. 25
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BY MR. STRUB: 1

Q. All right.  Now Mr. Cimasi, you mentioned appendix E of2

your report.  Appendix E contains a summary of these3

companies, all the companies that are referenced in your4

guideline company method, correct?5

A. Yes.  It's just brief extractions from the 10-K's that6

are filed that describe a little bit about what each of these7

companies does in terms of, you know, their types of services8

and the type of company it is, and that was just to try to9

inform the Court that the -- that we took companies that were10

as similar as possible to the subject company before trying to11

draw any inferences from them.12

Q. All right.  Now let's go back to schedule 10.  Okay.  So13

the period --14

THE COURT:  Well, if you're trying to show me15

something on that, it's unreadable.16

MR. STRUB:  Yes, your Honor.  I know.  If the Court17

would open the report to schedule 10?18

THE COURT:  Schedule what?19

MR. STRUB:  Schedule 10.20

THE COURT:  Okay. 21

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, this may be not that point,22

but when we reach a convenient breaking point, may we have23

five minutes?24

THE COURT:  Yes.  Of course.  We're getting close.25
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MR. EARLY:  Thank you.1

MR. STRUB:  We can take a break now, your Honor, if2

Mr. Early would prefer.3

THE COURT:  How long -- no.  If you want to finish4

up schedule 10 how many minutes is it going to take?5

MR. STRUB:  I'm sorry, your Honor.6

THE COURT:  How long is it going to take you to7

examine on schedule 10?8

MR. STRUB:  Well, we can finish schedule 10 and then9

take a break.10

THE COURT:  Fine.  Do that.11

MR. STRUB:  Okay.12

THE COURT:  Is that okay, Mr. Early?13

MR. EARLY:  Absolutely, fine, your Honor.14

THE COURT:  All right.15

MR. STRUB:  Okay.  So that's fine with me, your16

Honor.  I just didn't want to inconvenience Mr. Early.17

BY MR. STRUB: 18

Q. So on schedule 10, column D you have a consistent date of19

December 31, 2001.  Why is that?20

A. That's the closest filing date to the transaction.21

Q. So that's the source, you got the data from public22

filings as of that date?23

A. Yes.24

Q. All right.  And then the net revenue, that's just the25
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revenue of the company, the net revenue of these companies?1

A. Yes.2

Q. Okay.  Now, the EBITDA here under column F, how did you3

go about determining that?4

A. The EBITDA is what, you know, as were reported, you know,5

on the -- you know, the financial statements that are part of6

the 10-Q and 10-K filings for the firms.7

Q. And so --8

THE COURT:  But they don't report an EBITDA.  That's9

a calculation you have to perform.  Isn't that right?10

THE WITNESS:  It's just an arithmetic calculation,11

yes, your Honor.12

THE COURT:  All right.13

Q. And did you -- did you calculate that for each of these14

companies?15

A. Yes.16

Q. Okay.  Now, the market value of total invested capital,17

what is that?18

A. That's the market value of both types of capital, both19

debt and equity.20

Q. Okay.21

A. It's somewhat synonymous with the word, "assets."22

Q. All right.  And then operating margin we've talked about.23

 That's in column H.  Now, column I is weight.  What is the24

significance of the information in the column under "weight?"25
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A. We attempted to indicate there so the reader would1

understand which of these companies we gave more of the weight2

of our consideration to and which less so that they would3

understand how we arrived at the weighted mean, which is line4

15, and so as stated in footnote number I on the left-hand5

side, we did that generally, you know, based upon similar to6

the subject entity and certain attributes; for example,7

revenue size, scope of services, and so that was only one of8

the measures of central tenancy that we attempted to calculate9

to try to place the subject entity in comparison to these10

companies.11

Q. Okay.  Who made the determination as to what weight to12

give to each of these companies?13

A. I did.14

THE COURT:  And when you do comparables, do you look15

at various breakpoints in share prices?  Is there a different16

market for people who will pay $524.34 for Land Care Holdings17

-- no, $28.34 versus someone who is paying 84 cents for18

American Home Patient?  There are no levels of investment that19

function as based upon whether it's above a dollar, below a20

dollar, above $10, below $10?  None of that has any bearing on21

determining comparability?22

THE WITNESS:  Well, there may be, your Honor, but23

I'm not informed of any significant survey out there that24

allows us to be able to make those types of judgments as to25
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what those breakpoints might be.  I --1

BY MR. STRUB: 2

Q. So look -- let me ask the point in question, which is was3

that something that you considered in terms of your weighting?4

A. No.  We did not take into account breakpoint.  Had we had5

shares that were selling for fractional interest of a penny,6

you know, like pink slip type of stuff that there was, you7

know, then that may have come into consideration, but that is8

now what we did here.9

Q. Okay.  Now let's go to -- you've got this column K.  Now,10

is this -- this calculation, as you say, it has two arms,11

right?  You've got a market value to invested capital, the12

revenue on one arm, and market value invested capital to13

EBITDA on the other arm.  Is that fair?14

A. Yes.  We used two --15

THE COURT:  I thought he said it was debt and16

equity, those are the two components?17

MR. STRUB:  Well, those are the two components of18

market value of invested capital.19

THE COURT:  Right.20

THE WITNESS:  Invested capital, your Honor, refers21

to both debt capital and equity capital.22

THE COURT:  I know.  You've said that.  I understood23

the point.24

MR. STRUB:  Okay.  So we're now on column K and25
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column M.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  And he -- and market value and2

total investment capital doesn't have anything to do with3

EBITDA.4

THE WITNESS:  Well, we're creating --5

THE COURT:  That's in column 5.6

THE WITNESS:  We're creating a ratio.7

THE COURT:  What?8

THE WITNESS:  We're creating two ratios, your Honor.9

THE COURT:  In K --10

MR. STRUB:  Well, let's --11

THE WITNESS:  K and M.12

BY MR. STRUB: 13

Q. Okay.  What is the ratio -- let's just take it one step14

at a time.  What is the ratio that you're creating in column15

K?16

A. We're taking the market value of invested capital.17

Q. So that's the assets.18

THE COURT:  That's B.19

A. Right.  You'll see in the footnotes that we --20

THE COURT:  Okay.  Just tell me what the column is.21

Q. Yes.  Don't you have to --22

THE COURT:  It's G divided by which column?23

THE WITNESS:  By E, your Honor.24

THE COURT:  All right.  I got that.  Okay.  And you25
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run that calculation.  Then when you get to column L that's1

not --2

THE WITNESS:  We've mult --3

THE COURT:  Now you've added a weighting factor,4

which is --5

THE WITNESS:  We weighted --6

THE COURT:  -- column I?7

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.  We weighted K8

according to I.9

THE COURT:  Okay.  So I'm going to multiply K times10

I?11

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  And you began to answer, and then13

we slipped off the point.  Where did you get the weights from?14

 How did you assign a weight of 1 to 5 or 1 to -- yes, 1 to 5?15

THE WITNESS:  Based upon they're similar to the16

subject entity, things like -- factors such as revenue size,17

scope of services, keeping in mind that this is just -- was18

strictly for trying to determine a weighted mean, which is on19

line 15.20

THE COURT:  Okay.21

THE WITNESS:  Which is, your Honor, we ultimately22

did not use that.23

THE COURT:  Okay.24

THE WITNESS:  I'm just pointing that out.  It's just25
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it's a useful --1

THE COURT:  So you didn't use L?2

THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.  We didn't use L or N.3

THE COURT:  Okay.  Well, let's just skip over what4

you didn't use.5

Now we got MVIC to EBITDA, and that's G --6

THE WITNESS:  Divided by column F, your Honor.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  I got that one.  And then you8

took the same weights from I, right?9

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.10

THE COURT:  And so the formula here is M times I,11

right?12

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So I understand how14

you spread this data.  I'll have to study each of these15

footnotes. 16

So why don't you go on, Mr. -- all right.  We'll17

just stop here and be back here at 4:30, and then we'll try to18

continue until as close to quarter of 6:00 as we can manage.19

MR. STRUB:  Thank you, your Honor.20

(Off the record/On the record)21

BY MR. STRUB: 22

Q. All right.  Mr. Cimasi, let's go back to schedule 1023

where we left off.  Now, the -- I want to talk about the24

EBITDA figures that you used.25
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THE COURT:  Before we go on, I just had a further1

thought off the record.2

(Off the record/On the record)3

THE COURT:  What?4

Q. Okay.  Schedule 10 talked about EBITDA again, and5

specifically your EBITDA numbers for --6

THE COURT:  Hold on a second.7

(Pause in proceedings)8

THE COURT:  On schedule 10.  I'm sorry.9

MR. STRUB:  That's all right, your Honor.  Schedule10

10, column F.11

THE COURT:  Okay.12

Q. Now, the EBITDA calculations that you performed, could13

you take a look at schedule 9, one schedule before --14

THE COURT:  I'm looking at the --15

Q. And there's a table A that says --16

THE COURT:  Table A.17

Q. -- "EBITDA," and there's some weightings, and there's the18

companies here that -- the 13 companies plus Addus.  Can you19

explain to us what the information is in table A of schedule20

9, and how that relates to the EBITDA information that we see21

in column F on schedule 10 and then also as it relates22

specifically to the subject company, which is Addus?23

THE COURT:  I'm going from schedule 9 --24

MR. STRUB:  To schedule 10.25
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THE COURT:  -- to schedule 10, and that's it?1

MR. STRUB:  The information in table A on schedule 92

as it relates to the information in schedule 10 -- I'm sorry -3

- in column F of schedule 10, and then also the information4

for Addus.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.6

Q. All right.  Mr. Cimasi, can you explain that for me,7

please?8

A. Right.  We -- the market value invested capital of the9

EBITDA technique that we used relies on the economic -- level10

of economic benefit that EBITDA, earnings before interest,11

taxes, depreciation, amortization of a weighted historical12

three-year period, and you recall that we did that because13

with the subject entity there was a question, your Honor, that14

the -- that there had been a lot of adjustments to that last15

year, the 2001, and so to make sure that we did an apples to16

apples comparison, we also used a -- the same weighting, you17

know, giving only --18

THE COURT:  I see what you said, and I understand19

it.20

THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Good.  So that's why we did the21

table A and table B, the difference between EBITDA and22

operating margin and the --23

THE COURT:  Well, let's just -- we're just focusing24

on table A.25
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THE WITNESS:  Okay.1

THE COURT:  So you got the data.  You did the2

adjustments for this three-year period and you weighted them3

with the lowest weight for 1999, the 50 percent weight in4

2001, and you broke it down company by company and then you5

computed the weighted average of these three --6

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.7

THE COURT:  -- years.  Okay.  And then -- okay.  So8

you generated that data, and on the issue of the subject9

entity in column 16 -- row 16, where did you get these numbers10

from?11

THE WITNESS:  Those were off the --12

THE COURT:  The audited statements?13

THE WITNESS:  -- audited statements, your Honor, and14

that's the --15

THE COURT:  All right.16

THE WITNESS:  -- same information that appears17

earlier in the report for the subject entity.18

THE COURT:  Okay.19

THE WITNESS:  Here for the purposes of comparison.20

THE COURT:  All right.  I got it.  Okay.  So I21

understand the composition and analysis that lies behind22

schedule 9, table A EBITDA based upon historical data, and all23

these were audited companies.  Okay.24

BY MR. STRUB: 25
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Q. Okay.  Now let's --1

THE COURT:  Go to B?2

Q. -- go to table B, and how does that factor into schedule3

10?4

A. We took this in the same way operating margin, you know,5

for each of the selected guideline companies, and if you'll6

see in the footnotes on schedule 10, you know, what we are --7

what we have done is to try to come up with a percentile of,8

you know, of value of multiple ratios.  So what we wanted to9

do was to be able to compare these --10

THE COURT:  Okay.  But the short answer is that I'm11

going to look to the entry of this data from 9B in column H on12

10?13

THE WITNESS:  No.  In table B on schedule 9, your14

Honor, we just were comparing the operating margins.15

THE COURT:  I understand that, but where -- is that16

going to feed into -- are you just going to transfer that data17

to --18

THE WITNESS:  That's the column --19

THE COURT:  -- column H?20

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.  That's column --21

that's column H on the --22

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  I got it.  Okay. 23

Thank you.24

BY MR. STRUB: 25
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Q. And how does the operating margin information factor into1

your guideline company valuation method?  How does that play a2

role?3

A. If you looked at footnote number 2, as I was testifying4

to earlier on schedule 10, is we -- in terms of calculating,5

and you'll see that where that appears here is that we have6

calculated the lowest half percentile of the --7

THE COURT:  I'm sorry.  I can't hear the words. 8

Lowest what?9

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, if you look to row 21 on10

schedule 10, as I was explaining, we needed to calculate a11

percentile value multiple ratio.12

THE COURT:  Okay.13

THE WITNESS:  And so what we needed to be able to do14

that based on some metric, and so we calculated the lowest15

one-half of the first percentile of the selected market value16

invested capital to revenue ratios, and of note here is that17

both the subject entity's actual 2001 operating margin, which18

was that negative number of 195, as well as their normalized19

operating margin where we blended the three years, which was20

.63, was below the range of any of those guideline companies21

in 2001, right, which we show --22

THE COURT:  Wait.  Wait a minute.  Hold on.  Can we23

get back to schedule before we go to 10?24

THE WITNESS:  Okay, your Honor.25
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THE COURT:  So you used the same weights per1

calendar year --2

THE WITNESS:  Right.3

THE COURT:  20, 30, 50, 1991 through 2001, same4

years.5

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, if you'll look to row 32,6

column A in table B.7

THE COURT:  But why is the weighted average in D 58

and the weighted average in B, column B in B 10?9

MR. STRUB:  Are you on -- are you in schedule 9,10

your Honor?11

THE COURT:  Yes. 12

MR. STRUB:  I think those refer to the footnotes.13

THE COURT:  Oh, okay.  All right.14

THE WITNESS:  So your Honor, if you go to row 32 --15

THE COURT:  Okay.  So it's not a number.  It's just16

a footnote designation?17

MR. STRUB:  That's correct, your Honor.18

THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you.19

THE WITNESS:  If you'll go to row 32 in column A20

you'll note that that operating margin for the subject company21

of a negative 1.95 was below the range of any of the guideline22

public companies, and in the same manner, if you go to column23

D, row 32 --24

THE COURT:  Just slowly.  I'm trying to track this.25
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 If I go to A for the subject entity --1

THE WITNESS:  Column 30 -- row 32.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  It's below the range.  Yes.3

THE WITNESS:  And in the same manner, you just go4

over to the right, column D, row 32.5

THE COURT:  I thought it was within kissing distance6

of Coram Health Care.7

THE WITNESS:  Is this column A, your Honor?8

THE COURT:  Yes.  I mean, Coram Health Care didn't9

exactly have a stunning performance in its operating margin. 10

It was less than 1 percent, correct?11

THE WITNESS:  Yes.12

THE COURT:  And this one was a little under 213

percent.14

THE WITNESS:  Well --15

THE COURT:  So there's a -- like a 3 -- a little16

less than a 3 percentage point spread between Coram and the17

subject entity?18

THE WITNESS:  Right.  And that's what we're taking19

into account, your Honor, is that the negative 1.95 is below20

the lowest part of the range there, okay, which is the .80 for21

Coram.22

THE COURT:  Okay.  But you know --23

THE WITNESS:  And then the --24

THE COURT:  -- when I compare that at the top of the25
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range to Land Care Holdings, Inc., why doesn't that go off the1

list of comparables because it's an outlier?  I mean, it's2

such a significant difference.  Why do we look at Land Care3

Holdings, Inc. when it comes to operating margins?  It doesn't4

seem to be in the same universe.5

THE WITNESS:  Well, your Honor, the reason for that6

is that we that into accord in looking at, if you go back to7

footnote 2, what the calculation we did in footnote 2 was8

simply to try to place the subject company in terms of what9

percentile it would be in.10

THE COURT:  Okay.11

THE WITNESS:  And because the subject entity was12

below the range of those guideline companies' operating13

margins, you know, then what we've done is selected the lowest14

half of the first percentile in -- in terms of trying to come15

up with a multiple.  So we had to -- we had to artificially16

place it within a range, and we took the lowest half of the17

first percentile in calculating, you know, a multiple to user.18

 That's row 21, column C.19

THE COURT:  Mm hmm.20

THE WITNESS:  And then the same way, your Honor, if21

you go to --22

THE COURT:  Which schedule am I on?23

THE WITNESS:  This is schedule 10, your Honor.24

THE COURT:  All right.  I was still on 9.  Okay.  So25
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what line am I looking at now?1

THE WITNESS:  Schedule 10, row 21.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  Percentage -- percentile value3

multiple ratio to, and that you're applying to this ratio of -4

-5

THE WITNESS:  Right.  And we've explained --6

THE COURT:  -- MVIC/revenue, which you defined7

before.  You're just applying these various things, so --8

THE WITNESS:  And in footnote number 2 on the right-9

hand side --10

THE COURT:  The only time you're starting to change11

these is to generate lines 18 through 21, correct?  No.  17. 12

Wait a minute. 13

I understand the arithmetic.  I understand the14

weighted.  I understand the median.15

THE WITNESS:  The high and the low are just16

observations, your Honor.  That's the high.  Those are --17

those are not measures of central tenancy.  They're matters of18

dispersion.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.20

THE WITNESS:  So we're just showing the high and the21

low for informational purposes, and the upper and the lower22

core tower again, they're not calculated.  They're just the --23

they're observations.  Okay?  But we needed to place our24

company, because --25
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THE COURT:  Okay.1

THE WITNESS:  -- the subject company --2

THE COURT:  It fell off the chart?3

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor, so the most rational4

way to go about that is to come up with the lowest half of the5

first percentile, which is at the bottom of the scale.6

Now, if you move over to, in a similar fashion --7

THE COURT:  Well, why bother?  If it's not8

comparable, it's off the scale, then why bother going through9

these further sophisticated adjustments?10

THE WITNESS:  Well, we think it is comparable, your11

Honor, and this is just an accepted technique for being able12

to place within the statistical data.13

THE COURT:  Okay.14

THE WITNESS:  If you'll then go to that same row,15

which is row 21, and then go over to column E, F, and G --16

THE COURT:  Okay.  I see -- I see what you've done.17

THE WITNESS:  And in that case it placed it in the -18

-19

(Pause in proceedings)20

BY MR. STRUB: 21

Q. So on the -- the market value invested capital to EBITDA,22

you have a footnote 3 which appears next to percentile value23

multiple ratio on line 21.  Do you see that?24

A. Yes.25
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Q. Okay.  And so now we know where the percentile value fell1

for revenue.  Where did the -- where did it fall for EBITDA2

based on the normalization that you did that is in schedule 9?3

A. It's 7.56, and the -- and the EBITDA ratio that was4

selected was then applied to the EBITDA that was -- which is5

for the three years, right, and to be consistent we did that,6

you know, the three years for the company and three years for7

this, right, and --8

Q. Okay.  So now let's move down.  We've got lines 23 and9

24.  We're on schedule 10, left-hand side.10

THE COURT:  All right.  I can put all the numbers11

together.12

MR. STRUB:  Okay.13

THE COURT:  I understand what he's done.  I14

understand how the schedules tie.  I understand the footnotes.15

MR. STRUB:  Okay.16

THE WITNESS:  I gave 60 percent of the weight of my17

consideration to the market value of invested capital to18

revenue technique and 40 percent of the weight of my19

consideration to the market value of invested capital to20

EBITDA technique.21

Q. Why did you weight it in that way?22

A. Revenue is a little bit cleaner number.  It's at the top23

of the income statement ladder.  It's the best subject to, you24

know, variation and interpretation, and so that's why we put25
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that there.1

THE COURT:  I don't understand that.  Since these2

are computations coming out of the financial statements, why3

would depreciation be more subjective or less subjective than4

revenues?  I mean, any one of these numbers following, you5

know, generally accepted accounting principles with some6

consistency and those standards consistently applied, why give7

greater weight to one variable than another?8

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, because it's -- it's9

fairly widely held that as you go down the income statement10

ladder, starting with revenue at the top, and get the11

earnings, you have to make all sorts of adjustments for12

expense, and -- and depending on how the company recognizes13

certain expenses and books certain expenses, you know, it may14

or may not, you know -- it most certainly is not as pure a15

number.  It's not as reliable a number.16

THE COURT:  You're saying there are judgment calls17

having to do with these further calculations, but there's no18

value judgment.  There's no business judgment.  There's19

nothing.  Revenue is revenue.  If it's properly accounted for,20

it has a kind of absolute value.  There's no subjective21

determination of what's an appropriate amortization schedule,22

depreciation schedule, costs of sales or anything of that23

sort, right?24

THE WITNESS:  Well, actually EBITDA is before, you25
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know, before depreciation and amortization or interest or1

taxes, but it's not before expenses.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.3

THE WITNESS:  So there's a lot greater latitude in4

the recognition in booking of expenses, and so because it's5

subject to further, you know --6

THE COURT:  There's greater -- so you're saying7

there's greater variability under expense categories --8

THE WITNESS:  I think that --9

THE COURT:  -- and reasonable men might disagree10

about whether the expenses are properly allocated to that year11

and in those amounts?12

THE WITNESS:  I think that's --13

THE COURT:  Those are judgment calls, but there's no14

judgment call about revenue.  It is what it is.15

THE WITNESS:  I think it's fair to state it in that16

manner, yes, your Honor.17

THE COURT:  Okay.18

MR. STRUB:  And what --19

THE COURT:  You're saying that I shouldn't be20

concerned with depreciation and amortization or interest21

expenses or taxes.  Those are finite and verifiable --22

THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.23

THE COURT:  -- under various schedules?24

THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.  It's because EBITDA25
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by definition is earnings before interest, taxes,1

depreciation, and amortization.2

THE COURT:  Well, I kept using that, but then you3

say you add it back in so --4

MR. STRUB:  That's because --5

THE COURT:  -- I mean, what you're going to do is6

you're --7

THE WITNESS:  But that's not --8

THE COURT:  The semantic problem is that you're9

going to go to the bottom line in earnings, and then you're10

going to adjust it.  So you get to an adjusted earnings11

number, and the -- the acronym is misleading under B.  We've12

gone through this under painful protest.13

THE WITNESS:  It --14

THE COURT:  It's not earnings before interest,15

taxes, and deductions.  It's you're going to take the earnings16

and then you're going to put back what has already been17

deducted.18

MR. STRUB:  The number --19

THE COURT:  Or accrued.20

MR. STRUB:  The number that you take --21

THE COURT:  Yes.22

MR. STRUB:  -- it's the net income figure that you23

start with the calculation with.24

THE COURT:  Right.25
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MR. STRUB:  That isn't earnings.  That's the income,1

and the reason you're adding it back in is because that number2

that you start with has already --3

THE COURT:  All right.  Okay.4

MR. STRUB:  -- taken it out, and that's why it's5

before.6

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, I just for the record want7

to object again to counsel's testimony rather than witness's.8

MR. STRUB:  I'm just trying to be helpful, Mr.9

Early, please.10

THE COURT:  I think this is simply a question of a11

definition of something that operates by a set of conventions12

that aren't intuitively obvious.13

MR. STRUB:  And I complete agree with that, your14

Honor, believe me.15

THE COURT:  So he was just going back and --16

THE WITNESS:  I was --17

THE COURT:  I didn't treat it as testimony.  He was18

just correcting the Court's repeated errors in definitions.19

THE WITNESS:  But what I was testifying to, your20

Honor, was that EBITDA by definition is the expression of21

earnings of the company before consideration of interest,22

taxes, depreciation, and amortization, and the only time we23

added back those in our report was not for EBITDA.  It was for24

arriving at economic net cash flow, which is a different25
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measure of economic benefit than EBITDA.1

THE COURT:  I understand.2

THE WITNESS:  So we used EBITDA, only an economic3

EBITDA that was a number that reflected three years worth of4

performance so that we would do apples to apples between these5

guideline companies --6

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.7

THE WITNESS:  -- and the subject company.8

THE COURT:  Fine.  You just --9

THE WITNESS:  And it was only for this --10

THE COURT:  You just engender confusion when you use11

the same acronyms, and now you qualify it by saying economic,12

and now you're spreading it over a range.  You're going to13

confuse anyone who doesn't work with these on a daily basis.14

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, I haven't used EBITDA in15

any place else in the report.  We have -- this is the only16

place we use it.  The --17

THE COURT:  I understand that, but your definition18

of economic cash flow or economic EBITDA is different from19

this computation of EBITDA, correct?20

MR. STRUB:  Well, let me -- let me just see if I can21

clarify this.22

BY MR. STRUB: 23

Q. We go back to schedule 8, which was the discounted cash24

flow method.  That was the very first method that we talked25
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about, discounted cash flow method, and there is this1

calculation of net cash flow that appears in schedule 8,2

discounted cash flow method.  Does EBITDA have anything to do3

with that?4

A. No.  We did not calculate EBITDA as part of economic net5

cash flow.6

Q. Okay.  So EBITDA is irrelevant under that income7

approach, discounted cash flow method, right?8

A. That's correct.9

Q. Okay.  And so, but it is relevant, as we've seen, to your10

guideline company valuation method?11

A. To that technique of the guideline company valuation12

method, yes.13

Q. Okay.  Now, the Court was asking about this weighting 6014

percent versus 40 percent.  What would have happened to the15

value -- your value conclusion that you drew if you'd simply16

weighted EBITDA, the market value to invested capital to17

EBITDA an the market value to invested capital to revenue if18

you had weighted them 50/50, what would have happened to your19

value conclusion?  Would it have gone up or down?20

A. It would have gone down.  It would have put less of a21

value on Addus than we put.22

Q. Okay.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  But it's not a question of what24

the result is going to be.  The question is what justifies the25
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weighting?  Why 60/40 rather than 70/30 or either way?  I1

mean, you're assigning some percentages to these things, and2

the question is what are they attributes you're looking to to3

decide which is the appropriate weighting system?4

THE WITNESS:  Well, as I explained, your Honor, that5

was the reason for the adjustment as stated is that we, you6

know -- you know, it's my informed belief that revenue is less7

subject to interpretation, as you put it, than earnings.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  But I mean you -- sometimes you9

use 10, 20, 30, 50.  Sometimes you use 66, 33.  I mean, I keep10

seeing a fairly common set of ratios, but they seem to change,11

and each time you tell me, "Well, I have tried to give the12

appropriate weighting," and maybe every set of calculations is13

subject to different weightings, but I'm trying to determine14

the objectivity of your weighting systems or whether you're --15

even if it's subjective there still has to be some reasoned16

component to it, and so my confusion is why do these ratios17

keep changing from metric to metric?18

BY MR. STRUB: 19

Q. Mr. Cimasi?20

A. That's the only occasion that we used here, your Honor,21

where we were distinguishing between utilizing revenue versus22

EBITDA.23

THE COURT:  I understand that, but in your weighting24

-- we're still talking about weighting in percentages.  I25
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mean, you still get to the weightings, they vary over a range1

of variables, and I'm trying to determine why the industry2

ought to be two-thirds or three-quarters in one count, and why3

the weights are 60/40 are in another, and I assume there's4

some underlying rationale for each determination of the5

allocation of percentages of the weights, and what you're6

saying is that in this one, "I have more confidence in the7

reliability of revenue because it's not subject to the same8

kinds of judgment calls in determining what a proper expense9

is."  That was one discussion we had, right?10

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.11

THE COURT:  Okay.  And now we shifted to another12

discussion or we're on the same discussion?  We're still at13

the 60/40 split here?14

MR. STRUB:  Are you asking me, your Honor.15

THE COURT:  Yes.16

MR. STRUB:  Did you -- did your Honor want an answer17

to the Court's question as to why you have a 60/40 ratio here18

and then maybe a two-thirds weighting to industry average in19

another context or --20

THE COURT:  Yes.  I guess.21

MR. STRUB:  Okay.22

BY MR. STRUB: 23

Q. So Mr. Cimasi, if you could answer the Court's question?24

THE COURT:  Is there a generalized answer to that,25
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or do you have to do it variable by variable, metric by1

metric?2

THE WITNESS:  We're still on the 60/40?3

Q. Here's the --4

A. I set forth on page 25 --5

Q. Well, let me make sure that you're -- we're on the same6

page here.  I think the Court's -- the Court's question would7

be, you know, here you have a ratio of 60/40 in this8

particular context of comparing the -- or developing the9

market value in the guideline company approach, and then we10

were talking before, for example, in another context, in the11

discounted cash flow method, and you were telling us in terms12

of deriving data sets that you gave two-thirds of the weight13

to the industry average and one-third of the weight to Addus.14

So are you with me, Mr. Cimasi?  And so I think the15

Court's question then is is it multiple by multiple or why do16

the -- you know, the averages and the ratios vary?17

A. Well, it's based on the facts and circumstances of what18

we're doing at that point, and earlier, you know, when were19

looking at the weight of my consideration that I put for the20

industry data versus the subject entity data, you know, that's21

an entirely different set of facts and circumstances and22

criteria than trying to determine whether or not we felt that23

revenue was a better measure, a more reliable measure than24

earnings, and less subject to interpretation.25
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THE COURT:  All right.  So there's no general1

methodology that you can draw?  There's no --2

THE WITNESS:  Well, yes, there is, your Honor, is3

that based on the facts and circumstances of the task at hand4

is to try to put yourself in the place of a typical investor,5

and that's what you do is to make common sense decisions as to6

what is most likely, what's the most probable outcome based on7

the facts and circumstances at hand.8

THE COURT:  Okay. But when you -- we use totality of9

-- when we use facts and circumstances in a case, that gives10

us a broad range of discretion for arbitrarily assigning11

weights.  Some things you want to emphasize.  Some things you12

want to de-emphasize, and that's the frustration of using13

discretionary tests because there's no independent objective14

measure about whether the weights I assign to these things15

have any real world significance.  It's just what I think are16

more important or less important, and in this case, you're17

saying that when it comes to the determination of the weight18

to be given to revenue, because that's less subject to19

judgment calls or in differences in approach, even by20

experienced professionals you're going to give greater weights21

to revenues.  It's somehow harder data, more reliable than22

data than the expenses. 23

We were talking about that, and then this situation24

you're giving some other weights based upon these extrinsic25
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factors in this calculation, correct?1

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor, and the market tells2

us -- the investment community tells us that investment is3

both an art and science.  To the extent that we can, we try to4

put as much as science we can and support it and show the5

calculations, and lay these issues so that your Honor can6

judge that, but to a great degree it depends on the informed7

judgment of people that have operated within the market and8

how a typical investor would look at this and --9

THE COURT:  Okay.  I understand that.10

THE WITNESS:  -- that's what I try to bring to the11

report.12

THE COURT:  In high school physics and the lab13

results, we learn to call that fudge factors.  There are14

certain adjustments -- certain calculations you make, and then15

you have to make some judgment calls, and since there's a16

degree of difference in perception, and I'm not suggesting17

you're trying to drive the results.18

MR. STRUB:  No, your Honor.19

THE COURT:  That's what we used to call fudge20

factors.  Now we call it weightings, right?21

THE WITNESS:  Well, we're trying to again, reflect22

what we believe would be the judgment of the marketplace in23

making these.24

THE COURT:  The judgment that these hypothetical --25
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okay, and the same whole long set of predicates.  Okay.  But1

it ultimately comes down to what you believe to be a seasoned2

judgment sense, and you have to use these judgments in3

assigning weights, and the particular weights you select are4

going to have a direct correlation to the outcomes.5

So then we're back to, okay, how do you get to your6

weights, and if you tell me it's under the facts and7

circumstances then I know we're talking the same language. 8

We're talking about your seasoned judgment about what kinds of9

adjustments you ought to make, which factors ought to be given10

more analytical significance called "weight" than others, and11

it's inescapable, correct?12

THE WITNESS:  I don't think that I would disagree13

with that, your Honor, except again to add that sometimes, and14

it's one of the mistakes that we see with beginning financial15

analysts, is an over-eagerness to arrive at levels of16

precision in interpreting the market that don't really exist,17

and --18

THE COURT:  Well, they didn't read Aristotle.  I19

understand.20

THE WITNESS:  -- to the -- to the detriment of21

accuracy.22

THE COURT:  How often do you tell your beginning23

analysts, "The essence of tragedy is to sacrifice the good in24

the name of the perfect?"  Is that one of the mantras you use?25
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THE WITNESS:  I should probably do that, but we do1

remind them of the Indian guide that pointed out the dinosaur2

bones and when asked said that they were precisely 2,000,0033

years old, and when asked how he knew, he mentioned that a4

world-famous paleontologist from Harvard had carbon dated and5

said that they were 2,000,000 years old, and that was6

precisely three years ago, the issue being that sometimes7

overreaching for the science or precision misjudges the fact,8

as your Honor mentioned, that the markets are the markets.9

THE COURT:  Sometimes we call it the fallacy of10

misplaced concreteness.11

All right.  Going on.  Back to the real world here12

of appraisal analysis. 13

MR. STRUB:  Thank you, your Honor.14

BY MR. STRUB: 15

Q. Schedule 10, Mr. Cimasi.  Let's just finish up schedule16

10 if we can.17

So applying these weights here in schedule 10, you have18

on line 27 of schedule 10 an indicated debt-free value of19

market value invested capital.  Do you see that?20

A. Counselor, I'm sorry.  I'm -- what was the citation? 21

Where are you --22

Q. I'm on schedule 10.23

A. Yes, sir.24

Q. I'm on line 27.25
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A. 27 indicated debt free value of the market value of1

invested capital, and -- and that is 65,378,00, and we2

calculated that as the indicated values of line 25 weighted by3

the weighting assigned in line 26 that we were talking about4

earlier.5

Q. Okay.  So now -- now if we're to look at everything under6

line 27, and you've got, you know, less interest-bearing debt,7

then you've got the control premium and the discount for8

marketability.9

THE COURT:  And we talked about each of those10

before, right?11

MR. STRUB:  That's what I was going to say.12

Q. Is it fair to say that the -- if I were to ask you13

specifically about each of those entries on lines 28 through14

31, that in essence the calculation -- excuse me -- the15

calculation of those numbers and the justification for16

applying them would be the same as when we were talking about17

schedule 8, lines 19 through 22 when we were talking about the18

discounted cash flow method?19

A. Well, in general, counselor, they would, but keep in mind20

that in this case, you know, again, this method -- this21

specific method on schedule 10, you know, looks for22

observations as to what ratio, what -- you know, these two23

ratios, price to -- excuse me -- market value to invested24

capital revenue and market value to invested capital EBITDA,25
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that investors would require from similar type of companies in1

the same line of business, and then it arrives at a level of2

value which is most important.  As I testified on Friday, it's3

a level of value that is obtained from observing transactions4

-- lots of transactions, you know, that are freely traded, you5

know, minority shares.6

So that level of value can't be stated, you know, in7

terms of a level of value that is closely held, you know, and8

in a majority or a control position.  So to be able to get9

from an indication of value that is a result of using a10

guideline company method of freely-traded minority interest,11

you know, subject to lack of control, to get from that level12

of value to a level of value that is in a control position13

closely held, not freely traded, we have to make those14

adjustments.15

So in that fashion it is similar to the adjustments that16

we made with the other income method, which also relied on17

public stock market information and the result of which was18

that same level of value.  So you can't just leave it at that19

level of value.  We have to just it --20

THE COURT:  I got that.21

A. -- the level of value of the subject company.22

THE COURT:  I got it.23

Q. And so what ultimately was your conclusion of the total24

fair market value of the hundred percent total invested25
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capital of Addus using the guideline company valuation method?1

A. As on line 32, $26,108,000.2

Q. Okay. 3

A. Excuse me, please.  Thank you.4

THE COURT:  26,108,195 in line 32, right?5

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.6

THE COURT:  Okay.7

Q. Okay.  Now, this method, this guideline company valuation8

method that we've been talking about, have you used this9

method to perform valuations other than in the context of10

acting as an expert witness in the courtroom?11

A. Yes.  Most of our transactional valuation work, and12

particularly in home care, because there are so many publicly-13

traded companies in home care --14

THE COURT:  Well, I don't understand.  Which do you15

give greater weight to, to use your own terminology, the16

discounted cash flows or this number?  Which is -- which is a17

number that you have more confidence in, recommending is the18

truer approximation of the value of shares under all of these19

constraints?20

THE WITNESS:  It depends on the facts and21

circumstances of the project that we're working on. 22

THE COURT:  I thought each of these methods of23

valuation are supposed to approximate a norm.  When we do it24

in appraisals and real estate, all the numbers are supposed to25
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come back to the same thing if they're properly calculated,1

whether it's comparable values, replacement value, and the2

like because all we're trying to do is use different roads to3

the same goal, namely computing fair market value, correct?4

So each of these standards, if they're properly5

calculated, should come closer to a norm, and what I'm trying6

to understand is when you look at these variations as a7

percent of the dollars, there's a pretty substantial8

percentage swing between one method and the other.  Maybe that9

means you have to go back and tweak some of the variables, but10

when you looked at the three there --11

MR. STRUB:  It's table 5-11, your Honor, which I12

have up on the screen.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  But -- okay.  Now take -- it goes14

from a range of --15

MR. STRUB:  About 19 million to 26 million.16

THE COURT:  Yes.  19 to 26.  That's a -- considering17

where I am, that's a big spread.  If I'm using the median18

number, 520 -- I mean 20,800,000, and I divide 20,800,000 by19

26,108,000 what percentage am I getting here? 20

Now, I know you're trying to adjust it by weights21

and you're going to come up with a number that's rounded to 2122

million, but that's a $5 million adjustment over 26 million,23

and that's a pretty substantial percentage of variance.24

So when you do these various methods, each of which25
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appears to be valid methods, you're giving greater weight as1

it were, because that's going to influence the bottom line, to2

the 18 million 7.  In fact, once you extend these weights, you3

show that there are all kinds of fair market value components,4

but I'm trying to understand why should there be such a range5

or a variance between the low number of 18.8 and the high6

number of 26.1 if they're all supposed to be testing the same7

value.  Isn't that a significant percentage?  I mean, what is8

18 -- what is 18.8 divided by 26.1?9

BY MR. STRUB: 10

Q. Mr. Cimasi, in your experience, the range that is11

reflected in table 5-11 between the 18.8 and the 26.1, is that12

a significant discrepancy between the valuation results13

reached by applying three different methods?14

A. No.  They actually came in pretty tight for doing this15

type of work, and again, this has nothing to do with a real16

estate appraisals, and that's the difference.17

THE COURT:  Look, standards of valuation you're18

telling me are supposed to be the same.  You may use different19

calculations, but these are all comparable to the systems we20

see in doing commercial appraisals.21

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, there's very little22

comparison between real estate appraisal and doing the23

economic and financial valuation of a going concern business,24

and --25
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THE COURT:  Okay.1

THE WITNESS:  -- again, there's different2

foundations when you're -- here we're dealing with intangible3

assets and we're dealing with a lot broader type of investment4

market for these sorts of financial securities than you have5

in the real estate business.6

If you get into the type of real estate appraisal7

that values things like REIT's and other derivative securities8

for real estate, you know, then your Honor, it's a completely9

different thing than your standard mud in the boots real10

estate appraiser, and I'm again, as I mentioned, I'm trained11

and I have a degree in real estate appraisals, so I have a12

little bit of knowledge there.13

The issue here is whether or not, you know, the14

indicated value results from these three methods are15

extraordinary out of line because of their dispersion.16

THE COURT:  Okay.  You say they fall within the17

range, that the difference between 18.8 and 26.1 does not18

invalidate either method, but you have greater confidence if19

we give a greater weight of reliability of the 18.8, and you20

give a -- and you give much less weight, 50 percent in terms21

of weight, to the 26.1 number because I'm comparing a 3022

percent weight to a 60 percent weight. 23

So you're giving much greater weight as a function24

of your fair market value analysis to the discounted cash flow25
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method, and maybe that's appropriate.  I'm just trying to1

understand why it should result in a -- in --2

THE WITNESS:  I provided an explanation, your Honor.3

THE COURT:  -- a significant -- a significant swing.4

 What is it, 5 -- if I divide 18.8 by 26.1, what percentage is5

that roughly?6

(Pause in proceedings)7

THE WITNESS:  It's right about two-thirds.8

THE COURT:  Yes.  Isn't that significant?9

THE WITNESS:  Well, what you're saying is is that10

the difference between the indicated value in the low range,11

you know, that that is two-thirds of what the indicated value12

on the high range is, is what you're saying, and again, you've13

asked me earlier, and I answered earlier that it is not14

unusual, you know, that you would see this sort of dispersion15

in indicated value results from the guideline company16

valuation method and the discounted cash flow method, and I17

explained in the report on page 27 that comparing the results18

of transactions from the public stock markets to a privately-19

owned, closely-held presents a cautioned confidence in the20

efficacy of the method due to investors' perspectives as to21

the relative stability and viability between a closely-held22

subject entity and the larger guideline public companies23

analyzed, you know, and even -- so notwithstanding that we use24

similar companies, you know, the fact that there is a25
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perception in the market that publicly-traded firms, and it's1

not a perception I agree with, by the way, but it is still a2

perception in the market that publicly-traded firms provide3

some sort of harbor of safety as compared to privately-held4

firms despite all the Sarbanes Oxley debacle and the Enrons5

and --6

THE COURT:  So you go all the way through this, and7

you give these weights based upon what you perceive to the8

market's assessment.  I mean, what you're saying is that9

you're really kind of reflecting the market's weighting10

system, and when you go through all of this, the bottom line11

is these shares under these circumstances as of January 8,12

2002 is worth $21 million, and that doesn't bear any13

relationship between the price and the value of the company. 14

It's radically disproportionate.  In fact, it's off15

by a factor of 600 percent or close to it.16

MR. STRUB:  Close to it.17

THE COURT:  580 percent.18

THE WITNESS:  If you mean the offered price?19

THE COURT:  Yes.  The price versus the value.  You20

said that price doesn't mean value.21

THE WITNESS:  But it's --22

THE COURT:  But obviously this is a critique of the23

price being offered.  If a price doesn't bear any reasonable24

relationship to the value, then the price is kookie because25
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you have much greater confidence on the objectivity, value1

based upon all of these various approaches and all of these2

multiple levels of analysis.3

So you have to conclude that no reasonably informed4

investor drawn from this universe of investors could find any5

rational justification on any objective reasonable grounds to6

pay anything more than $21 million, and anyone who was willing7

to pay $115 million cannot be classified as falling within the8

universe of hypothetical investors who have other investment9

opportunities and are reasonably well informed.10

THE WITNESS:  I have not testified to that, your11

Honor.12

THE COURT:  You didn't?13

THE WITNESS:  No.14

THE COURT:  I thought that was the whole point of15

this exercise.16

THE WITNESS:  Well, that's not anywheres (sic) close17

to my testimony.  It mischaracterizes what I've said18

throughout.19

I was very specific and explicit in this report that20

my obligation and my task here was to come up with a21

conclusion and opinion of value which was the most probably22

price at which a transaction would occur in the marketplace23

given all the underlying assumptions that I stated in my24

definition of value rate at the beginning, and one of those25
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most importantly was the fact that this is expressed in terms1

of cash, you know, whereas the price that was mentioned that2

we testified to earlier had very little to do with cash, as3

you have mentioned.4

If your Honor would agree to sell me your car, I5

will give you any amount of money you want for car, your6

Honor.  You name the price.  If you want a million dollars,7

I'll give it to you as long as you let me set the terms, and8

if you were to agree to that, I'd say, "Fine.  Here's a dollar9

a day.  Give me your keys," and so that's just one of the10

things that shows you that there is no relationship between11

price and terms.12

Secondly, you know, I think most important, and I'm13

not -- I've made no statement that there wouldn't be some14

investor out there that might do this.  I was charged with and15

my obligation under the definition of "fair market value" is16

to approximate the most probably price at which a transaction17

would conclude in the marketplace, and I believe that, you18

know, that we have substantiated this.  We have gone to the19

market, and we have shown what the market tells us, that20

investors were expecting in terms of a rate of return on and21

of their investment in the similar type of property, and that22

we've, you know, concluded that this would be the most23

probable price that the transaction would close at, and in24

fact, my understanding of this is --25
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THE COURT:  But is this the most probable price1

based upon a cash offer?2

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.3

THE COURT:  Is that the --4

THE WITNESS:  I would refer your Honor back to --5

THE COURT:  Cash only?6

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.  If I might refer you7

right to the beginning of the report, and this is a well-held8

-- a definition of "fair market value" is on page -- starting9

on page 2, your Honor, of section 1 of the report, and this is10

a definition of "fair market value" that is, "Is widely11

accepted not only in the literature, but in the case law that12

I've studied and reviewed as part of my education, that this13

is a -- defined as the most probable price that the subject14

entity would bring if it's exposed to sale in the open market15

as of the valuation date, but exclusive of any element of16

value arising from the accomplishment or expectation of the17

merger or consolidation.  The standard of value assumes an18

anticipated hypothetical transaction in which the buyer and19

seller are acting prudently and knowledgeably, and that the20

price is not effected by induced stimulus.21

Implicit in this definition are the following22

further assumptions:  A.  A hypothetical transaction23

contemplates a universe of potential purchasers and not a24

specific purchaser or specific class of purchaser.  B.  Buyer25
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and seller are typically motivated.  C.  Both parties are well1

informed, professionally advised, and acting in their own best2

interest.  D.  A sufficiently reasonable amount of time is3

allowed for exposure in the open market, and E.  Payment is4

made in cash or its equivalent."5

Now, the definition of "equivalent" that that would6

be like overnight repos with a bank that you have no liquidity7

withhold on it at all.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  So then the question is how do9

you determine that the stock in a privately-held company would10

be sold for cash, is that typical of the behavior of the11

hypothetical investors, they only do cash deals?12

If you look at all the deals that close in these13

privately-held companies, which is a source of your comparable14

data, how many of them were just cash and cash only or cash15

and cash equivalents, overnight funds or repos or something of16

that sort?17

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, all the guideline public18

companies are cash transactions, and the discounted cash flow19

--20

THE COURT:  No, no.  But you talked about21

benchmarking companies, and those were private firms.22

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, I'm trying to address23

that.  All of the benchmarking companies that we used were24

publicly-traded companies for the guideline public company25
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method, and then we used public market transactions to develop1

our investor perception rate of return to the discounted cash2

flow.3

The ones that involved the privately-held, which4

would be back on -- that we -- was the what we called the5

direct market comparable transaction method back on schedule6

11, you'll see that, you know, we did a -- attempted a cash to7

terms in column 8 on schedule 11, where we adjusted the terms8

to a cash price to the extent that we were able to do that.9

THE COURT:  Schedule what -- 11 what?10

THE WITNESS:  Schedule 11, your Honor, column H.11

THE COURT:  Okay.  Okay, but --12

THE WITNESS:  And so the issue is that quite often13

and most often in terms of determining the value of a company,14

then when we go into negotiations to acquire the company, we15

will do a cash to terms equivalency.  It's just a template16

that we use.  It's widely used by anyone in the merger and17

acquisition to be able to put in there how you can convert18

whatever the terms might be, how long do I have to wait for19

this thing?  What's the risk for whatever means of -- of the20

consideration that's going to be given us in this transaction.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  But --22

THE WITNESS:  And so --23

THE COURT:  -- you're telling me you're going24

through all of these translations, as it were, trying to25
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monetize each of these non-cash components, right, to get1

cash?  So you're --2

THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.  We didn't do that at3

all.  The only one that we did --4

THE COURT:  No, no.  I'm -- look, you've been in5

thousands of transactions here, hundreds of transactions as a6

consultant helping somebody decide how much to sell or how7

much to pay for a privately-held company, and you're telling8

me that it's an inappropriate question to ask you what was the9

percentage of those deals that were all cash?10

THE WITNESS:  No.  I don't think it's inappropriate.11

 What I'm telling you is that very few of the transactions, I12

would say probably less than 30 percent of the transactions13

that I've been involved in have been for all cash.  There's14

been that many that have been all cash.15

THE COURT:  Okay.  So if --16

THE WITNESS:  Many, many of them require terms.17

THE COURT:  Okay.  So if they involve terms and all18

kinds of exchanges, then I'm trying to understand this $2119

million number.20

THE WITNESS:  Well, your Honor --21

THE COURT:  You're telling me that you looked at the22

closing transactions, and if it has $10 million in cash to it23

or $50 million in cash to it, that's not the cash price. 24

You're going to go through and do all these other adjustments25
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to determine what impact on value there was for paying off as1

part of the acquisition the existing secured indebtedness,2

issuing to the seller shares in the acquiring company.  You're3

going to try to take every one of those elements and convert4

it to a cash figure to get to the, quote, "cash?" 5

So that's a judgment determination.  It's not the6

check.  In fact, the cash component of your cash price can be7

10 percent, 20 percent, 90 percent.  It depends on the deal,8

right?9

MR. STRUB:  Are we talking about price or value now,10

your Honor?  Are we talking about his calculation of the $11511

million price, or are we talking about his $21 million value?12

THE COURT:  Look, he wants to continue to keep price13

and value entirely separate.  I understand his consistent14

effort, but when he's asked to tell us what is the value of15

the shares, and then he computes that as a function of this16

open-market transaction where no one's under compulsion to17

sell.  They're all reasonably informed.  They have all the18

time in the world to do reasonable diligence and things of19

that sort, that the cash value of this deal to acquire these20

shares is $21 million.  Okay?  And he said that doesn't have21

any relationship to price, and I'm still trying to compute all22

of this stuff. 23

I'm trying to say, wait a minute, why did I go24

through this whole exercise?25
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THE WITNESS:  Because it's the --1

THE COURT:  It's not the cash component of the2

transaction.3

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, I can explain this.4

THE COURT:  That's not what it is because there are5

many of these transactions, to use his term, that have terms6

to it, and then what you have to do is you have to substitute7

the cash value equivalent of those terms for each of the8

components in order to get the bottom line cash value of the9

deal?  No?10

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor --11

MR. STRUB:  Your Honor, will let the witness12

explain.13

THE WITNESS:  If I might address that?14

It's just the other way around and I'll --15

THE COURT:  Okay.16

THE WITNESS:  -- try to be brief, but this is easily17

explained.18

All right.  You have to have an agreed upon19

communication metric, and so you have to talk.  In the case of20

financial valuation our metric are dollars.  They're dollars21

expressed in terms of cash.  As I mentioned, that the way we22

teach is the thing about the car.  You know, the --23

THE COURT:  All right.  Let's not get to the24

analogy.25
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THE WITNESS:  All right.1

THE COURT:  So you all have a -- you need a common2

discourse.  You need a common metric so that one financial3

evaluator on one side can talk to the financial evaluator on4

the other.5

THE WITNESS:  No, your Honor.  The deal maker, the6

person that's going to write the check has to know what he's7

buying, and during the course of negotiating the deal, all8

sorts of different payment structures and terms might be able9

to be worked out.10

THE COURT:  Okay.11

THE WITNESS:  There might be payment in terms of12

common equity, preferred equity, debentures.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  Whatever.14

THE WITNESS:  Promissory notes, and each of those15

things, you know, is not cash, and so if you first agree,16

"What's the value of this company that I'm buying?" and then17

what I'm willing to pay for that company, if I'm willing to18

pay certain value for that company, then how it gets paid for19

is a simple cash to terms, you know, calculation that's20

regularly done on the fly throughout all the negotiations.21

If -- and it's a very simple situation.  If you're22

not going to pay me cash, then the price goes up.  If I have23

to wait to get my money, if there's risk attendant --24

THE COURT:  Okay.  But if the price goes up and you25
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have to then monetize that equivalent, then you got to keep1

converting it back to its cash value.2

THE WITNESS:  You have to, your Honor.  It's the way3

the market works, and if you --4

THE COURT:  Okay.  So I'm trying to -- I don't know5

that you and I are talking past each other on this point in6

time, but you want to put price in such an absolute sealed box7

that that box can't talk to value, and yet when I try to8

understand does it mean that this deal, should it be for cash9

only, required writing a check if you were a rational10

investor, $21 million after all of this sophisticated11

analysis.  I understand that, and then we have to say, "Okay.12

 Now let's look at the components of the contract, and then13

we're going to try to determine what is the cash value of14

those terms, only a small part of which is cash," writing a15

check. 16

The rest is made of a whole series of different17

components; assumptions of liabilities, issuance of notes in18

the acquirer, issue of stock in the acquirer, pledging19

mechanisms, and things of that sort, and what you're telling20

me is that if someone gives me a term sheet with all of these21

sophisticated substitutes for cash, that person ought to be22

able to rework those numbers and come to their cash value.  Is23

that correct or not, or you're telling me that's not your job?24

THE WITNESS:   That is my job.  That's what I do for25
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a living --1

THE COURT:  Okay.2

THE WITNESS:  -- very successfully, your Honor, is3

I'm called upon during mergers and acquisitions to determine,4

you know, how the value of a company might be paid for, you5

know, in terms of its cash --6

THE COURT:  Okay.7

THE WITNESS:  -- to terms conversion or terms to8

cash.  It works either way.9

THE COURT:  Okay.  But --10

THE WITNESS:  To be able to --11

THE COURT:  Were you able to take, and I thought you12

did this -- were you able to take all of the things that was13

in the stock purchase agreement and calculate the cash value14

of that deal?15

THE WITNESS:  Well, your Honor, we -- this morning I16

talked about price, but we didn't calculate the value of -- of17

the -- of the -- of what -- in other words, I didn't attempt18

to take the price that was stated there.  What I was asked to19

do is to value what they were buying, and that's exactly what20

I've done.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  And I'm simply asking you to step22

out two inches beyond the narrow parameters, and I know you23

fight this like gravity.  So did Mr. Nielson.  You won't step24

outside your engagement to help me as the trier in fact trying25
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to translate this into the litigation I have before me1

because, That's not part of my engagement"  I heard that, and2

that's why the value of this testimony gets to be severely3

discounted because you're not helping me move to the ultimate4

fact issues and the conclusions --5

THE WITNESS:  If I understand --6

THE COURT:  -- because you -- no, this is not you,7

Mr. Cimasi.  This is you, expert, giving a report that is so8

bundled with constriction that I have to go through major9

adjustments to try to find out what you're telling me as10

shedding any light on the ultimate fact issues in this case.11

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, I'll be pleased to answer12

any questions you pose.13

THE COURT:  You weren't hired to do that.  You were14

hired to give a report.  So I'm simply asking you.  I'm not15

holding you liable for it.  This is not a certification.  No16

one has a cause of action against you.  I'm going to give you17

that blanket immunity.  I'm going to give you that18

exculpation.19

So if I study the stock purchase agreement as you20

have done, and you know each and every one of those21

components, and you went through all of these calculations,22

you know, the value of the shares under these call-back rights23

was 49.1 million.  The debt, assuming you're not factoring in24

fees and costs, that's 28 million. 25
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Okay.  When you go through all of that, you ought to1

be able to come to some number, which instead of going to2

these terms, assuming of course, that Med D had the monies and3

was prepared to do this deal for cash, and that Mr. Wright4

wanted to do it for cash.  I mean, a cash deal might have very5

adverse tax attributes that he's going to be taking into6

consideration, and you didn't introduce the individual tax7

attributes to the seller, and that seems to me whenever I go8

into these rooms, the tax considerations often are9

predominant.10

So it's not just what the hypothetical market would11

do.  You have to shape this deal in such a way that it's going12

to help maximize the tax attributes to the seller and minimize13

the tax attributes -- the adverse tax attributes to the buyer,14

and we haven't talked at all about those considerations, and15

how it effects how you price a deal or its terms.16

Okay?  So that means it's further from the reality17

of the table before us, but can you compute for me, taking the18

non-cash items, a situation in which a check is not being19

written to Mr. Wright and compute how much that would require20

in cash a capital expenditure by Med D to close this deal21

under its own terms?  Can you do that?  And if you can't,22

okay, you can't.  If it falls outside your engagement, and23

you're not willing to try to assist me on that, fine.  I24

respect that.25
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THE WITNESS:  I haven't -- I'm not prepared as I sit1

here.  If I had the agreement, the information in front of me2

I could fairly3

THE COURT:  Wait a minute.  You had all the4

agreements before you.  You studied every one of these5

components.  You've testified every one of the components in6

the stock purchase agreement.  If you need a few minutes to7

calculate your thoughts, or if you want to submit a one-page8

affidavit, you can do that after having had an opportunity to9

go back and read your notes.10

MR. STRUB:  Can we --11

THE COURT:  And if you don't think -- Mr. Strub, if12

you think that's an inappropriate request --13

MR. STRUB:  No, your Honor.14

THE COURT:  -- you can tell me.15

MR. STRUB:  I think it's a perfect -- I think it's16

perfect.17

THE COURT:  I'm just trying to put this into some18

context with respect to the matters before the Court so I'm19

not in a position when I have to say, "I can't use report20

because it doesn't compute for litigation purposes."21

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, my report --22

MR. STRUB:  And it's --23

THE WITNESS:  -- is again --24

MR. STRUB:  Wait.  We can -- your Honor, if it's --25
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I don't think there's anything inappropriate about that1

request, and if we could -- and give -- I don't think it will2

take long for him to compute that, and maybe, you know, very3

first thing tomorrow morning he can give you that answer.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  Fine.  I don't -- but you know, I5

want him to think about it.6

MR. STRUB:  Okay.  Okay.  It's 20 minutes of 6:00. 7

Were there further questions you want to ask?8

MR. STRUB:  Well, just -- I mean, he can answer that9

question for your Honor, and then I probably have three more10

questions.11

THE COURT:  Okay.  But he'll do that on another12

occasion.  You have further questions?13

MR. STRUB:  Just, you know, about three more14

questions.15

THE COURT:  Go ahead.16

MR. STRUB:  Okay.  Four.17

BY MR. STRUB: 18

Q. Just on the guideline company valuation method, Mr.19

Cimasi, I was asking you whether that was a method that you20

had used outside of the courtroom.  Is that a method that you21

have outside the courtroom with 13 or fewer guideline22

companies to use as comparable transactions?23

A. Yes.  We regularly use a guideline company method in our24

transactional engagements for trying to determine the value of25
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an acquisition or company in transfer.1

Q. But with that many comparables?  That's my question.2

A. Of course.  Sometimes there's fewer than that.  There may3

be only four or five guideline companies that are publicly4

traded in a particular industry sub-sector.5

Q. Okay.  And then now -- you know, we've been over these6

three methods, and we've been over the various approaches.  Is7

there any approach or method to valuation of Addus, the equity8

of Addus, that you did not consider other than the ones we've9

talked about in your testimony?10

A. No.  I believe that we covered all the -- considered all11

the generally accepted valuation approaches and methods.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  But you -- what you said is that13

you didn't consider reconstructing this company starting anew,14

putting it together. 15

MR. STRUB:  Right, which I --16

THE COURT:  You said that wasn't -- that exercise17

wasn't worth it.18

MR. STRUB:  I put that, and my question was other19

than what he's talked about.  I just wanted to make sure that20

we covered the world.21

THE COURT:  All right. 22

Q. So other than what you've talked about, there's no other23

approach or method that you failed to consider.  Is that true?24

A. No.  I mean, we considered all the --25
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THE COURT:  Okay.1

A. -- generally accepted approaches and methods for valuing2

this type of business.3

Q. And in -- in your business, is there any other method or4

approach that you would consider to obtain a value of Addus's5

equity other than the methods or approaches that you've used?6

A. Under these facts and circumstances with a going concern7

business, no.  These are the -- generally the approaches and8

methods that we would utilize.9

Q. Okay.  Now, your final opinion in your report deals with10

the value of the option -- the alleged option interest or11

whatever you want to call it, closing extension consideration12

I think is one of the terms that's used in your report, what13

was your conclusion as to the value of that alleged option14

agreement?15

A. You're referring to section?16

Q. That's correct.  Section 7 of the report.17

THE COURT:  He said nada.18

MR. STRUB:  I'm sorry?19

THE COURT:  It had no value. 20

Isn't that what you said?21

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.  There's -- our22

opinion is is that the --23

THE COURT:  How much market trading is there in24

extension agreements for extensions of stock purchase25
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agreements?  It's got to be a non-existent universe.  So1

there's no comparable data on it, is there?2

How do you get at the information about the number3

of deals that were subject to this ad hoc unique first4

amendment?  None, right?  You couldn't possibly recover this.5

 This is sui generous to this deal, isn't it?6

MR. STRUB:  This particular agreement?7

THE COURT:  Okay.  So if it's sui generous to this8

particular agreement, how can he possibly give a value based9

upon these terms?  There's no other company that does this. 10

There's not any publicly recorded data.  There's not even any11

privately recorded data.12

So I don't know how he can express an opinion at all13

on the value of this extension payment, option payment, how14

ever you want to dress it up.  How can he do that?15

THE WITNESS:  I'd be happy to explain.16

THE COURT:  Okay.  Go ahead.17

THE WITNESS:  Well, it starts with just some common18

sense is that --19

THE COURT:  Ah, okay.  That's your buzz word.  It's20

either the market or the common sense.  So why don't we just21

put those throat clearing phrases to the side and tell me how22

you got to a value of zero in the face of an undertaking23

presumably in which they agreed to pay $7.8 million -- $7.524

million to carry this deal from February 14th through August25
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31?1

THE WITNESS:  To the extent that we consider this2

extension or this purported extension of the closing date of3

the transaction to be an option that was a call option, in4

other words, it was Med Diversified's choice any time up until5

a certain date that they could have exercised that option --6

THE COURT:  Okay.7

THE WITNESS:  -- that to the extent that we believe8

that, then rational investment sense would tell us that it's9

unlikely that someone would pay for the privilege, you know,10

of exercising a strike price that was far in excess of the11

fair market value of the stock, that the -- where the option12

becomes valuable is when exercising the option allows them to13

exercise a strike price that is less than the market value of14

the underlying securities.15

THE COURT:  Yes, but by doing that you just define16

the problem away.  Since no rational hypothetical investor17

would pay dollar one for an extension of a deal that would18

cost more than its fair market value, zero times anything is19

still zero.20

THE WITNESS:  Well, your Honor, that was our stated21

conclusion.22

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.23

THE WITNESS:  And then we -- and as an informational24

purpose for the Court, we were asked to just a run typical25
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methodology called the Black Shoals method to show that if in1

fact, you know, there were to have been some assignment of2

value to this thing, you know, how --3

THE COURT:  You're now going to validate the Black4

Shoals method for purposes of calculating this value?  Go5

ahead.  I'll remember this testimony when we get to Mr. Peltz6

because it seems what's sauce for the goose is sauce for the7

gander.8

MR. STRUB:  Well --9

THE COURT:  Gee, I thought I'm lower, not up.  Okay.10

 Thank you.  Go ahead.11

THE WITNESS:  Well, I'm not attempting to validate12

the method, the Black Shoals method is a widely used method,13

and in my view it has -- I think the view of many, it suffers14

from a great difficulty, especially in -- in appraising15

American options because it's essentially a European based16

method, but the issue that is involved here is that it is a17

method that is widely used, and it is one way of trying to get18

your hands around how one might go ahead calculating a value19

to a call option --20

THE COURT:  Okay.21

THE WITNESS:  -- under a certain set of22

circumstances.  So notwithstanding the difficulties with that23

method, there's difficulties with all methods of investing.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.25
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THE WITNESS:  It's an imperfect science.  We thought1

it would be informational to the Court to show how that widely2

used method might be appropriately applied.3

THE COURT:  Okay.  But the reason the Black Shoals4

method here wouldn't work is because there's no universe of5

data to which it could apply because the assumption built in6

to the application of the method is that there is some7

economic value to paying X dollars for an extension agreement8

with a call option that on the -- that as of August 31st one9

would pay or agree to release $7 1/2 million to buy a company10

with a value of $21 million because it's disproportionate?11

If you say that the value of these shares is $2112

million, are you saying that for someone to extend that13

deadline to August 31 might have a value, but it's not --14

nothing close to 7.5?  I don't understand how you justify the15

argument that it's worth zero.  Because you're saying that the16

disproportionate strike price is such that no rational person17

would pay $7 1/2 million to pay a price that is calculated on18

a notational basis at 600 percent of the cash value?19

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  What the Black Shoals method20

does, your Honor, is do a continuous arithmetic or calculus to21

take and measure, you know, what the probabilities would be22

that if you had a let's say a fair market value of 21 million23

and a strike price of 115 million, what are the probabilities24

that in that six and a half month period that there's going to25
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be sufficient volatility of the market value that you would1

end up having the market value exceed 120, 115 or $120 million2

strike price, and so that's what Black Shoals does.3

It's essentially a -- eliminates the perspective of4

risk in terms of being a risk mutual valuation technique,5

assuming a risk-free rate, and it also assumes for the6

purposes of this method that there's no arbitrage7

opportunities.  You can't, you know, put together a portfolio,8

buy and sell things that would end up resulting in no loss,9

and so based on that, you know, if we assume those things,10

that what we're strictly measuring is volatility.11

We're saying, "What's the probability that that fair12

market value in six and a half months is going to -- is going13

to jump up above this strike price of 115 million?"14

THE COURT:  Okay.  So if Mr. -- and you've seen Mr.15

Peltz's report?16

THE WITNESS:  Yes, I have.17

THE COURT:  All right.  So you're aware of that.  So18

you know what Mr. Early's side wants to have their expert19

witness testify as to the value of this extension, and you're20

not saying that your disagreement is that he starts at $7021

million in value, if that's what he does, and you start at 2122

million?  That's not the difference between the two of you?23

THE WITNESS:  Well, in part.  You know, he used an24

inappropriate strike price because he only used a strike25
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price, my recollection without having it in front me of about1

75 million.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  Let's assume it's between 70 and3

80 just for purposes of discussion now.4

THE WITNESS:  Well, that's not what the price was as5

we -- as  I testified earlier, so he used the wrong number for6

the strike price.7

THE COURT:  Okay.8

THE WITNESS:  And the strike price is everything9

that had to be paid to be able to acquire the stock of Addus,10

and he left out, for instance, the assumption of liabilities,11

and as I testified earlier, that was just a mistake.12

THE COURT:  But you're able to calculate the cash13

value of all of those different components?14

THE WITNESS:  Yes, but beyond that, your Honor, he15

used a -- a type of option method applying the Black Shoals16

method to different time periods or different nodes within17

this period, which required an assessment of probability at18

each of those nodes, which is beyond speculative.  It's just19

incorrect for that short a time period or a six and a half20

month time period.21

THE COURT:  Okay.22

THE WITNESS:  It's the difference between walking up23

a flight of steps where you stop at each level and -- or24

walking up a ramp, and using the Black Shoals -- was it25
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something I said?1

THE COURT:  Yes.  We don't have ramps here that take2

you to the eighth floor. 3

All right.  But this is not the time for him to4

serve as a rebuttal witness to Mr. Peltz and to demonstrate as5

a counter-expert that Mr. Peltz got it all wrong.  I don't6

want to bring him back for that purpose, but I'm, you know --7

MR. STRUB:  I don't think -- I mean, I don't it's8

going to be -- I don't think -- I can't imagine any reason why9

it would be necessary at all.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  So he simply says Mr. Peltz has11

got it all wrong, has applied the wrong concepts.  He's got12

the wrong predicate to begin with.  It's not a $75 million13

deal.  So the very predicate that he uses is flawed, and so14

nothing can follow from that.15

Is that what you're saying?16

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.  He also assumes a17

market value without doing a valuation.  He just says that --18

you know, that -- he has something on the -- he took it at the19

face value.  Well, you know, if you have a $20 gold coin the20

face value is $20, but the one my wife owns from the 1890's is21

worth -- the market value of it is worth a whole lot more than22

$20, and so taking the transaction that's in dispute here as23

proof of what the value of that transaction is is not in24

accordance with any financial or valuation standards that I'm25
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aware of.1

THE COURT:  Okay.2

THE WITNESS:  So every aspect of his work in that3

regard I believe is just incorrect.4

THE COURT:  Good.  All right.  Okay.  Fine.  I5

understand that.  At least you're willing to take on another6

expert.  Mr. Nielson wouldn't say boo about anybody.7

THE WITNESS:  I didn't mean to take on another8

expert.  I'm trying to respond to your Honor's questions.9

THE COURT:  Thank you.  But you did have an opinion10

that the option price under the first amendment was worth11

zero, it wasn't worth $7 1/2 million, and that no rational12

investor would have paid $7.5 million for that six and a half13

month extension.  That's your testimony?14

THE WITNESS:  Yes, your Honor.15

THE COURT:  Okay.  Fine.  Do you have more to ask16

him?17

MR. STRUB:  The only other thing is in response to18

the Court's question today, if he might want to say -- he19

might want to respond to that first thing tomorrow morning.20

THE COURT:  I want two things.  One, I want him to21

see the adjustment, and two, I want to know what his invoice22

costs are for the preparation of this report.  He can call23

back to the office and find out, and I want the same thing --24

I want to know the cost through the day of the preparation of25
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Mr. Nielson's report.1

Mr. Cimasi, you held up very, very well.  My2

commendations to you.3

I need to see counsel in chambers.  I can't be very4

long about that.  That's because, A, my wife is home and wants5

to know why I'm not there.6

Off the record.7

8

*               *               *9

10
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